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Abstract

Recent studies have shown that decreasing sensory stimulation after learning can enhance memory retention in humans. Amnesic patients and healthy controls expressed significantly better memory for both passages of prose and spatial landmarks when learning was followed by a short period filled with restful wake, rather than an unrelated distractor task (Dewar et al, 2010; Craig et al, 2016). This enhancement was suggested to arise from decreases in memory interference processes. These findings suggest that interference from ongoing sensory stimulation could have a much larger impact on memory and everyday life than previously thought. The aim of this thesis was therefore to investigate the role of retroactive interference in hippocampal-dependent memory consolidation, and to explore the neural mechanisms behind this episodic memory enhancement.

To this end, I tested the effects of reducing different types of interference after spatial learning on memory retention in rats. A spatial memory task was used that required no reward, instead using the animal’s natural tendency to detect and explore novelty. To exploit this behaviour experimentally to test memory retention, I used the novel object location (nOL) recognition task. My protocol consisted of a single training trial, during which animals could explore two copies of the same novel object placed in an open field arena. Memory for the object locations was then tested 6h or 24h later, when animals were returned to the arena in which now one of these objects was moved to a novel location. Animals that preferred to explore the object at the novel location expressed memory for the location the objects occupied during the training trial. The role of interference on object location memory was assessed by exposing the animals to different, highly-familiar stimuli (i.e., dark or normally lit holding box, home cage, or cagemate in a holding box) during the 1 h period directly following the training trial. We used gentle handling to prevent rats from falling asleep during this period. I found that animals expressed robust nOL memory when exposed to a dark familiar holding box after learning, but not when they were exposed to their home cage, replicating the memory enhancement effect following reduction of visual stimulation seen in humans. Further experiments sought to isolate what aspects of the dark holding box promoted memory retention as compared to the home cage. To this end, after learning, animals were put into their home cages with their cage mates, which was placed in either an enclosed normally lit (white light) box (WB), or an enclosed dark (red light) box (RB). Neither group expressed memory, suggesting that the black box effect was dependent on animals
being socially isolated. Exposure to the WB when alone also prevented the expression of nOL memory. Yet, animals exposed to the RB without cage mates expressed object location memory, establishing that the black holding box effect was dependent on animals being socially isolated and with reduced visual stimulation. These results suggested that interference not only stems from new learning, but can occur simply when exposed to either highly familiar social or visual stimuli.

Object location memory is known to depend on the hippocampus. The activity of pyramidal neurons within the hippocampus (place cells) represents the location of an animal within its environment. This activity is context-dependent, and has been shown to be modulated by the manipulation of objects within these environments (Deshmukh et al, 2013; Burke et al, 2011). Therefore, to explore the neural mechanisms underpinning the ‘black box effect’, I recorded place cells in the dorsal CA1 of rats. I first focused on the spatially-selective firing of place cells to study whether post-learning stimulation could affect the spatial stability of place cell firing within a novel environment, thereby causing memory interference. Animals explored a novel environment for 10 min, after which they spent 3 h awake in either the WB or RB. Then, 6 h after the initial exposure, animals explored the same environment again. Analysis of place cell firing indicated that whilst the overall firing and spatial properties of place cells were not different between groups, the stability of place fields between the initial and repeated exposures was significantly enhanced in the dark (RB) box group. Therefore, reducing visual stimulation after learning promoted place field stability, consistent with the behavioural results.

To determine whether these changes in place field stability correlated to the strength of object location memory, a third set of experiments investigated the influence of objects on place field expression during a nOL behavioural task. As seen previously, implanted rats expressed object location memory for 6 h when exposed to the RB, but not the WB, after learning. In contrast to these findings, no differences in the firing and spatial properties of place fields both over and between sessions were found between the WB and RB groups. The introduction, movement and removal of objects, however, did affect various measures of place field stability and synchronicity. The apparent object-place field relationship was investigated further, and results suggested that place fields were more likely to be expressed
away from objects during the probe trial if the animal had significant memory for the object locations.

Overall, the results reported in my thesis show that long-term memory formation, in terms of behavioural as well a subset of electrophysiological measures, benefits from reduced sensory stimulation after learning. These findings highlight that even low levels of sensory stimulation can have a drastic impact on spatial memory and correlated neural activity. This has important implications for experimental design, as well as life outside of the laboratory.
**Lay summary**

Whilst the forgetting of irrelevant information is an important part of everyday life, it can be infuriating when a piece of information you learned just minutes ago has now gone from your memory - even more so when it appears that receiving a phone call or talking to an acquaintance has sped this process up. This disruption of memory caused by incoming information is termed retroactive interference. Much research has covered the topic of both pathological and healthy memory loss due to retroactive interference in humans. It has been shown previously that if you sit alone in a quiet dark room (wakeful rest) after learning a passage of prose you will be able to remember the stories much better than if you had to complete a spot the difference task during this time after learning. This suggests that the reduction of retroactive interference directly after learning can increase memory retention in the long-term. This thesis aims to correlate some of these findings into rats, allowing for a greater depth of investigation into these forgetting mechanisms.

To this end, a memory task was used that required rats to learn the locations of objects. Rats that were put into a black box by themselves after learning these locations, showed significantly better memory for the locations when tested 6 hours later, compared to rats that were put back into their home cage in the light with their cage mates. This replicated findings in humans showing that rats could also benefit from wakeful rest by being put into a black box, i.e. the ‘black box effect’. Further experiments found that rats had to be by themselves and in the dark for this benefit to occur. If rats were by themselves in the light, or if they were with their cage mates in the dark, they could not remember the object locations. These results suggested that memory could be disrupted by being able to see the inside of the box or by interacting with cage mates.

The hippocampus is a brain area important for navigation and conscious memory. The hippocampus contains cells which tell you where you are within the environment, by becoming active only when you are in a specific place within in the environment. These ‘place cells’ are thought to underlie the memories associated with location. In this study it is required for animals to remember object locations in a memory task. Therefore I recorded place cells in rats to see if their activity is affected by the black box effect. I found that the activity of a percentage of place cells was affected by the black box effect, suggesting that the ‘black box effect’ can be observed at the single cell level.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Amygdala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>Anterior cingulate cortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACh</td>
<td>Acetylcholine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMPA-R</td>
<td>α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANOVA</td>
<td>Analysis of variance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>Anterior-posterior axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>First baseline session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>Second baseline session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>Third baseline session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b/s</td>
<td>Bits per spike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Context 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Context 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca²⁺</td>
<td>Calcium ion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA1</td>
<td>Cornu ammonis 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA2</td>
<td>Cornu ammonis 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA3</td>
<td>Cornu ammonis 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaMKII</td>
<td>Ca²⁺ /calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cs</td>
<td>Collateral sulcus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>Discrimination index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d[0-180]</td>
<td>Discrimination index of 3 minute probe trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV</td>
<td>Dorso-ventral axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-LTP</td>
<td>early long-term potentiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>Entorhinal cortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fMRI</td>
<td>Functional magnetic resonance imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>Firing rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Hippocampal formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPC</td>
<td>Hippocampus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IsoD</td>
<td>Isolation distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEC</td>
<td>Lateral Entorhinal cortex</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LFP  Local field potential
LTM  Long term memory
LTP  Long-term potentiation
I-LTP  Late long-term potentiation
MAP-K  Mitogen-activated protein kinase
ML  Medio-lateral axis
MMN  Medial mammillary nucleus
mPFC  medial prefrontal cortex
Na⁺  Sodium ion
NMDA-R  N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor
nOL  Novel object location
P  Probe session
p190 RhoGAP  p190 Rho GTPase-activating protein
PCo  Population coordination
PKA  Protein kinase A
PKC  Protein kinase C
PR  Perirhinal cortex
PSD  Post synaptic density
RB  Red box
REM sleep  Rapid eye movement sleep
RI  Retroactive interference
S  Sampling session
SEM  Standard error of the mean
SI  Spatial information content
STM  Short term memory
SWS  Slow wave sleep
vmPFC  Ventro medial prefrontal cortex
WB  White box
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Chapter 1: General Introduction

Whilst the forgetting of irrelevant information is an important part of everyday life, it can be infuriating when a piece of information you learned just minutes ago has now gone from your memory - even more so when it appears that receiving a phone call or talking to an acquaintance has sped this process up. This disruption of memory caused by incoming information is termed retroactive interference. Much research has covered the topic of both pathological and healthy memory loss due to retroactive interference in humans. It has been shown that the reduction of such interference directly after learning can increase memory retention in the long-term. This thesis aims to correlate some of these findings into non-humans, allowing for a greater depth of investigation into these forgetting mechanisms. In this introduction I will cover the role of the hippocampus in memory in both humans and non-humans; the implications of retroactive interference on the forgetting of hippocampal memories in humans; the processes thought to underlie both synaptic and systems consolidation of such memories; and place cells – a possible neural correlate of spatial memory. I will finish by stating the overall aims and hypotheses of this thesis.

1.1 Hippocampal memory in humans and non-humans

Up until the midpoint of the twentieth century it was believed that memory was distributed throughout the brain with no particular locus. This all changed in 1957 with the report of patient H.M. H.M. had such severe epileptic seizures that he underwent bilateral medial temporal lobe resection in an attempt to control them (Scoville and Milner, 1957). This lesion included the hippocampus and surrounding structures, such as the amygdala and parahippocampal gyrus (Corkin et al., 1997), highlighted in Figure 1.1. Although higher capacities were left intact, H.M. suffered from profound forgetfulness for declarative memories some years before the surgery (retrograde amnesia), and for all declarative memories after it (anterograde amnesia) (Gabrieli et al., 1988; Penfield and Milner, 1958; Scoville and Milner, 1957). This severe inability to form new declarative memories helped to identify the medial temporal lobe (MTL) as an important locus for memory in the human brain.
Through years of thorough neuropsychological testing of H.M., and patients with similar MTL damage, the specificity of hippocampal-dependent memory began to be elucidated. Whilst these patients couldn’t consciously acquire any new memories, motor skills could be learned, albeit with no recollection of the learning event (Brooks and Baddeley, 1976; Cohen and Squire, 1980). This showed the separation of two important forms of memory: declarative and procedural. The acquisition of procedural memory – unconsciously learned skilled-based information – clearly did not require the MTL, as this type of memory remained intact in amnesic patients. The acquisition of declarative memory – conscious memory containing information about facts and events – on the other hand did require the MTL. It is also important to note that, whilst patients with MTL damage could not consciously remember any memories minutes after learning, if the information learned could be held in short-term or working memory with no distractions then it could be rehearsed and remembered. However as soon as attention was placed elsewhere this memory was gone (Milner, 1959, 2005; Sidman et al., 1968). The MTL is therefore clearly involved in the acquisition of long-term declarative memory, with short-term or working memory and attention being spared. Studies into patients with more focused damage to just the hippocampus implicated this structure in specific types of long-term declarative memory. The acquisition of memories rooted in contexts, i.e. episodic and spatial memory, appeared to be selectively impaired, whereas the acquisition of general knowledge and memories based around fact, i.e. semantic memory, appeared to be spared (Tulving and Markowitsch, 1998; Vargha-Khadem et al., 1997). Although there has been much debate surrounding exactly what type of memory is hippocampal dependent in humans (Manns et al., 2003), studies into non-humans have provided more conclusive results.
As the MTL structure is highly conserved between species (Figure 1.2), animal models have been used to replicate these findings and investigate the impact of more focused lesions of just the hippocampus, rather than the other MTL structures. This profound anterograde amnesia for long-term spatial memory, coupled with a complete sparing of procedural memory and relative sparing of short-term memory, has been replicated in various animal models of amnesia with varying degrees of success (Murray and Wise, 2010). When using delays of 40 minutes in between learning and recall it was found that monkeys with hippocampal lesions were able to perform as well as controls on novel object recognition and delayed non-matching to location tasks (Murray and Mishkin, 1998). These were both tasks thought to require the hippocampus. However the distinction between short-term and long-term memory is important, as delays of at least 1-3 hour are thought to be needed for the testing of long-term memory (Grecksch and Matthies, 1980; Izquierdo and Medina, 1997). The distinction between purely spatial memory and spatially-related memory is also imperative. Studies both in monkeys and rodents have shown that if memory tests requiring the acquisition and subsequent recollection of purely spatial memory are selectively used, then anterograde amnesia becomes apparent (Aggleton et al., 1986; Clark et al., 2005; Hampton et al., 2004; Lavenex et al., 2006; Murray and Mishkin, 1998; Murray and Wise, 2010). These findings therefore suggest that the consolidation of long-term episodic and spatial memory is hippocampal-dependent.

Figure 1.2: A sagittal section of a rat’s brain highlighting the location of the hippocampus in blue (left). A coronal section of a rat’s brain highlighting the location of the hippocampal formation, including the hippocampal subfields. Other parts of the medial temporal lobe (MTL) are also labelled: perirhinal cortex (PR), lateral entorhinal cortex (LEC) and amygdala (A). MTL structures are highly conserved between species giving relevance to non-human studies of this part of the brain. Figure adapted from Paxinos and Watson, (2004).
1.2 The hippocampus, forgetting and the role of retroactive interference

The conscious acquisition and consolidation of memories is dependent on the hippocampus. However in the healthy population there are often times where memories are consciously learned but become unable to be recalled soon after. There are two main theories behind this non-pathological forgetting, one involving the active decay of memories that have been consolidated and stored, and one involving the interference of memory consolidation or retrieval. The former is thought to occur almost selectively during sleep, systemically removing weaker memories with only those sufficiently ‘protected’ from active decay processes persisting (Hardt et al., 2013). Interference, on the other hand, occurs when new information disrupts consolidation or retrieval of an old memory (retroactive), or occurs when previously learned information disrupts encoding or memory of new information (proactive). Whilst the theory of active decay is significant and merits further discussion, only the theory of retroactive interference will be covered in this thesis.

1.2.1 Forgetting as a function of time

Among the first to address the issue of forgetting was Ebbinhaus, who in 1885 published his ‘forgetting curve’, recreated in Figure 1.3. Ebbinhaus taught himself lists of nonsense syllables and subsequently attempted to recall them after increasingly long intervals. He plotted a curve to show how his retention of this learned material decreased as the delay between learning and recall got longer. Forgetting therefore appeared to occur as a function of time. However soon after, Bigham highlighted a problem with the passive decay theory Ebbinhaus had suggested, arguing that the time between encoding and recall of the learned material was seldom void of incoming information. This problem was investigated some years later by Muller and Pilzecker (1900), who proposed that rather than being a function of time, forgetting was driven by the everyday tasks and subsequent processing of new information that occupied this delay between learning and recall.

Figure 1.3: Ebbinhaus’s forgetting curve plotted memory retention of nonsense syllables over the elapsed time between learning and recall. (orange). Muller and Pilzecker hypothesised that rather than a function of time, forgetting occurred due to the presence of new information between learning and recall (blue).
1.2.2 Forgetting due to retroactive interference

Muller and Pilzecker created the basic methodology for the study of retroactive interference. To investigate this proposed mechanism of forgetting, participants were presented with nonsense syllable pair lists and asked to recall one of the pair when the other was presented to them. The material to be learned was therefore similar to the lists of nonsense syllables used by Ebbinghaus. However in this case the delay period in between the encoding and recall of these syllables was either filled with the learning of another nonsense syllable list or unfilled and comparably void of incoming information. As predicted by Muller and Pilzecker’s proposed mechanisms of forgetting, the filled delay period led to a lower recall performance than the unfilled delay period, and had more of a detrimental effect if it directly followed learning.

From this the retroactive interference theory of forgetting was born. This proposed that new learning interfered with old learning in a time-dependent manner, with interference more likely to occur directly after the original material was learned. However it was unclear whether interference occurred due to the similarity of the material to be learned (i.e. they were both lists of nonsense syllables) or whether any new learning would cause this interference effect. The experiment was therefore repeated; this time with the filled delay period consisting of viewing landscape paintings and subsequently describing them to the experimenter in great detail. The same pattern of recollection was seen, with the filled delay leading to a lower recall performance than the unfilled condition. Muller and Pilzecker hypothesised that interference occurred due to mental exertion after learning, rather than the similarity of the new and old learned material.

This question was touched upon by future studies using delay conditions containing material of varying similarity, however many of these studies disagreed with Muller and Pilzecker entirely. Both McGeoch and McDonald (1931) and Dey (1969) argued that material encountered during the delay period had to be similar to the learned material to cause retroactive interference. When the delay was filled with non-similar information participants performed better than when the information was the same as the learned material (Dey, 1969; McGeoch and McDonald, 1931). For example, McGeoch and McDonald implemented a task requiring the learning of 10 adjectives followed either by the learning of interpolated stimuli of varying degrees of similarity, or a ‘rest’ condition involving reading and choosing...
their favourite jokes from a book. The interpolated stimuli included synonyms, antonyms, unrelated adjectives, syllables and numbers. Recall after the delay improved as the similarity of stimuli decreased, with the ‘rest’ condition showing the best levels of recollection overall. These studies dismissed the existence of interference caused by non-similar material, i.e. diversion retroactive interference (diversion-RI). Although others proposed that both similar and non-similar material could lead to retroactive interference (Skaggs, 1925), diversion-RI was largely ignored until the start of the next century.

The important thing to note is that neither McGeoch and McDonald nor Dey included an unfilled delay condition. Even when a rest interval was used, participants were asked to read or talk to the experimenter. This is in contrast to the true unfilled delay used by Muller and Pilzecker as a control to their diversion interference condition. This suggests that the rest interval could have been acting as a filled delay period, especially since the memory task involved participants learning words, and both reading and speaking are verbal tasks. Another issue that was not addressed by either Muller and Pilzecker or McGeoch, McDonald and Dey’s subsequent studies into familiarity was that of whether interference only occurred when participants were required to learn something, as had been the case with the interpolated stimuli used previously, such as the syllable list and the picture task. As much of everyday life is full of the incidental learning of unrelated material, or even just the processing of irrelevant stimuli, this distinction was an important one to make. Therefore for interference to play a common role in everyday forgetting, true diversion-RI had to be a plausible mechanism.

With this in mind, Dewar et al. investigated the possibility that retroactive interference does not require the learning of meaningful information to disrupt the future recollection of memories (Dewar et al., 2007). To this end, participants were required to learn a list of 15 verbally presented nouns followed by a delay period filled with one of various tasks. Of these tasks, two required learning and future recall (listening to a radio recording or watching visual clips of scenes around the University campus and subsequent follow up questions), two contained meaningful material that were not required to be learned (spot the difference or maths problems), and one contained no meaningful material and no learning (a tone detection task). Of the two tasks that required recall, one was verbal and therefore similar to the material to be learned, and one was non-verbal and therefore dissimilar to the learned
material. A true unfilled delay period was also used as a control condition, with participants left by themselves in a quiet, darkened room to rest for the duration (termed wakeful rest).

As predicted the unfilled wakeful rest condition exhibited the best noun recall after the delay, as had been found 100 years earlier by Muller and Pilzecker. Surprisingly all of the other conditions produced the same levels of retroactive interference, with no significant differences between the percentages of correctly recalled nouns. This highlights many findings. Firstly, when the task requires intentional learning, the similarity of the task to the learned material does not affect interference, in contrast to previous findings. This discrepancy could arise from the levels of similarity of the task to the material learned, as although both required listening and recalling verbal content, the material recalled was purely a list of nouns, whereas the task required listening to a radio show and extracting information. It has been suggested that the task has to be almost identical to the learned material to cause interference. This was previously shown by Robinson, who found that when learning a list of eight different four digit numbers interference was much greater when followed by the learning of eight more four digit numbers compared to the multiplication of four digit numbers or the learning of a string of 32 numbers (Robinson, 1920). Therefore, unless highly similar, all material appeared to have a comparable detrimental effect. It should be noted that proactive interference also exists, where previously learned information disrupts encoding or memory of new information, however it appears that this type of interference relies solely on the similarity of the material (Dewar et al., 2007). This suggests that similarity retroactive interference might be comparable to proactive interference and possibly caused by different mechanisms to that of diversion-RI.

Another finding from Dewar et al. was that the delay task did not need to be intentionally learned to cause retroactive interference. Importantly, the delay task also did not need to contain any meaningful new information as in the case of the tone-detection task, which required mental effort but no unintentional learning of novel or informative material. It was also confirmed that a true unfilled delay does reduce the effects of retroactive interference. These findings all agree with Muller and Pilzecker’s initial hypothesis of retroactive interference, where interference occurred due to mental exertion after learning rather than the similarity of the new and old learned material. Overall this study showed that diversion-RI is a real phenomenon and therefore a plausible candidate for everyday forgetting. They
also highlighted that the removal of interfering stimuli through the unfilled condition of wakeful rest can lead to the highest levels of retention, suggesting that wakeful rest enhances memory.

Whilst these results indicated that consolidation mechanisms were modulated by interference, the delay periods used between acquisition and test were short. Therefore the proposal that interference affects long-term memory retention processes was clarified in a further experiment (Dewar et al., 2012). Participants listened to passages of prose followed immediately by either a 10-minute filled delay containing a visual spot-the-difference task or a 10-minute unfilled delay in a dark and quiet room. 15-30 minutes later participants were asked to recall the prose, followed by a further surprise recall test 7 days later. There were striking improvements in recall both 15-30 minutes and 7 days after the initial learning session for participants in the unfilled delay condition. This indicated that the unfilled delay immediately after encoding improved memory in the long-term.

Whilst the rehearsal of learned material during the unfilled delay period was unlikely to underlie the increased recall in this condition, this notion remained to be directly tested. Therefore an experiment was carried out where, instead of participants learning known words, they were asked to learn and subsequently recall a list of non-rehearsable non-word items (Dewar et al., 2014). As with the long-term retention experiments described previously, the delay lasted 10 minutes and was either filled with a spot-the-difference task or unfilled. This was followed by surprise recall tests both 15-30 minutes and 7 days after the initial learning. As had been seen previously, the unfilled condition boosted memory retention at both time points compared to the filled condition, indicating that intentional rehearsal was not necessary for the memory enhancing effects of reduced interference.

Further experiments sought to test the effects of an unfilled condition of wakeful rest on spatial memory. Instead of learning prose or lists of words, participants learned a route through a computer-based virtual reality environment containing eight decision points with a distinctive landmark positioned at each (Craig et al., 2015). Immediately after the route was learned to a 100% criterion participants underwent either a filled (spot-the-difference task) or unfilled (wakeful rest) delay condition of 10-minutes. Spatial memory was tested after 10-20 minutes, followed by a surprise test 7 days later. These tests included associative memory
for landmark-direction associations (i.e. which way did you turn at a particular landmark); a
cognitive map test where on the presentation of one landmark participants had to give the
compass direction to another specified landmark; a temporal landmark order test; and a
route memory test. No effect of wakeful rest was seen in the route memory test, as there
appeared to be a ceiling effect due to relative easiness of the task. No effect was seen in the
cognitive map test either, however this appeared to be due to a floor effect due to the
relative difficulty of the task. Wakeful rest did enhance both associative and temporal order
memory at both 10-20 minutes and 7 days post-route learning. This experiment was
repeated using a much larger virtual environment and longer routes (Craig et al., 2016). The
cognitive map test was repeated, however this time participants were put back into the
virtual environment next to a landmark and asked to rotate to face another landmark within
the environment. Therefore participants were given the surrounding contextual information
as well as the landmark position. The floor effect was removed and participants were able to
complete the task in both conditions, with more accurate performance after wakeful rest
condition compared to the filled delay condition. This suggested that wakeful rest was
assisting the consolidation of spatial memories into an internal representation of the
environment, allowing the participant to more accurately visualize short-cuts and routes
never taken before.

1.2.3 Increased susceptibility to diversion retroactive interference in amnesic patients
In parallel to the research described above, the same laboratories started to apply the
concept of diversion-RI to patients with severe anterograde amnesia, either caused by mild
cognitive impairment (MCI) or focal brain damage (Cowan et al., 2004; Della Sala et al., 2005).
Focal brain damage was caused by a stroke or major head injury, and through computerised
tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans it was found that the damage
was restricted to the frontal lobe, thalamus, or parietal lobe. These patients therefore
appeared to have intact temporal lobes, unlike the studies mentioned previously where
damage was restricted to the MTL. It was ensured all patients had intact short-term memory
and verbal reasoning, whilst presenting with anterograde amnesia that had had an abrupt
onset after brain damage. Patients with MCI had no signs of any focal lesions (examined
using CT or MRI scans) and presented with anterograde amnesia in the absence of any other
deficits such as a decrease in verbal reasoning or short-term memory loss. Therefore whilst
it was possible that the MTL were affected in MCI and focal brain damage patients, it
appeared that this was not the locus of their memory deficits. It was suggested that rather than being unable to encode new information, as appeared to be the case with patients such as H.M., damage to non-temporal structures could interfere with the filtering of incoming information, overloading the temporal structures with information and leading to faulty consolidation mechanisms. This would manifest itself as an increased susceptibility to diversion-RI, and therefore give patients a significant benefit from the unfilled condition of wakeful rest.

To test this hypothesis, both amnesic patients and healthy age-matched controls were read a list of words to learn which they immediately recalled, followed by a either a delay condition filled with various psychometric tests, none of which required learning and none of which contained material similar to the word list, or an unfilled condition of wakeful rest spent alone in a quiet, dark room (Cowan et al., 2004). These delay conditions lasted 10 minutes, after which participants were asked to recall as many words as possible. There were minimal differences between the patient and control groups for the immediate recall with both able to perform the required task. After the delay period both benefitted from the unfilled condition, recalling more words than after the filled condition, replicating the study by Dewer et al. However the differences between the two groups were striking. Whilst the control group was able to recall on average 46% of the words after the filled delay, only half of the patients could recall any words at all (on average 14%) with the other patients unable to recall even the existence of the test. After the unfilled condition the control group was able to recall on average 74% of the words, showing a significant improvement. This improvement was also seen in the amnesiac group, with an overall increase in retention (on average 49%) and with one patient who had previously been unable to remember anything about the testing procedure now able to remember a proportion of the learned words.

This experiment was repeated, however instead of a word list participants had to listen to a passage of prose, followed by a delay of an hour. Participants were also unaware that they would have to recall the prose after the delay (Cowan et al., 2004). This was to minimise the possibility that participants were constantly repeating the prose and therefore using short-term memory to recall the material. In line with the previous experiment, amnesic patients could not remember the majority of the prose after the filled delay condition (7%), however recollection improved dramatically after the unfilled wakeful rest condition (79%).
suggested that reducing diversion-RI worked remarkably well to enhance the encoding of memory in amnesic patients. In contrast the control group was able to recall 79% of the content even after the filled delay. Although an improvement was shown in the control group after the unfilled condition (89%) as expected, this indicated that a ceiling effect was present, i.e. the task was too easy. Similar improvements were seen in amnesic patients in future studies, such as when a 10-minute filled delay condition containing a tone-detection task was compared with a 10-minute unfilled condition (Dewar et al., 2010), and when patients with mild cognitive impairment were compared to a healthy age-matched control group (Della Sala et al., 2005), indicating the effect was consistent and reproducible. Interestingly, when Cowan et al. (2004) tested another group containing patients with amnesia due to temporal lobe damage, these patients showed no memory after the filled or unfilled condition. Overall these results suggested that patients with non-temporal amnesia are highly susceptible to diversion-RI as hypothesised, and that the benefit of reducing such interference through wakeful rest requires an intact MTL.

Further studies sought to investigate the time-dependent nature of diversion-RI in amnesic patients. Muller and Piltzecker had briefly explored this idea in 1900 in healthy participants, showing that memories were more susceptible to retroactive interference 17 seconds after learning compared to retroactive interference 6 minutes after learning, with 28% of material recalled compared to 49% of material, respectively. This effect was replicated by Skaggs in 1925, whereby participants were asked to remember the locations of five chess pieces on a chessboard, followed by algebra calculations either directly after learning or at different time-points during a five minute delay. Locations were less likely to be remembered if the task directly followed the initial learning of the locations (Skaggs, 1925). These studies suggested that as consolidation mechanisms progressed, memories became less affected by interference. Therefore if amnesic patients were highly susceptible to diversion-RI due to interference with consolidation mechanisms, then this time-dependent nature of retroactive interference should be even clearer in the amnesic patient group.

Dewar et al. explored this effect in amnesic patients with mild cognitive impairment that spared the temporal lobes (Dewar et al., 2009). Patients and age-matched healthy controls were asked to learn a list of 15 words followed by immediate recall of the same list. Following this an interference task was used with various onset delays. The task consisted of verbally
naming pictures whilst ignoring the word that was overlaid on the picture. This required high levels of mental effort but no new learning. This task occurred either immediately after the initial material was learned (early interference), or was delayed by 3 minutes (middle interference) or 6 minutes (late interference). An unfilled wakeful rest delay condition was also used that lasted the whole 9 minutes between learning and recollection of the material. It was found that all participants recalled the most after the wakeful rest delay condition as expected. All participants also had improved recollection when the interference was delayed by 6 minutes compared to directly after learning, indicating that retroactive interference mechanisms are time-dependent. This improvement in recollection was incredibly striking in the amnesiac group, with no patients able to recall any words in the early interference condition, but with recollection comparable to that seen after 9 minutes of wakeful rest in the late interference condition. This implied that amnesic patients are indeed more susceptible to diversion-RI mechanisms due to interference with consolidation mechanisms. As both the early and late interference groups would have interrupted the rehearsal of words within short-term memory this also suggested that retroactive interference mechanisms disrupt long-term memory consolidation processes.

As had been shown in the healthy population, a further experiment sought to clarify whether the benefit of reducing interference in amnesic patients lasted in the long-term over a 7 day period (Alber et al., 2014), as would be expected if long-term consolidation mechanisms were being modulated. This experiment was based on the study outlined previously, investigating long-term processes in the healthy population (Dewar et al., 2012). As had been found in the healthy population, there were striking improvements in recall in the amnesia group both at 15-30 minutes and 7 days after the initial learning session, indicating that the unfilled delay improved memory in the long-term. This improvement in long-term memory in amnesic patients was remarkable given their normal inability to recall memories even a few minutes after acquisition.
1.2.4 Diversion retroactive interference in non-humans

Overall these studies show clearly and consistently that the levels of interference immediately after the learning of hippocampal-dependent memories can affect how much is remembered in the long-term. Reducing these levels of interference post-learning, via wakeful rest, has been shown to benefit amnesic patients with both acute brain damage and MCI as well as healthy controls. This highlights the importance of these findings, both as developing a treatment for memory loss as well as providing a tool for understanding more about the underlying mechanisms of this effect in the healthy population. The hippocampal-dependent and time-dependent nature of these mechanisms, coupled with the fact that memories appear to be modulated in the long-term without the need for constant rehearsal of the material, suggests that retroactive interference modulates the mechanisms underlying hippocampal memory consolidation. Exactly how interference affects these post-learning processes is unknown. Animal studies have tried to replicate the findings of Muller and Pilzecker in an effort to explore the mechanisms behind diversion-RI at a deeper level, however none were successful as these studies focused on movement as an interfering stimuli. Rats underwent spatial learning tasks followed by 1h, 3h or 5h on a rotating drum. A control group underwent no forced exercise. It was hypothesised that forced movement would act as an interfering stimulus in the same way that learning lists of words or numbers interfered with memory in humans. Surprisingly for the experimenters, forced exercise was minimally better than the control group (Corey, 1931) and in one experiment actually enhanced the rat’s spatial memory (Gray, 1937), suggesting that retroactive interference was not replicable in non-humans. Although an obvious confounding factor now, at the time it was unknown that exercise could improve spatial learning and memory (Erickson et al., 2011; O’Callaghan et al., 2007; Shih et al., 2013; Wang and Wang, 2016). Therefore whilst studies have attempted to replicate diversion-RI in non-humans, none have been successful, in all probability due to the protocols used. If the effects of reduced diversion-RI could be replicated in rodents then the underlying mechanisms of such effect could be understood in much greater detail. It is possible that retroactive interference is disrupting consolidation at either the cellular level or at a systems level. Here I will review the concept of memory consolidation and the neural machinery involved.
1.3 The hippocampus and memory consolidation

Memory consolidation is the stabilisation of memory after learning, a process that happens progressively over time. Muller and Pilzecker proposed this phenomenon (Konsolidierung) in the late twentieth century, after experiments showing memory for list learning improved greatly over the first few minutes post-acquisition (Muller and Pilzecker, 1900; Lechner et al 1999). Further experiments have shown different types of mechanisms underlying consolidation seeming to work on two different timescales: fast structural processes working at the cellular level, followed by slower processes working at the systems level. For this report they will be termed ‘synaptic consolidation’ and ‘systems consolidation’ respectively.

1.3.1 Synaptic consolidation

Synaptic consolidation refers to the molecular changes that occur at the synapse and that lead to the structural modifications underpinning long-term memory. This is highly conserved throughout species and memory types, having been shown in Aplysia (Castellucci et al., 1970; Lin and Glanzman, 1994), rodents (Lipp and Wolfer, 1998) and humans (Dudai and Morris, 2000; Goelet et al., 1986). The memory trace is thought to occur through changes in synaptic weight or synaptic composition (Redondo and Morris, 2011), with long-lasting traces representing memories that persist.

Protein synthesis is necessary for synaptic consolidation as the products of gene expression are required for synaptic remodelling and growth (Davis and Squire, 1984; Hernandez and Abel, 2008). Within the hippocampus, glutamatergic signalling initiates this process, leading to de novo protein synthesis and alterations in synaptic morphology. The activation of α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptors (AMPA-Rs) on the post-synaptic density (PSD) causes an influx of sodium ions (Na+), which leads to subsequent membrane depolarisation and removal of the N-methyl-D-aspartate-receptor (NMDA-R) magnesium block. Given the binding of glutamate and D-Serine to the NMDA-R, this allows influx of calcium ions (Ca2+), which further depolarises the membrane, and, more importantly, activates numerous signalling pathways. These comprise kinases and GTPases such as protein kinase A (PKA), mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase, and p190 Rho GTPase-activating protein (p190 RhoGAP) (Lamprecht and LeDoux, 2004; Lattal and Abel, 2001). These then initiate cytoskeletal alterations and modulate receptor expression and trafficking, eventually leading to spinogenesis and synaptogenesis (Lamprecht and LeDoux,
Activity-dependent activation of protein kinase C (PKC) and Ca²⁺ /calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII) lead to the phosphorylation of specific GluA1 sequences, driving AMPA-R insertion from extrasynaptic pools. This is followed by small G-protein-mediated trafficking of AMPA-Rs and the actin polymerisation required to support these increases in AMPA-Rs (Derkach et al., 2007). Activation of PKC and PKA also phosphorylate the GluN1 subunit, promoting endoplasmic reticulum export and trafficking of NMDA-Rs to the plasma membrane (Sans et al., 2003). Modifications of both can lead to increased synaptic potentiation, which corresponds to the strength of long-term memory expression (Migues et al., 2010).

These outlined molecular changes appear to occur during a specific time window initiated by memory acquisition and lasting on a time-scale of minutes to hours. During this time memories are thought to exist in a short-term form, which is labile and sensitive to anything that can inhibit these synaptic processes, such as protein synthesis inhibitors. Only after synaptic consolidation processes are complete does the memory become long-term, existing in a stable state that is resistant to blockade. This is true for synaptic changes induced by learning as well as experimentally induced synaptic changes termed long-term potentiation (LTP). The end of synaptic consolidation has therefore been defined operationally as the time point after learning (or LTP induction) when protein synthesis inhibitors can no longer affect the formation of memory (or LTP). Early-LTP consolidates to late-LTP and short-term memory consolidates to long-term memory.

Although the relationship between hippocampal LTP and synaptic memory consolidation is still under scrutiny, much evidence points towards LTP being a candidate for synaptic consolidation processes, and much of what we know about synaptic consolidation comes from studies investigating LTP mechanisms (Martin et al., 2000). When infused into the hippocampus of rats after training on an inhibitory avoidance task, PKC inhibitors disrupted long-term memory consolidation on a similar time-scale to that shown when using PKC inhibitors to disrupt late-LTP both in vitro and in vivo (Colley et al., 1990; Huang et al., 1992; Jerusalinsky et al., 1994). Similar results have been shown between late-LTP and long-term memory for both PKA and MAP kinase activity during contextual fear conditioning (Schafe et al., 1999), and for cAMP response element binding protein (CREB) during a Morris Water Maze spatial memory task (Guzowski and McGaugh, 1997). Similar studies have found
increases in such proteins in the hours following spatial learning tasks (Porte et al., 2008). It should be noted that there are studies that have successfully eliminated late-LTP in vivo whilst maintaining spatial long-term memory (Meiri et al., 1998), suggesting that mechanisms underlying late-LTP might not fully explain the synaptic consolidation of spatial memory. However given the levels of similarities found between the two processes, LTP still remains a likely candidate for synaptic consolidation of the hippocampal memory trace.

1.3.2 Synaptic consolidation and diversion retroactive interference
The specific time scale of synaptic consolidation (minutes to hours after initial learning) is in line with the time-dependent nature of the benefit of wakeful rest (minutes after initial learning) shown by Dewar et al. (2009). Retroactive interference could therefore decrease memory retention by disrupting the synaptic consolidation processes outlined above. It is possible that new learning could interrupt the synaptic consolidation of previously learned material by competing for plasticity-related proteins such as protein kinase or activity-regulated cytoskeletal-associated protein (Arc). Studies investigating the effects of memory of two similar behaviour tasks have shown that memory traces can compete for Arc if the levels of Arc are not abundant (Martínez et al., 2012). Rats were given weak context-dependent inhibitory-avoidance (IA) task training, producing a memory that under normal circumstances would not be fully consolidated into long-term memory. After this training rats explored a novel open field for 5 minutes, a length of time that would normally lead to long-term memory of the new environment. If the novel open field task directly followed the weak IA task, the weak IA task showed enhanced memory in the long-term and the open field task showed decreased memory in the long-term. If the order of the tasks was reversed and the weak IA task directly followed the novel open field task the same effects were seen. This was dependent on the levels of Arc present, and the effects were only present when a weak IA protocol was used. If a strong IA protocol was used that would normally be consolidated into long-term memory the memory for the novel open field was not affected. This indicated that memory traces were competing for proteins required for synaptic plasticity, and suggests that similarity-retroactive interference caused by the learning of new information is dependent on synaptic plasticity mechanisms. Therefore it is possible that these mechanisms could also underlie diversion-RI if unrelated sensory information is unconsciously learned.
1.3.3 Systems Consolidation

Systems consolidation is widely defined as the reorganisation of hippocampal memories over time and is thought to occur on the order of days to years, starting directly after memory acquisition during periods of quiet wakefulness or sleep (Ben-Yakov et al., 2014; Dudai et al., 2015). It is believed that during this process (or processes) the memory trace is redistributed throughout the neocortex (Osada et al., 2008). Therefore, as time goes on memories become consolidated on a systems level and depend less and less on the hippocampus (Dudai and Morris, 2000). What systems consolidation achieves, and exactly how these processes occur, has been debated for many years. Each key hypothesis will be briefly outlined in the following section.

1.3.4 The standard model of systems consolidation

The standard model of consolidation, partly conceived in the 1970’s by Marr and expanded upon in the 1980’s by Squire et al., outlined the basic concepts of a prolonged process of memory consolidation (Davis and Squire, 1984; Marr, 1971). This model emerged from the pioneering studies on amnesic patients with MTL damage. Interestingly although these amnesic patients could not form any new declarative memories, some declarative memories could be recalled. For example, H.M. could not consciously form any new memories, however he could remember memories occurring three years or more before his surgery. The older the memory (and further away from the surgery or lesion), the more likely it was to be unaffected and remembered (Scoville and Milner, 1957). It therefore appeared that this lack of retrograde amnesia was temporally graded. Consequently, the main principle of the standard consolidation theory was that memories initially stored in the hippocampus are slowly and gradually transferred to other brain regions, until a point comes when the hippocampus is no longer required for either storage or retrieval of these memories (Marr, 1971; Squire et al., 2014). Interestingly, some thought that part of this systems consolidation process could take many years, with the hippocampus still required as an index of sorts for long-term storage (Teyler and DiScenna, 1985). This index was thought to bind extra-hippocampal sites, allowing the retrieval of highly dispersed memories until the long process of systems consolidation is complete.
1.3.5 The multiple trace theory of systems consolidation

The extent to which old memories depend on the hippocampus has become a highly contentious topic, both in human and animal studies. The standard model of consolidation would predict that over years all memories would become independent of the hippocampus. However, the temporally graded nature of retrograde amnesia was found to be incredibly variable, both in amnesic patients and in experimentally induced amnesia in animal models (Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997). In some instances it appeared that all declarative memories were lost, without any gradient at all (Bolhuis et al., 1994; Cermak and O’Connor, 1983; Damasio et al., 1985). It is far-fetched to argue that these decades-old memories were not yet fully consolidated. A second model was therefore proposed – the multiple trace theory (Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997). This theory shares some principles with the standard model of consolidation, such as the hippocampus rapidly encoding all consciously attended information into a highly and sparsely distributed ensemble of hippocampal neurons. However, instead of gradually transferring these ensembles to extra-hippocampal sites over time, every time part of a memory is re-experienced a new trace is formed overlapping the former. Older memories are therefore associated with a greater number of traces distributed more thoroughly throughout the hippocampus meaning the temporal gradient of episodic memories seen in some amnesic patients could be explained by extent of hippocampal damage.

Another problem that was left unexplained by the standard model was the relative sparing of semantic information over episodic memories seen in amnesic patients (Kopelman and Kapur, 2001; Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997). Episodic memory is rooted in contextual information, with the what, where and when acting as a “spatial scaffold” for different elements of the memory. The context of memory acquisition is what makes episodic memory so vivid and rich in detail. It appeared to be this type of memory that was so selectively impaired in patients with hippocampal damage, with most patients and animal models showing no ability to recall episodic memories no matter how old. Semantic memory, on the other hand, is gist-like and not attached to a place or time. This can include common knowledge gained throughout life and arbitrary facts learned. This memory, which lacks detail and vividness, tended to be spared, especially if the damage was unilateral or confined to small portions of the hippocampus (Kopelman and Kapur, 2001). Whilst the existence of truly episodic memory in animals is contentious (Suddendorf and Corballis, 2007) and
difficult to test (although much weight is now being put upon episodic memory tests in non-humans (Fellini and Morellini, 2013; Panoz-Brown et al., 2018; Veyrac et al., 2015; Zhou and Crystal, 2011)), spatial memory is thought to be episodic-like and easy to test through contextually-dependent behavioural experiments. As with human studies, animal studies also showed this distinction in retrograde amnesia. Purely spatial long-term memory showed no temporal gradient in a number of studies (Bolhuis et al., 1994; Clark et al., 2005; Liang et al., 1994; Mumby et al., 1999; Squire, 1992; Sutherland et al., 2001; Winocur, 1990) showing that the hippocampus is essential for retrieval of spatial memories regardless of memory age. Experiments testing non-spatial memories did show a temporal gradient (Kim et al., 1995; Ramos, 1998; Takehara et al., 2002). If all memories become independent of the hippocampus over time, as proposed by the standard model of consolidation, these results would not be expected. The multiple trace theory accounted for this discrepancy through the explanation that factual (semantic) information is present in many different contexts and memories, and therefore many different traces, allowing for its easy extraction from these episodes. When taken away from any contextual framework, these memories would still exist outside of the hippocampus due to the many overlapping non-contextual parts of the memory trace. In contrast memories that relied solely on a contextual framework would be lost.

Whilst this theory offered explanations and reasoning behind variations in the temporal gradient and type of memory affected by retrograde amnesia seen in both amnesic patients and animal studies, other inconsistencies with the multiple trace theory became apparent. The temporal gradient of retroactive interference was not dictated by the extent of hippocampal damage as predicted (Kopelman et al., 1989). It has been suggested that this could be explained by problems in the types of memory test used (Nadel et al., 2007). H.M. and similar patients had presented with decades old episodic memories that had originally appeared untouched and recallable, whereas more recent episodic memories appeared to be lost, suggesting a temporal gradient of episodic memories. However more tightly controlled studies indicated that this lack of contextual detail seen in recent memories was also lacking in remote memories (Corkin, 2002). This suggested that as long as memories remain detailed and rooted in a specific context, they depend on the hippocampus. Therefore with improper testing, truly episodic memories spanning back years might appear intact. However when episodic and semantic information is properly separated only the latter
should remain (Winocur and Moscovitch, 2011). This is supported by fMRI imaging studies in humans where participants were asked to recall episodic memories that were two weeks old (recent) and episodic memories that were ten years old (remote). Results showed that both of these autobiographical memories containing vivid and rich detail engaged the hippocampus, regardless of age (Bonnici et al., 2012). However, this same study showed that, unlike recent memories, remote memories were well represented in the ventro medial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) as well as the hippocampus. A subsequent experiment showed that when testing and comparing the exact same two week old memory as recalled in the original study, the representation of this memory in the vmPFC became much more apparent two years later (Bonnici and Maguire, 2018). This suggests that episodic memory traces do become more dependent on the cortex over time, even if the hippocampus is required for the retrieval of such memories.

1.3.6 The schema theory of systems consolidation
An update of the multiple-trace theory suggests that, rather than the formation of multiple traces upon the re-experiencing of memories, every time a trace is fully or partly reactivated in the presence of some novelty, it is updated. This update incorporates the new information, strengthening the overall memory trace. This idea that memory traces can transiently return to a labile state even when fully consolidated has been termed reconsolidation (Nadel et al, 2007). Reconsolidation is thought to allow prior knowledge, i.e. consolidated memory traces, to influence the rate of further systems consolidation, as new information can be assimilated into a framework of pre-existing memory traces without the need for weeks of systems consolidation mechanisms. Reconsolidation and the subsequent assimilation of knowledge into these schemas has been shown in a hippocampal-dependent paired-association task (Tse et al., 2007). Rats had to memorise six flavour-place associations within a familiar arena so that when they were cued in the start box with a particular flavour they would know which location (sand well) within the arena was rewarded. After six weeks of training involving thirteen of these sessions, each with six different flavour-place associations rewarded three times, sham lesion animals appeared to learn where each flavour was located within the arena, making less incorrect choices before going to the correct sand well. Animals with hippocampal lesions did not make these associations, and the number of incorrect choices made did not improve. It was thought that if animals with an intact hippocampus could form a schema for the task-rules and event arena over these multiple sessions, then when two
consolidated flavour-place associations were changed to two novel flavour-place associations these new associations would be consolidated at a much quicker rate due to their rapid assimilation into the pre-existing schema. This was found to be the case, with the sham lesion animals recalling these new associations 24h later even after only one training session. Interestingly it appeared that 48h after the one training session this rapidly acquired memory was no longer hippocampal-dependent, as hippocampal lesions at this time-point did not affect memory recall. This appeared to disagree with the multiple trace theory, rather agreeing with the standard model of consolidation in part, as memories became less dependent on the hippocampus over time. However schema-based consolidation occurs at a much more rapid rate than ever predicted by the standard model. Further studies into the schema hypothesis of systems consolidation showed upregulation of immediate early genes in the medial prefrontal cortex directly after learning of the two novel flavour-place associations, indicating parallel encoding of memory traces in the hippocampus and cortex (Tse et al., 2011). This is in line with the theory that these new memories are rapidly assimilated into pre-existing cortical schemas and suggests that synaptic and systems consolidation mechanisms can exist on the same time-scales.

Whilst the schema hypothesis of systems consolidation appears to show that spatial memories become hippocampal-independent once consolidation is completed this is in direct conflict with studies showing that the hippocampus is required for episodic memory retrieval (Bonnici and Maguire, 2018). Bonnici and Maguire have offered an explanation behind this discrepancy. They propose that over time the hippocampus does not store memories, mirroring the standard model and schema hypothesis. It is, however, required for the retrieval of spatially anchored (hippocampal-dependent) memories, serving to re-contextualise the trace in a coherent episode. Without the hippocampus, only the semantic information within the trace can be retrieved. This requirement of the hippocampus during the recall of remote spatial memories has also been shown in animal studies where the recall of such memories resulted in activation of the hippocampus, irrespective of the age of the memory (Broadbent et al., 2006; Schlesiger et al., 2013). It therefore could be suggested that these whilst animals can recall information consolidated into schemas without a hippocampus, the information available to the animal is more semantic in nature, with schemas being more generalised and gist-like (Lewis and Durrant, 2011).
1.3.7 Sharp wave ripples and systems consolidation

Regardless of whether episodic memories ever become truly independent of the hippocampus, a defining feature of systems consolidation appears to be the coordinated communication between the hippocampal and cortical areas. For many years systems consolidation has largely been associated with sleep states, with studies showing that rapid eye movement (REM) sleep facilitates the consolidation of procedural memories whereas slow wave sleep (SWS) facilitates the consolidation of declarative memories (Fowler et al., 1973; Plihal and Born, 1997, 1999). This SWS-mediated facilitation of declarative memories appears to be dependent on low levels of acetylcholine (ACh) (Gais and Born, 2004) and the subsequent reactivation of the hippocampal memory trace (Wilson and McNaughton, 1994). Although first thought to occur solely during sleep, systems consolidation is now thought to occur during all post-learning ‘offline’ states characterised with low levels of ACh, such as quiet wakefulness (Mednick et al., 2011). It is in these periods of quiescence that interactions between hippocampal-cortical structures appear most coordinated (Siapas and Wilson, 1998).

Network events in the hippocampus are characterised by sharp wave ripples. These transient events comprise of negative potentials, termed sharp waves, in the CA1 stratum radiatum (comprised of the Schaeffer collaterals and commissural fibres of pyramidal cells) overlaid with fast frequency oscillations of around 200Hz, termed ripples, in the CA1 stratum pyramidale (comprised of the pyramidal cell bodies) (Buzsáki et al., 1983; Ylinen et al., 1995). Sharp waves are thought to be generated within the CA3 (Buzsáki, 2015), quickly bringing about fast ripple oscillations within the CA1, with sharp wave ripple events simultaneously occurring throughout the hippocampus and MTL structures (Chrobak and Buzsáki, 1996). The synchronous nature and high firing frequency of ripples is optimal for inducing synaptic plasticity mechanisms in downstream targets, such as cortical neurons (Logothetis et al., 2012), suggesting that hippocampal traces could be intrinsically reactivated and transferred to cortical sites through these network oscillations (Buzsáki, 1996; Ylinen et al., 1995). It has indeed been shown that the incidence of hippocampal sharp wave ripples during sleep increases after the animal has learned a hippocampal-dependent place-association reward task, and that this increase is proportional with improvements in behavioural performance (Ramadan et al., 2009). This post-learning increase in ripples has also been shown in humans (Axmacher et al., 2008). Subsequent studies in rats have shown that the selective disruption
of hippocampal sharp wave ripples during post-learning rest can impair spatial learning of a radial arm maze task (Ego-Stengel and Wilson, 2010; Girardeau et al., 2009). These results suggest that sharp wave ripples during periods of quiescence are necessary for the systems consolidation of hippocampal-dependent memory.

1.3.8 Cortical oscillations and systems consolidation

Cortical network events are characterised by slow frequency oscillations (1-4Hz) and spindle oscillations (7-14Hz) (Siapas and Wilson, 1998). Slow cortical oscillations are thought to temporally couple cortical spindles and hippocampal sharp wave ripples (Clemens et al., 2007), suppressing both during the hyperpolarised down-state of the slow oscillation (Mölle et al., 2006) and producing a temporal window of excitation allowing the increased activity of spindles and ripples during the depolarised up-state of the slow wave (Battaglia et al., 2004). This coordination is suggested to facilitate the reactivation of memory traces in the hippocampus and cortex simultaneously, allowing the transfer of information between the two brain areas (Sirota et al., 2003). Spindle activity has been implicated in the consolidation and integration of novel words into existing knowledge in humans (Clemens et al., 2007), suggesting that cortical spindles are required for schema-like systems consolidation. Boosting slow cortical oscillations via transcranial direct current stimulation or with in-phase auditory stimulation has also been shown to enhance cortical spindle activity, increasing coordination between slow waves and spindles and leading to enhanced declarative memory consolidation in both healthy participants and patients with mild cognitive impairment (Ladenbauer et al., 2016, 2017; Marshall et al., 2006; Ngo et al., 2013). This suggests that the both temporal coordination of hippocampal network oscillations and the temporal coordination of cortical network oscillations are important for the systems consolidation of hippocampal-dependent memories. An elegant study by Maingret et al. showed the significance of the coupling between these two areas (Maingret et al., 2016). Rats were exposed to two identical objects in adjacent corners of an open field for either 3 minutes or 20 minutes. 24 hours later, rats were exposed to the same open field, however one of the objects had moved to a new location. Rats that had explored the original object locations for 20 minutes showed a preference for the novel location and therefore expressed long-term spatial memory; whereas the rats that had only explored the objects for 3 minutes showed no preference, indicating they had no memory of the original object locations. It was found that, during the hour after exploration of the original object locations, the joint occurrence
of hippocampal and cortical oscillations was selectively increased in rats that expressed consolidated memory. A closed-loop stimulation protocol was then used in the hour following learning to increase this temporal coupling seen between sharp wave ripples in the hippocampus and slow oscillations and spindles in the cortex. A control condition used the same stimulation, but the slow wave stimulation was delayed so that the pairing of slow waves and sharp wave ripples far exceeded the timing that would be seen endogenously. Selectively increased hippocampal-cortical coupling enhanced memory consolidation so that 3 minutes of encoding now led to the expression of spatial memory 24h later. This was not seen in the delayed stimulation condition. These results highlight the importance of the fine-tuned coordination of hippocampal sharp wave ripples and cortical spindles and slow waves in the systems consolidation of hippocampal-dependent memory. It should be noted that this fine-tuned coordination appears to be important in the hour directly following learning, indicating that long-term memory retention can benefit from a relatively short period of systems consolidation processes.

1.3.9 Systems consolidation and diversion retroactive interference

It is possible that retroactive interference leads to a decrease in memory retention through disrupting systems consolidation processes. New learning or incoming sensory information during this consolidation period could interfere with the communication between the hippocampus and the cortex. This incoming information could affect the joint occurrence of hippocampal and cortical oscillations, dampening the coordination between the two structures. Therefore an unfilled delay without incoming information would comparatively enhance this hippocampal-cortical communication, enhancing systems consolidation and leading to increased memory retention for the learned material.
1.4 Neural Correlates of Hippocampal-Dependent Memory

Memories take time to be stabilised into long-term representations in the brain. Patients such as H.M. could only remember items if they were constantly repeated in their short-term memory. Memories were forgotten as soon as the repetition of the items ceased. It has also been shown that memories are most susceptible to retroactive interference in the minutes directly after learning. The effects of retroactive interference in humans are diminished 10-minutes post-learning. The mechanisms underlying both synaptic and systems consolidation are also time-dependent. There are at least two states that a memory trace can occupy: one that is sensitive to amnesiac agents, such as protein synthesis inhibitors or retroactive interference, and decays quickly over a period of hours; and one that, once synaptic and systems consolidation mechanisms are complete, becomes resistant to such blockers and lasts for months if not years (unless reconsolidation occurs through the reactivation of the memory trace). Another way to investigate these memory mechanisms, and the mechanisms that underlie retroactive interference processes, is to identify the neural correlates of memory. The most plausible and striking of these neural correlates is outlined in the next section.

1.4.1 Place Cells and the ‘Spatial Map’

Edward Tolman suggested the idea that animals possess an internal representation of the environment – a cognitive spatial map – in 1948. His experiment showed that rats could navigate a maze using short cuts, i.e. routes that the rat had never taken before, to reach different goal locations. This was also true when part of a travelled route was blocked, showing plasticity in spatial navigation (Tolman, 1948). As the rat had previously been allowed to spontaneously explore the maze, it was hypothesised that the rat was building an internal map of the environment during this non-goal orientated exploration time. This map could be subsequently used to efficiently navigate between different goal locations.

This theory was not seriously entertained until the discovery of a possible cellular correlate of this spatial map over twenty years later. As predicted by studies of amnesic patients and lesion studies in animals, these cells were located in the hippocampus, in both the CA1 and CA3 regions (O’Keefe, 1979). These so-called place cells were first recorded by O’Keefe and Dostrovsky in 1971. A place cell is a pyramidal neuron that dramatically increases in firing rate when the head of the rat is in a specific location within the environment, termed the
place field, with individual cells firing in different locations of the same environment (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971). This increase in firing is so large that in most areas of the environment the cell does not fire at all, or at least fires less than 0.1Hz, but in the firing field of the place cell, firing rates can reach over 20Hz. This large signal-to-noise ratio is highlighted in Figure 1.4, where the firing rate map of an individual place cell is shown. On the left is the path of the rat through the environment over a 10-minute session, and on the right is a heat-map (the rate map) of the location-specific firing of this cell. Blue indicates the cell was not firing, red indicates the maximum firing rate recorded, in this case 15 Hz. It is clear that this particular place cell only fires in one specific location within the open field. It should be noted that place cells can express multiple firing fields at once, although this is usually restricted by the shape and size of the recording environment, with less than 10% of cells expressing more than one field when recorded in a cylinder less than 1m in diameter (Muller and Kubie, 1987).

This discovery of place cells, coupled with the knowledge that the hippocampus was required for spatial learning and memory, led to the cognitive map theory (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978). As firing fields of different place cells appeared to be fairly evenly distributed throughout the explored environment (Muller and Kubie, 1987) it was suggested that the firing fields of these cells could cover the entire environment giving the animal information about where it was in space at any given time, much like a coordinate position on a map.

![Figure 1.4: Left: Illustration of place cell recording in an open field with a cue card at north. Middle: Black lines represent the path of the rat through the environment over the 10-minute recording session. Red dots represent the locations within the environment where this specific cell fired. Right: The rate map of this cells firing in the environment. Red colours indicate peak firing, in this case 15Hz, and blue colours represent little to no firing. The hot colours therefore represent the firing field of this place cell.](image-url)
Interestingly, unlike other areas of the brain, such as the sensory and motor cortices (Dräger, 1975; Patel et al., 2014), place cells were found to fire in a non-topographical manner. This means that adjacent place cells do not necessarily express firing fields that are next to each other in the environment, and there is no preservation of the relationship between pairs of place cells and the locations of their firing fields between different environments (Dombeck et al., 2010; Kubie and Muller, 1991). It is populations of place cells firing together that encode where the animal is in space. Any given cell may have more than one field in the environment, especially if the environment is large, and each cell fires in many environments. Therefore the population activity of place cells must be decoded to know which environment and where within this environment the animal is. Whilst more recent studies propose that the idea of the hippocampus acting as a spatial map is too reductionist (Eichenbaum et al., 1999), as place cells encode many different aspects of an environment or episode other than location (Gothard et al., 1996; Kraus et al., 2013; Wood et al., 1999), there is no argument that the hippocampus is required for spatial memory and that place cell firing can represent the animal’s location within an environment (Brown et al., 1998).

1.4.2 Place Field Remapping
Although other brain areas also have cells that appear to fire in a location specific manner, such as the entorhinal cortex and the subiculum (Sharp, 1997, 1997), the defining feature of hippocampal place fields is that a unique population of place cells fires in every different context the animal encounters, producing a ‘spatial map’ that is specific to that particular environment (Muller and Kubie, 1987). Individual place cells therefore express place fields in different locations in different environments and can be completely silent in one environment whilst having a strong field in another (Kubie and Ranck, 1982) due to at least half of place cells appearing to be inactive in an environment at any given time (Thompson and Best, 1989). These changes in firing between environments are termed remapping.

It is unknown exactly what features of the environment determine whether place fields remap. O’Keefe and Conway showed that small changes to the environment, such as the removal of one cue out of many, did not lead to remapping, with large changes to the environment being required to elicit globally different patterns of place cell activity (O’Keefe and Conway, 1978). Muller and Kubie showed that when the shape of the environment was changed from circular to rectangular the population of place cells showed global remapping,
with unique but overlapping populations of neurons firing in each environment (Muller and Kubie, 1987). This global remapping was also seen when animals explored cylinders of different colours (Kentros et al., 1998), or environments with changing colours and odours (Anderson and Jeffery, 2003). On the other hand, another study showed that if only the colour of a prominent cue card changed then half of the animals underwent this remapping of their place cells but half did not (Bostock et al., 1991). This suggested that half of the animals deemed the environment to be the same and half considered themselves to be in a different environment altogether. It has also been shown that the distinction of place cell representations between two geometrically different contexts can require repeated exposures, remapping occurring gradually over time (Lever et al., 2002). The extent to which place cells remap therefore appears to be dependent on the animal's own perception of how different two environments are from each other. It has recently been suggested that variability in the extent of remapping between contexts could also be based on the levels of attention the animal is paying to their surrounding environment, with minimal changes in environmental cues leading to remapping if the animal was not sufficiently attentive to its environment during its first exploration (Kentros et al., 2004; Monaco et al., 2014). Examples of global remapping are shown in Figure 1.5.

![Figure 1.5: Two examples of global remapping of place fields. Each square represents a different box surrounded by very different contextual cues (such as different colours of curtains surrounding the box and different cues attached to these curtains). Left: The cell expresses a place field in a different location. Right: The place cell no longer expresses a field in this environment.](image)

As well as global remapping, where place cells change their firing locations, another type of remapping has been observed termed rate remapping, shown in Figure 1.6. Rate remapping occurs when place cells express fields in the same location, but these fields have significantly different firing rates between environments (Leutgeb et al., 2005b). In one study place cells globally remapped if the animal explored the same box within geographically different rooms, and rate remapped if animals explored different boxes located at the same place.
within the same room (Leutgeb et al., 2005b). Another study used different contexts, a familiar square and a familiar circular context, that gradually morphed from one to the other (Leutgeb et al., 2005a) to show high levels of rate remapping. The remapping occurred gradually, smoothly transitioning from rates associated with one context to rates associated with the other. This was in direct contrast to a study published in the same year, which showed that there was a distinct point where animals perceived one shape to be different from the other leading to global rather than rate remapping. Remapping did not occur in the gradually morphing contexts until this point was reached (Wills et al., 2005). It should be noted that the latter study recorded from CA1 place cells whilst the former study was recorded from both CA1 and CA3 place cells, and it appears that rate remapping occurs at higher rates in CA3 place fields (Leutgeb et al., 2005a). These studies suggest that rate remapping appears to encode smaller changes in the environment, informing the animal that something has changed but that they might not necessarily be in a different location geographically.

What is important to remember is that when animals are put back into what they deem to be the same environment and allowed to explore, the same population of place cells fire in the same locations at similar firing rates, shown in Figure 1.7. This specific pattern of neuronal firing can only occur in this particular environment, indicating that the animal has ‘memory’ of the features that make up this particular context. These neuronal representations are known to last for days (Muller and Kubie, 1987), even months (Thompson and Best, 1990), implying that this long-term stability is the recollection of the original representation created when the animal first encountered the environment. This suggests that long-term place field stability could be construed as a neuronal correlate of long-term spatial memory for the environment. The following section therefore outlines the parallels between place cell stability and the mechanisms thought to underlie spatial memory consolidation.
1.4.3 Place Field Stability and Spatial Memory

The possibility that long-term stability of place fields requires synaptic consolidation processes has been experimentally tested in a number of studies. Late-NMDA-R-dependent-LTP has been shown to be essential for long-term spatial memory (Tsien et al., 1996). It has also been shown that, whilst place cells can still express stable fields for an hour when NMDA-Rs are inhibited, this stability was not apparent when rats were recorded in the same environment 6h later (Kentros et al., 1998). This NMDA-R-independent short-term stability has also been shown in a mouse model where CA1 NMDA-Rs were selectively knocked out. Although spatial specificity was significantly decreased in the knock-out mice compared to the control mice, place field stability was unaffected over a 2.5h period (McHugh et al., 1996a). These results suggest that NMDA-Rs are required for long-term place field stability but not stability in the short-term, implying that long-term place field stability is akin to late-LTP and long-term spatial memory.

These similarities between long-term place field stability and late-LTP mechanisms have also been found in studies using protein synthesis blockers. New protein synthesis is required for late-LTP (Frey et al., 1988; Huang et al., 1996) and for the long-term stability of spatial memories (Ozawa et al., 2017). When mice were injected with anisomycin, a protein synthesis inhibitor, directly after exploring a novel environment, place field stability remained intact for an hour but fields were not stable 6h or 24h later (Agnihotri et al., 2004). If mice were injected after exploration of a familiar environment the stability of place fields was not affected, indicating that protein synthesis was not required for the recollection of the original place cell representation of the environment if already consolidated. Transgenic R(AB) mice with reduced forebrain protein kinase A (PKA) levels also showed place field stability at 1h but not 24h, in contrast to the wild-type control mice that expressed both 1h and 24h place field stability (Rotenberg et al., 2000). Overall these studies suggest that the
long-term stability of place fields requires the same synaptic consolidation mechanisms that are needed for long-term spatial memory.

Just as there are parallels with long-term place field stability, spatial memory and synaptic consolidation, place cells appear to be intrinsically linked to systems consolidation mechanisms. Many theories of systems consolidation agree that over time memories become less dependent on the hippocampus with information gradually transferred to the cortex through repeated reactivation of these memory traces. This reactivation is thought to occur during sleep or quiet wake when levels of ACh are low, and to be intrinsically driven by coordinated network oscillations in both the hippocampus and cortex. It is thought to be hippocampal sharp wave ripples that ‘replay’ the hippocampal memory trace to the cortex, a phenomenon that has been found in many place cell studies.

Animals will pass through different place fields when running along the length of a linear track. The sequential firing of place cells is therefore governed by the specific order in which place fields are encountered by the animal. This is also true for routes taken through an open field, however studies into the sequential firing of place cells have preferentially used linear tracks as this sequential order is fixed and cannot change throughout the experiment. The sequential firing of place cells appears to be synchronised to intrinsic hippocampal theta rhythms present when the animal is moving (Wallenstein and Hasselmo, 1997). Place cells can fire in the trough or the peak of the theta cycle. Where in the theta cycle the cell fires depends on the animal’s location with that cell’s field, i.e. when a rat enters the place field the cell fires at a later phase of the theta cycle than when the same cell fires when the rat is leaving the place field (shown in Figure 1.8). Therefore there is spatial information encoded in the timing of spikes, and this information is dependent on theta rhythms. This is termed theta phase precession. Place fields can overlap, so the animal can be travelling through multiple place fields at once, all firing in specific parts of the theta cycle depending on where the animal is on its path through these firing fields. This leads to place fields encountered later in the rat’s trajectory firing in the later theta phases, whilst place fields encountered earlier along the linear track fire in the earlier phases of theta (O’Keefe and Recce, 1993).
Figure 1.8: Theta phase precession on a linear track. As the rat moves through the different place fields (P1-8) the corresponding place cells fire. This place cell firing is depicted by rectangles that are colour coordinated with their corresponding place fields. The width of the rectangle depicts the firing intensity of the place cell. As the rat enters the place field the corresponding place cell fires late in the theta phase (theta oscillation is depicted in black). The place cell then fires earlier in the theta phase as the rat traverses through the cell’s firing field. This is highlighted for P5 (bottom), showing where in the theta phase this cell fires (green oblong) depending on the location of the rat. Place fields overlap so many cells fire in every cycle of theta. The timing of place cell firing within the theta phase therefore encodes spatial information. Figure adapted from Buzsáki, 2010.

These sequences of place field firing are replayed during sharp wave ripple events in the hippocampus, representing a replication of the trajectory the animal took along the linear track or through an environment (Skaggs et al., 1996). Sequences are compressed to the extent that the entire linear track, or environment, is replayed in a single ripple event (Davidson et al., 2009; Diba and Buzsáki, 2007; Foster and Wilson, 2006). This place cell replay occurs both in the awake state during brief pauses in exploration of the environment (Foster and Wilson, 2006), and remotely in a sleep or quiet rest state following spatial learning. Awake place cell replay can occur in reverse, suggesting that it is a form of memory retrieval available to guide the animal on further navigational decisions (Jadhav et al., 2012; Takahashi, 2015), as well as in a forward direction (‘preplay’) (Diba and Buzsáki, 2007) indicating it can also be used for the planning of future trajectories (Silva et al., 2015). Replay of place cells during sleep or quiescence on the other hand occurs almost exclusively in the same direction as experienced during exploration (Lee and Wilson, 2002; Skaggs et al., 1996). It is this form of place cell replay during sleep or quiescence, occurring only during hippocampal sharp waves in the presence of low levels of ACh, which is thought to underlie the systems consolidation of spatial memories. Just as sharp wave ripples have been shown to be important in the systems consolidation of spatial memory (Ego-Stengel and Wilson,
2010; Girardeau et al., 2009), the replay of place cell firing during these oscillatory events also appears to be imperative to these consolidation processes. It has been shown that the same synchronous patterns of place cell firing, termed cell assemblies, recorded during the learning phase of a reward-place association spatial memory task were reactivated in association with sharp wave ripples during the subsequent rest session. The strength of this cell assembly reactivation during sharp wave ripples predicted the rats’ memory performance of the task (Dupret et al., 2010a), indicating that the ‘replay’ of place fields during sharp wave ripples led to the consolidation of this spatial memory.

Overall the mechanisms underlying the consolidation of spatial memory appear to be closely paralleled with the mechanisms underlying the long-term stability of place field expression.

1.4.4 The relation of place cells to episodic memory

Whilst much of the place cell literature focuses on the spatial nature of place cell firing, it has been shown by numerous studies that place cells also encode non-spatial information, (Igarashi et al., 2014; Sakurai, 1996; Segal et al., 1972; Wood et al., 2000; Young et al., 1994). In some cases a specific subset of place cells encoded non-spatial information, such as odours in a non-matching to sample task (Wood et al., 1999). In this experiment rats were tasked with digging in sand wells for rewards only if the odour of the sand was different to the odour encountered previously. The location of the sand well, order of the odour sequence, and match/non-match contingencies were in a pseudo-random order. A subset of cells fired at a consistent spatial location regardless of odour, others fired at a specific location only when specific odours were encountered there, but importantly another subset of cells fired in response to specific odours regardless of location. In other cases place cells encoded an association between a non-spatial feature of the environment or task and the place in which this occurred. This has been shown for odour-place associations (Komorowski et al., 2009a), where sand wells were rewarded only if the odour correctly matched the associated context, and the association between object identity and object location in a novel object location based task (Manns and Eichenbaum, 2009). Place cells have even been shown to encode the passing of time (Kraus et al., 2013; MacDonald et al., 2011; Manns et al., 2007; Pastalkova et al., 2008) suggesting a method for representing when specific events occurred during a task. Whilst this non-spatial encoding is partly in disagreement with the original ‘spatial map’ hypothesis, where it was proposed the hippocampal code was primarily spatial, it does lend
weight to the idea that place cells could be underlying any type of hippocampal memory rooted in a contextual framework i.e. episodic memories. Episodic memories are associated with the ‘what’, ‘where’ and ‘when’ of an event, all features that have been shown to be encoded by place cell populations. This, coupled with the fact that place cells have been recorded not only in rodents, but also in bats (Yartsev and Ulanovsky, 2013), monkeys (Hori et al., 2005) and humans (Ekstrom et al., 2003; Miller et al., 2013), suggests that place cells could be important for more than just simple navigational purposes. Therefore findings from place cell recordings in rodents during spatial memory tasks have the potential to elucidate mechanisms underlying episodic memory consolidation in humans.

1.5 Introduction conclusion and aims of this thesis
This introduction has shown that the consolidation and recall of episodic and spatial memories are dependent on the hippocampus. Consolidation is a time-dependent process involving a period of susceptibility to new learning and incoming information. Studies investigating interference during this consolidation period, i.e. the delay between learning and recall, have shown that two types of retroactive interference (RI) exist, one that relies on the similarity of the information present during the delay (similarity-RI) and one that does not require the information to be similar in any way (diversion-RI). Although the original concept of diversion-RI was contentious, well-designed experiments with true control conditions have definitively proven its existence. From these studies it appears post-learning material does not need to be consciously learned, novel or similar to the memory being consolidated to interfere with such consolidation mechanisms. This body of evidence therefore suggests that diversion-RI could play a role in everyday forgetting. At present it is known that both a spot-the-difference task and a tone detection task lead to diversion-RI. This is hypothesised to be through the mental exertion required to perform these tasks. However it is unknown whether diversion-RI exists without such mental exertion. Therefore the exact type of stimuli that lead to diversion-RI requires further investigation. Although the type of stimuli that affect these consolidation mechanisms is presently unclear, reducing the majority of sensory stimulation through wakeful rest has been shown to consistently
enhance the retention of long-term hippocampal-dependent memories in humans. Wakeful rest in the studies with human subjects consists of being alone in a dark room, suggesting that reducing visual input or reducing social interaction could be underlying the enhanced memory retention shown in these control conditions. The first aim of this thesis is therefore to test whether reduced interference also enhances memory in rats. This was tested using a novel object-location spatial memory task, using varying types of non-task based interfering stimuli immediately after the encoding period. This included modulating the levels of social interaction and visual input individually. This set of experiments allowed exploration into whether diversion-RI requires mental exertion, and answers questions regarding the importance of visual input and social interaction in wakeful rest.

There are distinct similarities between the virtual reality route-learning task used by Craig et al. whilst investigating the effect of wakeful rest on humans, and the navigation of a maze using short-cuts shown in rats by Tolman (Craig et al., 2016; Tolman, 1948). Both required the learning of an internal representation of the environment and the subsequent extraction of spatial information from this consolidated memory. The possibility of such an internal representation, termed the ‘spatial map’ by Tolman, led to the discovery of a possible neural correlate of spatial memory within the hippocampus. The firing of place cells can signal where an animal is in its environment, and show “memory” for familiar environments through place field stability. This “memory” requires the same processes as synaptic consolidation, and shares many parallels with the mechanisms thought to be behind systems consolidation. It has therefore been suggested that processes underlying place cell “memory”, such as place field stability, also underlie long-term spatial memory. If place cells are required for spatial memory tasks, such as the navigation task used by Tolman, then it could be hypothesised that the properties of these cells also underlie the memory enhancement of spatial memories seen after wakeful rest in humans. Although place cells have largely been investigated in rodents, a number of studies have now shown the existence of such cells in humans, indicating translational possibilities. The second aim of this thesis is therefore to investigate whether the stability of place cell activity is also affected by diversion-RI, and the benefit of wakeful rest on the consolidation of spatial memory of a novel environment, as measured by the stability of place fields.
The benefits of wakeful rest in humans have been shown not only in spatial navigation tasks but also in tasks requiring the consolidation of episodic memory, such as the recollection of passages of prose. Whilst episodic memory is more difficult to test in non-humans, it is possible to test place-associations requiring more than simple A to B navigation. Place cells are known to encode more than just location, and numerous studies have shown the encoding of place-associations through place field firing properties. Therefore the final aim of this thesis is to investigate whether place field properties associated with memory for object locations in the novel object location task differ between the wakeful rest and filled delay conditions.

The overarching aims of this thesis are therefore to further our understanding of how reducing retroactive interference through wakeful rest can enhance hippocampal-dependent memories, both behaviourally and mechanistically. The specific hypotheses and predicted outcomes for each experiment are included in each of the three experimental chapters.
Chapter 2: The Black Box Effect:
Enhancement of Object Location
Memory in Rats
2.1 Introduction
The phenomenon of consolidation (Konsolidierung), first described in 1900 by Müller and Pilzecker, showed that over time memories become stronger. These pioneering studies also underlined the importance of incoming information during this consolidation period. If the time following learning (consolidation period) was void of new learning, as is the case, for example, during sleep, memories were more likely to be remembered; if this period, however, was filled with new learning, as often is the case in real-life, memories were more likely to be forgotten. New memories became less sensitive to new learning the longer the time between original learning and the onset of new learning, probably due to the completion of the consolidation of these memories. The memory impairment caused by new learning was termed retroactive interference (RI). Many subsequent studies suggested that the impairment caused by RI was much greater if the new learning, or stimulus, was highly similar to the learned material (similarity-RI) (Skaggs, 1925). A number of these studies even concluded that the material had to be similar for RI to occur (McGeoch and McDonald, 1931; Dey, 1969). Although the idea of diversion-RI – interference caused by non-similar stimuli via mental effort – was suggested by Müller and Pilzecker in their seminal work, this possible source of interference remained a highly contentious issue for many years.

Diversion-RI was largely forgotten until the publication of two studies (Cowan et al., 2004; Della Sala et al., 2005) investigating RI in amnesic patients and healthy controls. These studies hypothesised that if the period after learning was filled with an unrelated distractor task diversion-RI would impair memory consolidation, as had been suggested previously. However, if the post-learning period was unfilled and contained no new learning, consolidation mechanisms were not impaired, and could even be enhanced. The latter had been shown numerous times in sleep studies (Stickgold, 2005; Tamminen et al., 2010; Wamsley et al., 2010), however it was unknown whether memory benefited from sleep because it reduced the amount of new incoming sensory information due to thalamic inhibition (i.e. reducing interference) or through other sleep-dependent mechanisms, such as sleep-dependent memory replay. Cowen and Della Sala also proposed that amnesic patients could be more susceptible to diversion-RI, which would in turn exacerbate any apparent memory problems. It was therefore hypothesised that reducing new learning not only would enhance the memory of healthy participants (through a post-learning unfilled condition), but would also benefit amnesiac patients to a much greater extent.
To test these hypotheses, both amnesic patients and healthy controls learned lists of words and stories immediately followed by either a filled condition (an unrelated distractor task) or an unfilled condition for 10 minutes. Recall of words and stories was greater after the unfilled condition in both groups, confirming that memory could be enhanced when post-learning interference levels were minimal. They also found that memory enhancement was greater in the amnesic patients than the control subjects, suggesting that RI caused by mundane events in daily life may be contributing to the memory deficits seen in these patients. These results were corroborated by a number of further studies, showing that the participants were not rehearsing the learned information or sleeping during the unfilled (wakeful rest) condition (Dewar et al., 2014; Craig et al., 2016; Dewar et al., 2012). This suggests that sleep is not a requirement for memory enhancement produced by wakeful rest.

Some of these studies showed little or no memory enhancement in the healthy participant group due to a ceiling effect (Dewar et al., 2009, 2010). Further studies therefore sought to increase the difficulty of the task. Landmarks and routes were learned during virtual navigation tasks to investigate how well these memories could be integrated into a spatial map of the virtual environment (Craig et al., 2016). To test how well participants could extract spatial information from their internal representation of the virtual environment, they were asked to point to learned landmarks from random locations within the environment. Participants in the wakeful rest condition performed significantly better than those in the distractor-task condition. This suggests that wakeful rest may enhance the formation of a cognitive map. These studies in healthy participants therefore highlighted the benefit of wakeful rest on higher cognitive processes, such as the integration of spatial memories. These brief periods of reduced incoming information have been shown to enhance episodic and spatial memories for up to 7 days (Dewar et al., 2012; Alber et al., 2014). Although this effect is clearly robust, not much is known about the importance of individual elements of wakeful rest, nor how these affect the underlying consolidation processes. This chapter therefore focuses on the role of retroactive interference on memory and consolidation mechanisms in rats.

Human studies show that wakeful rest promotes the integration of spatial memories into the cognitive map. To replicate these findings in rats, a spatial memory task was chosen that relies on spontaneous learning of object locations – the novel object location task (nOL). Both
the spatial navigation task in the human studies and this nOL task used non-guided exploration of the environment, and neither task was motivated by rewards. In addition, they both require the consolidation of long-term memory. In the nOL task there are four phases – habituation, sampling, delay, and probe (Figure 2.1). During the habituation phase, animals explore an empty open field for a number of days, reducing anxiety and forming memory of the context. During subsequent sampling, animals spontaneously explore two novel objects placed in the familiar open field, after which animals return to their home cage for a memory retention period. After this delay period, rats are put back into the open field with one of the objects in its original place, and the other moved to a novel location. Due to the innate preference of rats to explore novelty, if the animals remember the initial object locations, i.e., the places they occupied during sampling, they will explore the object at the novel location more than the one at the old location (Dix and Aggleton, 1999). This, therefore, produces a behavioural read-out of spatial memory.

To replicate the initial human studies, another phase was added directly after sampling – a post-sampling phase in which the level and type of interference was manipulated in each condition. The specific conditions used in the post sampling phase can be seen in Table 2.1. In the human studies, there were many differences between the wakeful rest condition and the control (RI) condition. During wakeful rest subjects were asked to rest quietly, with closed eyes, in a darkened room. Sleep and the ability to rehearse recall content were controlled for by a post-experiment questionnaire and non-recallable verbal content (Dewar et al., 2014). During the interference condition, subjects were asked to participate in non-recall related tasks such as spot the difference or tone detection. These required sustained attention, but not of information in the same modality as the recall task. Therefore, not only was one condition in darkness and the other in light, one required interaction with either a computer or experimenter and continued attention. It could therefore be predicted that the wakeful rest condition only works to enhance memory when compared to a condition with comparably high levels of interference. Unlike in the human studies, the post-sampling conditions in our experiments sought to increase interference in a passive way - through visual input or social interaction - rather than participation in tasks requiring constant attention. This allowed the comparison of conditions with varying levels of interference with a low interference condition that mimicked wakeful rest.
If our prediction is true, and memory enhancement is evident only when a condition of low interference is compared to a condition of very high interference, we would expect to see differences between the two conditions only when the latter has high amounts of both social and visual interference. This would suggest a passive protective role from the high levels of RI. If enhancement is seen when the low interference condition is compared to a condition with just social or just visual interference, this could suggest active enhancement of memory, possibly through consolidation processes. These conditions also allowed specific differences to be isolated, addressing the importance of both darkness levels and social isolation independently.

The post-sampling phase was at least one hour long, unlike the 10 minute wakeful-rest in human studies. The rationale for using a 1 h post sampling phase in my experiments is as follows. Synaptic consolidation processes in rats and mice have been shown to last at least one hour after encoding, determined by a period of susceptibility to blockers such as protein synthesis inhibitors. As it was hypothesised that wakeful rest enhances memory through protecting or enhancing these consolidation processes, it was important to reduce interference for the duration of this labile period. Although this extended period of wakeful rest might not be necessary, we wanted to increase the probability of memory enhancement effects.
Although the delays used in the following experiments (6h and 24h) were not as long as those used in the human experiments (7d), both 6h and 24h nOL have previously been associated with long-term spatial memory (Ozawa et al., 2011). As the expression of memory was required after only one sampling exposure (multiple sampling sessions would lead to multiple consolidation periods) longer delays were not feasible. However, when results showed that 6h nOL memory was expressed after one sampling exposure the delay was increased to 24h to ensure that the effects seen were possible at longer delays.

The first experiment aimed to replicate the human effect of wakeful rest on memory retention in rats. As with the human studies it was hypothesised that rats would benefit from a period of reduced sensory stimulation after learning compared to a period of high interference. If this were correct, rats placed into a dark, quiet box with no social interaction after spatial learning (the black box condition) would express significant nOL memory, whereas rats placed directly into their home cage (home cage condition) would not.

The next experiment aimed to replicate the “black box effect” using a more refined protocol. Putting rats into a box with a red light rather than darkness would allow the experimenter to better see the animal, leading to more precise gentle handling procedures to ensure rats were kept awake. This protocol also tested a longer duration of nOL memory (24h). If this refined protocol was effective, you would expect animals in the red light box condition to express significant 24h nOL memory. This experiment also aimed to investigate the role of social stimuli on the black box effect. Previous studies always ensured participants were alone during restful wake, so it could be hypothesised that social isolation alone is sufficient to produce the memory enhancing black box effect. If reducing social stimuli does eliminate the effect of interference, you would expect animals separated individually into holding cages to express memory, even in the presence of other interfering stimuli such as visual input from a comparatively busy lab environment.

Many unrelated distractor tasks used in wakeful rest studies were visual tasks, such as spot-the-difference. It is reasonable to suggest that the visual input from the complex and changing visual scene of the lab environment could also act as a significant source of interference. The next experiment therefore aimed to explore whether a familiar and controlled visual environment was enough to prevent memory enhancement, even when
socially isolated. Animals were placed into boxes identical to those with the red light, with the only difference that the colour of the light was white. This acted to reduce all social stimuli and non-controlled visual input. It was hypothesised that whilst the complex visual scene of the lab could cause RI, a familiar and highly controlled visual environment would not because levels of new learning would be minimal. If this were correct animals in both conditions would express nOL memory. If in fact it was darkness that was required to produce memory enhancement the red box group would express memory, but the white light box group would not.

The previous experiments would indicate whether the reduction of visual input, both novel and familiar, was a requirement for memory enhancement. The last experiment therefore aimed to test whether social isolation was a requirement for the memory enhancement of the black box effect. Animals were placed into the red and white light boxes, but this time in their home cages with their cage mates. If reduction of novel visual interference from the lab was required but social isolation was not one would expect to see memory in both groups. If darkness was required to produce memory enhancement but social isolation was not one would expect to see memory only in the red box home cage condition.

The following experiments will therefore elucidate whether the memory enhancing effects of wakeful rest can be replicated in rats, and whether social isolation, lack of novel visual stimulation and lack of familiar visual stimulation or light are required for these effects to be seen.
2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Animals
Sixty-four male Lister Hooded rats were obtained from Charles River laboratories. During the experimental procedures these animals were aged between 3-8 months. All animals were housed in groups of three or four to prevent social isolation, and all cages had tubes and chewing blocks for enrichment. Animals were kept on a 12-hour light/dark cycle, with training and testing always performed in the light phase of the cycle (training always in the first half of the light cycle). To maintain high-levels of spontaneous exploration animals were kept at 90-95% free-feeding body weight, i.e., animals were kept on a weight maintenance feeding regime. Animals were given 25-30g standard lab chow each per day, and free access to water. All procedures complied with the UK Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act (1986) and the European Communities Council Directive of November 24, 1986 (86/609/EEC). All animal experiments were carried out in compliance with protocols approved by the University of Edinburgh Animal Welfare and Ethical Review Board (AWERB), and under a UK Home Office Project License.

2.2.2 Pre-experiment habituation
Before animals entered into experiments, they underwent a minimum of 5 days of handling procedures. This was to reduce anxiety levels in animals, and to habituate them to human contact and gentle handling procedures used for sleep deprivation. Handling involved gently picking up and holding the animals, allowing them to be carried without any need for restraint. During this time, in groups, animals were also put into large arenas containing many different novel objects, such as metal whisks, ceramic egg cups and wooden 3D shapes, which were only used in this phase of the experiment. This served to familiarize the animals to the presence of novel objects, enhancing exploration in the upcoming behavioural experiments. These objects were not used in the behavioural experiments.

2.2.3 Experimental Design
Each experiment used sixteen animals: eight in each group for experiments 1, 2 and 3; and sixteen in each condition for experiment 4. Experiments 1, 2 and 3 used a between-groups design whereas experiment 4 used a within-groups design. Experimental numbers and conditions are shown in Table 2.1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Condition 1</th>
<th>Condition 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Home Cage (n=8)</td>
<td>Black Box (n=8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Holding Cage (n=8)</td>
<td>Dark (red) Box (n=8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Light (white) Box (n=8)</td>
<td>Dark (red) Box (n=8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Home Cage in Light (white) Box (n=16)</td>
<td>Home Cage in Dark (red) Box (n=16)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: List of experimental conditions

2.2.4 Equipment
The open field used in all experiments measured 65 x 65 cm, with wooden white walls 60 cm high and a wooden white floor. All experiments used a striped black and white cue card (30 x 20 cm) on the North wall, and a variety of 2D and 3D cues either attached to the top of the walls or just outside the open field in clear view. Cues were arranged in an asymmetric fashion, with one wall always devoid of cues. The floor of open field was covered with the same type of bedding used in the home cages of the animals. Before each trial this bedding was disturbed to ensure no scent trails remained, and faeces removed. The luminance on the floor of the open field was measured using a light meter, and the lights were dimmed such that the open field was at 20±1 lumens. Objects were selected of similar height or width (approximately 10 x 10cm), but of varying textures, colours and shapes. Objects were made of non-porous and easily washable material such as ceramic, glass and metal. It was ensured that no objects had faces or pictures of animals that could have elicited an innate preference or anxiety response. Objects were fixed to clear glass bases (7 x 9 cm), which could be screwed into the floor of the open field for stability during exploration. Before each sampling and probe trial, objects were cleaned thoroughly with alcohol disinfectant wipes to remove any residual scents. Behaviour was recorded using an overhead camera, through Blackmagic video capture software (Blackmagic Media Express version 3.3.1.).
2.2.5 Behavioural testing

2.2.5.1 Habituation

Habituation consisted of two parts: 3 days of exposure just to the post-sampling condition that the animal would experience (1h per day); then 4 days of free exploration of the open field (for 5 or 10 min) followed directly with exposure to the post-sampling condition (1h or 3h). 7 days of exposure for the post-sampling condition ensured that any effects seen were not due to novelty. During these habituation trials, animals were able to sleep in the post-sampling condition, to avoid a sleep deprivation effect. For open field habituation sessions, animals were placed into the open field with their snout facing the corner, ensuring that during the four trials each corner was used once as a starting position for each animal.
2.2.5.2 Sampling
Sampling was carried out 24 h after the last habituation session, and consisted of placing the rat into the open field with two copies of the same novel object for either 5 or 20 minutes (see Table 2.2). Objects were placed in north (NW and NE) or south (SW and SE) positions for experiments 1 and 4, and diagonally opposite corners (NW and SE or SW and NE) for experiments 2 and 3. An example of this is shown in Figure 2.1. These objects were centred 23 cm from the corners of the open field (16.25 cm from each corner wall).

2.2.5.3 Post-sampling condition
After sampling animals were put into one of the post-sampling conditions outlined in Table 2.1 and shown in Figure 2.2. Animals were kept awake for the duration of these post-sampling conditions via gentle handling. This involved gently picking up the animal two inches above the ground, and then placing them down again when the animal started to fall asleep. The method has been outlined previously in sleep deprivation studies, and found to cause minimal amounts of stress (Colavito et al., 2013).

For the first experiment animals were either placed back into their home-cage with their cage-mates or into a black box. The home cage measured 60 x 44 x 30cm, and was half plastic, half metal bars. It was located on a trolley (see Figure 2.2 – top left), in a room adjacent to the testing room, so the test rat would have access to the rich visual scene within the lab environment. Cage mates remained in the home cage during the post sampling period, so the animals were also exposed to social stimuli. The black box measured (38 x 32 x 24 cm), and was entirely covered with a black plastic lid such that when inside the box the animals were in the dark (see Figure 2.2 – top middle). It did not contain any other rats. The black box condition aimed to replicate the restful wake condition used in human studies, where participants were by themselves in a dark room. The home cage condition aimed to be a high interference condition with both visual and social stimuli. These together would provide comparisons between minimal interference and high interference conditions, respectively.

The second experiment aimed to replicate the conditions of the black box, but this time refining the protocol allowing the experimenter to view whether the rat was asleep in the box. To this end, a box was used with a red light. Red light is visible to humans but not to rats (Szél and Röhlich, 1992) so whilst the experimenter could view the rat via a camera, the rat experienced darkness. Each red box (RB) compartment measured 56 x 53 x 51cm, and
contained fans for airflow; cameras connected to screens outside of the boxes; low levels of lighting (30±5 lumens); and plastic cages (42 x 27 x 40cm). Red plastic film covered the lighting panel in these boxes (see Figure 2.2 – bottom left). Another aim of this experiment was to investigate the role of social stimuli in the high interference condition of the first experiment. Would reducing social stimuli eliminate the effect of interference even when visual stimuli were still present? To this end, the second post-sampling condition was a holding cage (see Figure 2.2 – top right). The individual holding cage was similar to the home cage, but smaller in dimensions (54 x 40 x 22cm), and did not contain any other animals. It was located in a holding rack in the same room as the home cage, so as with the home cage the rat would have access to the visual scene within the lab environment. Both the RB condition and holding cage condition had minimal interference from social stimuli. These aimed to compare a minimal interference condition with a visual interference condition, testing whether it was sufficient to remove social interaction in order to get the memory enhancing ‘black box effect’.

It appeared that removing social interaction was not sufficient to produce the ‘black box effect’ (as shown in Figure 2.4). The third experiment therefore aimed to reduce visual interference present in the holding cage condition whilst also maintaining the reduction in social interaction. This explored whether a familiar and controlled visual environment was enough to prevent memory enhancement, even when the animal was socially isolated. The RB condition was used again as the minimal interference condition. To provide a comparable condition where the only difference was visible light, a light (white) box condition was used. The white box (WB) was exactly the same dimensions as the RB, and had the same low levels of lighting. The WB and RB were in different compartments of the same cabinet (shown in Figure 2.2 – bottom left). The only difference between the compartments was that the red plastic film covering the lighting panel in the red boxes was not present in the white boxes. If the exposure to novel or complex scenes was preventing memory enhancement in the second experiment, you would expect to see memory in both the WB and RB conditions. If however a highly familiar stimulus was enough to interfere with memory enhancement you would expect to only see memory in the RB condition.

As social isolation was not enough to drive memory enhancement, it could be argued that it was not required at all. When comparing the home cage condition to the black box condition
in the first experiment, had the home cage had been in the dark would this condition have also produced memory enhancement? To this end, a final experiment sought to test whether it was sufficient to remove visual stimulation in order to get the memory enhancing ‘black box effect’ or if in fact social isolation was necessary for this effect. The plastic cages were removed from the white and red boxes, and replaced with the home cage of the animal (see Figure 2.2 – bottom right). Therefore one post-sampling condition was the home cage in the WB and one was the home cage in the RB. If lack of visual stimulation was sufficient then the RB home cage condition should show memory and the WB home cage condition should not.

2.2.5.4 Delay Period
After the post-sampling period of experiments 1-3 rats were returned to their home cages. As the home cages were used in the last experiment, prior to this experiment rats were habituated to ‘lab-cages’, identical to their home cages. Animals were held in these 'lab-cages' after the post-sampling phase. Both home cages and lab cages were located on a trolley in a room adjacent to the testing room. This room had higher light levels than the testing room and animals were with cage mates, i.e. not socially isolated. The first and last experiments were testing 6h memory, so the animals remained this room for the entire 5h post-sampling condition delay. The second and third experiments were testing memory after a 24 h retention interval, so after an hour in this room the cages were transferred back to the colony. This ensured the animals were kept to their 12h light-dark cycle. Animals were then transferred back to this room the following day, 1h before the probe trial commenced.

2.2.5.5 Probe Trial
After a 6 or 24-hour delay, which included the post-sampling condition exposure directly after sampling, rats were placed back into the open field for 3 minutes. In the probe trial one of the objects remained in the same location as in the sampling phase, and the other was moved to a novel location. Each animal was placed into the corner that would never have an object near it during both sampling and probe trials (e.g. sampling positions: SW SE, probe positions: SW NE, rat start position: NW). Object positions were fully counterbalanced within and between groups.
### Table 2.2: Parameters used for each experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Habituation to open field</th>
<th>Sampling</th>
<th>Condition Exposure</th>
<th>Delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td>4 x 5m</td>
<td>5m</td>
<td>1h</td>
<td>6h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>4 x 10m</td>
<td>20m</td>
<td>1h</td>
<td>24h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 3</td>
<td>4 x 10m</td>
<td>20m</td>
<td>3h</td>
<td>24h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 4</td>
<td>4 x 5m</td>
<td>5m</td>
<td>1h</td>
<td>6h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2.2.6 Analysis and statistics

Videos of the sampling and probe trial were manually scored using a bespoke software (zScore). This involved replaying the videos and depressing a key every time the animal explored a given object. Exploration involved the animal facing the object with its snout from either the ground or on top of the object. Exploration on top of the object, but not facing it (i.e. looking around the environment), was not included. This produced a file with timestamps of exploration for each object, which was then processed further with a custom software (zChop) to calculate the discrimination index at each 10-second accumulative bin. Sampling was also scored to ensure animals had no innate location preference, and to assess whether groups expressed comparable exploratory activity. For the sampling phase only the absolute exploration times were compared, i.e., no preference index was computed. All testing and scoring was completed blind to object novelty and group.

The discrimination index $d$ is a ratio that indicates the animal’s preference for either the familiar or novel object location, with the total exploration time factored into the following equation:

$$
\text{discrimination index} = \frac{\text{exploration time of novel object location}}{\text{total object exploration time}} - \frac{\text{exploration time of familiar object location}}{\text{total object exploration time}}
$$

If the discrimination index is 0, the animal expressed no preference for either the familiar or novel object location. If the discrimination index is negative the animal expressed a preference for the familiar object location; if the discrimination index is positive the animal expressed a preference the novel object location. Therefore, only positive discrimination indices indicate expression of spatial novelty exploration. Over the course of each 3-minute
probe trial this index was calculated in accumulative 10-second time bins. From this a curve was plotted to show how the discrimination index ratio changed throughout the probe session. Rats were included if they explored object for greater than 20 seconds in total in both the sampling and probe sessions; no animals were excluded as all reached this criterion.

Data analysis was performed with Microsoft Excel and GraphPad Prism (version 7.0, Graphpad, USA). The discrimination index calculated across the whole 3 min probe session \((d[0-180])\) was used for further statistical analysis to compare between groups or conditions. All datasets were examined for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk normality test. If the data were normally distributed \((p<0.05)\), two-tailed one-sample t-tests were then used to compare the discrimination indices with the hypothetical mean of 0 (no preference). Depending on whether the experimental design was within or between groups, a two-tailed paired or unpaired t-test (respectively) was used to calculate differences in discrimination indices between the two groups or conditions. An F test was used to compare the variances between groups or conditions. Two way ANOVAs were used to test for effects of object position or condition on sampling exploration time. Overall differences in sampling and probe exploration time between conditions were also analysed. If the data was not normally distributed the appropriate non-parametric equivalents were carried out: a Wilcoxon signed-rank test and either a Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test or Mann-Whitney test.
2.3 Results

2.3.1 Experiment 1: Home cage vs. Black Box

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Home Cage</th>
<th>Black Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Interesting” Visual Stimulation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Habituated” Visual Stimulation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Interaction</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: The differences between the two conditions in experiment 1.

This experiment sought to test whether the long-term memory enhancing effects of reduced environmental interference previously shown in humans can also be found in rats. The two post-sampling conditions are comparing high levels of interference (home cage condition) with minimal levels of interference (black box condition), summarised in Table 2.3. The former was situated in a room adjacent to the testing room, giving the rat access to the rich visual scene within the lab environment. Although the rats were habituated to being within the lab environment, the experimenter was moving and various aspects of the environment could change making the visual stimulation ‘interesting’, i.e., to some extent unfamiliar. The home cage also contained cage mates and therefore social interaction. Animals in the black box condition on the other hand were in complete darkness and social isolation, as the box was completely covered and in a separate dark room, and contained no cage-mates.

Panels A and B of Figure 2.3 show the discrimination index for all animals. Panel A gives an overview of the entire 3-minute probe trial in 10-second cumulative bins. This indicates that animals exposed to the black box condition for 1 h directly after learning explored the novel object location more than the old location for the duration of the probe trial. Animals exposed to the home cage had no preference for the novel location at any time point. This difference is highlighted in panel B, showing that across the whole 3 minute probe time point, animals in the black box condition had a significant preference for the novel object location (comparison between discrimination index and chance: t=3.787, df=7, p=0.0068) whereas animals in the home cage condition did not (comparison between discrimination index and chance: t=0.3083, df=7, p=0.7668). This difference cannot be explained by differences between the groups in total object exploration times for either the sample or probe phases, as there were no significant differences in either measure between the groups (panel D - sampling: t=0.8902, df=1,14, p=0.3884; panel E - probe: t=0.053, df=1,14, p=0.9581).
Figure 2.3: Reducing interference after learning promotes retention of 6h long-term object location memory. A) Accumulative novelty preference over the entire 3 minute probe trial. B) The 3 minute mark is highlighted, showing significant object location memory for the rats exposed to the black box after learning. ** One-sample t-test: t=3.787, df=7, p=0.0068. C) No location preference shown in sampling for either group. D and E) Total exploration time for sampling and probe trials not different between groups. Error bars represent SEM.
There were no object location preferences for either group during sampling [no main effect of location: F(3,24)=2.085, p=0.1288; no interaction between location and group: F(3,24)=1.805, p=0.1731] (panel C). The variances between the two groups were significantly different [F=5.68, DFn=DfD=7, p=0.0355], so an unpaired t-test with a Welch’s correction was used. Surprisingly this showed no significant difference in discrimination index at the 3-minute time-point between the two groups (t=1.749, df=9.391, p=0.1127).

Overall these results indicate that rats put back into the home cage immediately the learning phase of his object-location task did not show significant memory for object locations 24 h later, but that those exposed to the black box for the first hour after encoding (before being placed in their home cage), did. These data are indicative of memory enhancement in this reduced interference condition, and consistent with results of studies in human subjects described earlier, although the difference between groups did not reach significance.

### 2.3.2 Experiment 2: Holding cage in the light vs. dark (red) box

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Holding Cage in Light</th>
<th>Dark (red) Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Interesting” Visual Stimulation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Habituated” Visual Stimulation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Interaction</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.4: The differences between the two conditions in experiment 3**

The next experiment had two aims. Firstly it sought to refine the experimental protocol, allowing the experimenter to better determine when to use gentle handling procedures and ensure the rat was not sleeping. To do this a dark (red) box (RB) was used that contained a red light instead of being in darkness. This aimed to be an identical condition to that of the black box used previously, with no interference from social interaction or visual stimulation. A longer delay was also used (24h instead of 6h) to determine whether the effect seen in the previous experiment could last for a much longer duration.
The second aim was to test whether social interaction was a critical variable in the ‘black box effect’ seen in the first experiment. To do this a holding cage was used as the second condition. This cage was similar to the home cage, and kept in the same room, ensuring that the ‘interesting’ (unfamiliar) visual stimulation remained. The one difference was that animals were socially isolated, minimizing effects from social interaction. This task therefore determined whether social isolation was enough to produce the ‘black box effect’ seen previously, without the need for reducing visual stimulation (summarised in Table 2.4).

At all time points of the 3 minute probe trial, animals exposed to the holding cage in the light appeared to have no preference for the novel object location, shown in Panel A Figure 2.4. Moreover, at some intervals in this trial these animals appeared to have a preference for the old object location (negative discrimination index). Animals exposed to the RB on the other hand had a preference for the novel object location throughout the probe trial. This difference is also displayed in panel B, showing the significant preference for exploring the novel location in the RB group at 3 minutes (comparison between discrimination index and chance: t=6.02, df=7, p=0.0005), compared to no preference in the holding cage group (comparison between discrimination index and chance: t=0.05257, df=7, p=0.9595). This difference between groups is significant (t=3.841, df=14, p=0.0018), and cannot be explained by variances in exploration times of the objects in sampling (panel D: t=1.029, df=14, p=0.3210) or probe trials (panel E: t=1.089, df=14, p=0.2945). There was however an almost significant effect of object position [F(3,24)=2.588, p=0.0765] and a significant interaction between position and group [F(3,24)=3.044, p=0.0483] on sampling exploration time (panel C), with positions in the south being explored more than those in the north. As positions were counterbalanced in a way that ensured SE and SW positions were both the old and the novel location within groups, this difference should not have affected the overall results.

These results confirm that the red box can replicate the black box condition, as both showed significant nOL memory, and that the memory enhancing effect can be seen when longer delays are used. The results also imply that social isolation alone is not sufficient to enhance spatial memory as the holding cage group did not express nOL memory. This suggests that the visual scene within the lab environment is preventing the formation or expression of memory, even though the animal is socially isolated.
Figure 2.4: Reducing interference from social interaction and visual input after learning promotes retention of 24h long-term object location memory. Reducing interference from social interaction alone does not.

A) Accumulative novelty preference over the entire 3 minute probe trial

B) The 3 minute mark is highlighted, showing no memory with social isolation alone, but significant memory when both social interaction and visual input are reduced. ***One-sample t-test: t=6.020, df=7, p=0.0005. Unpaired t-test: t=3.841 d=14, p=0.0018.

C) No location preference shown in sampling

D) Total exploration: sampling

E) Total exploration: probe

Error bars represent SEM.
2.3.3 Experiment 3: Light (white) box vs. dark (red) box.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Light (white) Box</th>
<th>Dark (red) Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Interesting” Visual Stimulation</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Habituated” Visual Stimulation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Interaction</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.5: The differences between the two conditions in experiment 4.

Social isolation in the light, in the holding cage, was not enough to enhance spatial memory. The holding cage in the second experiment was in a holding rack in a lab environment in which rats may have experienced a complex visual scene made up of furniture, apparatus and computers. As the home cages containing the animal's cage mates were also kept in this room, there could have been the sounds of these cage-mates moving or vocalising as well as their smells serving as other interfering stimuli. This final task sought to establish whether the visual (or other) interference from the goings-on in a holding room had prevented memory enhancement in the “light holding cage” condition of Experiment 2, or whether it was merely visual interference from light. To test this, animals were placed individually into a plastic cage which was within one of two identical boxes: one box was illuminated by a white light (light condition) and one with a red light (dark condition). The latter condition had been previously used in Experiment 2 as the low interference condition. The differences between these conditions are summarised in Table 2.5.

As shown in Figure 2.5, panel A, the animals exposed to the red box (RB) once again showed preference for the novel object location throughout most of the probe trial, this preference becoming more apparent by the end of the trial. In contrast, those exposed to the white box (WB) showed no preference throughout the trial. Again, this is highlighted in panel B, showing that at the 3 minute time point the animals in the RB group show significant preference compared to chance levels (comparison between discrimination index and chance: t=2.637, df=17 p=0.0336), and animals in the WB group do not (comparison between discrimination index and chance: t=0.01761, df=7, p=0.9864). Although the difference at this time point is not significant (t=1.870, df=14, p=0.0826), a power analysis test shows that with 2 more animals in each group (power – 0.5) or 11 animals in each group (power 0.8), this would be significant (p<0.05).
Figure 2.5: Reducing interference from social interaction and light after learning promotes retention of 24h long-term object location memory. Reducing interference from social interaction and familiar visual stimulation does not. A) Accumulative novelty preference over the entire 3 minute probe trial B) The 3 minute mark is highlighted, showing significant 24h memory in the red box group, but not the white box group. *One-sample t-test: t=2.637, df=17 p=0.0336. C) No location preference shown in sampling for either group. D and E) Total exploration time for sampling and probe trials not different between groups. Error bars represent SEM.
Again, there was no significant difference in exploration time between the two groups in either sampling (panel D: t=1.588, df=14, p=0.1346) or probe trials (panel E: t=1.273, df=14, p=0.2238), and no object location preferences for either group during sampling [no main effect of location: F(3,24)=1.326, p=0.2891; no interaction between location and group: F(3,24)=0.7601, p=0.5275] (panel C). This shows that visual stimulation from a highly habituated and unchanging environment, or even light itself, is enough to prevent memory enhancement, even when socially isolated.

### 2.3.4 Experiment 4: Home cage in the light (white light) vs. home cage in the dark (red light)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Home Cage in Light</th>
<th>Home Cage in Dark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Interesting” Visual Stimulation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Habituated” Visual Stimulation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Interaction</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.6: The differences between the two conditions in experiment 2.

Experiment 3 showed that minimising visual stimuli is required for the memory enhancement of the ‘black box effect’. Experiment 2 showed that social isolation alone was not enough to drive this effect. This suggests that social isolation might not be a requirement for memory enhancement, and rather the only requirement of the ‘black box effect’ is darkness. If the latter is true then if the home cage had been kept in relative darkness during the first experiment, there would not have been differences between the home cage and black box conditions and both would have expressed memory. The next task therefore sought to ascertain whether the memory enhancing effect of the black box condition observed in Experiment 1 required the animals to be socially isolated in the dark or if the effect remained when in the presence of cage mates.

To this end, the home cages of the animal were used in both conditions, however in one condition the home cage was contained within the white box (WB) and in the other it was contained within the red box (RB). The latter condition was therefore the same as both the black box in Experiment 1 and the RB in Experiments 2 and 3, apart from the presence of cage mates leading to social interaction. The only difference between the two conditions was the presence of light (summarised in Table 2.6). If social isolation is not a requirement for the ‘black box effect’ the RB condition should produce memory and the WB condition should not.
Figure 2.6: 6h long-term object location memory is not enhanced by darkness alone. Social interaction in the home cage disrupts memory enhancement. A) Accumulative novelty preference over the entire 3 minute probe trial. B) The 3 minute mark is highlighted, showing no memory for either group put in the home cage after learning. C) No location preference shown in sampling for either group. D and E) Total exploration time for sampling and probe trials not different between groups. Error bars represent SEM.
Animals did not appear to have a preference for the novel object location at any point across the probe trial, regardless of whether they were exposed to the home cage in the light or in the dark during the post sampling period, shown in Panel A Figure 2.6. This lack of memory expression is highlighted in panel B, showing no significant preference for the novel object location for either group (comparison between discrimination index and chance: home cage in light: t=0.2232, df=15, p=0.8264; home cage in dark: t=1.272, df=15, p=0.2228). There was also no significant difference in the discrimination index between groups at the 3 minute time point (t=0.4707, df=15, p=0.6447). There were no differences in exploration times for the sampling (panel D – sampling: t=0.7613, df=15, p=0.4583) and probe trials (panel E – probe: t=1.723, df=15, p=0.1055). Although there was an effect of position on sampling exploration time [F(3,28)=3.203, p=0.0384], there was no interaction between position and group [F(3,28)=0.6084, p=0.6084] (panel C). As object position was counterbalanced between groups, this position effect should not have affected the behavioural results. Overall this suggests that animals are required to be socially isolated for the “black box effect” to be seen.

2.3.5 Results overview

These results show that the benefit of restful wake seen in humans can be reproduced in rats. Overall these behavioural tasks show that this ‘black box effect’ requires both social isolation and darkness: one or the other is not sufficient to enhance spatial memory. Animals must be alone and without visual input during the post-sampling period for this effect to work, even if the visual input is from a highly familiar and ‘uninteresting’ environment.
2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 Experiment 1: Home cage vs. Black Box

The black box condition - emulating the dark room used in human wakeful rest studies - produced a significant expression of spatial memory. The “control” condition, which in this case was to place the animals back into their home cage, did not. Although there was no significant difference in discrimination scores between the black box condition and the home cage condition, there was significantly more variation of scores in the home cage condition. If an animal has no memory one would expect it to explore old and new object locations for similar lengths of time ($d[180]=0$). However, in a population some animals might have individual preferences, leading to a spread of $d[0-180]$ values. Due to counterbalancing, one would still expect the average $d$ value for the entire population to be normally distributed around zero. If a population of animals expresses memory, one would expect the majority of animals to explore the new object more than the old, ignoring individual preferences. This would lead to $d[0-180]$ values skewed in the positive direction with less variance over the population, as seen in the present experiment. Under conditions of reduced visual stimulation after learning, humans show enhanced long-term memory (Dewar et al., 2012) and the integration of new information into a spatial map (Craig et al., 2016). The results of the present experiment therefore replicate those found in humans, suggesting that the ‘Black Box effect’ is conserved across species. As shown in previous human studies, the distractor task did not have to be similar to the material learnt (for example learning new object locations) to disrupt memory consolidation. In the case of the present experiment, the home cage condition provided sufficient interference. This RI could have stemmed from social interaction with cage mates. RI could also have been caused by visual stimuli from within the cage or the surrounding lab environment. In all of these instances, new information could have been encoded, disrupting the consolidation of the previously encoded nOL memory. As with restful wake in humans, the black box condition protected the animals from these RI mechanisms, leading to the expression of nOL memory.

Previous studies using a nOL protocol have shown that a 20 min sampling phase is required to produce consistent expression of 6h nOL memory, and that when the delay is extended to 24h this length of sampling phase only leads to novelty preference in the first minute of exploration (Ozawa et al., 2011). Other studies producing reliable 24h nOL memory expression over the entire 3 min probe trial used multiple sampling sessions over hours (5...
min x 5 (Hardt et al., 2010)) or over days (7 min/ day for 3 days (Gaskin et al., 2009)). This indicates that the black and red boxes are indeed enhancing memory expression over what would normally be expected in the protocols used.

2.4.2 Experiment 2: Holding cage in the light vs. dark (red) box

The next experiment explored the possibility of RI in the absence of social interaction. Was social isolation enough to produce the ‘black box effect’ shown previously or were more factors at play? This time a red box acted as the dark, isolated box condition, allowing the experimenter to ensure the rats were not sleeping. Again this dark box group expressed memory, whereas the socially isolated group in the light (the holding cage condition) did not. Although animals were socially isolated in the holding cage, new visual information from the lab environment could still be encoded, suggesting that visual information is important to RI mechanisms. There were, however, other animals in close proximity to the holding cage. It could have been the interaction with these cage mates, albeit from a distance, that produced RI, possibly through odours or vocalisations.

2.4.3 Experiment 3: Light (white) box vs. dark (red) box

The third experiment sought to reduce novel visual stimulation, whilst in social isolation away from other possible social cues (WB condition). Surprisingly, even this plain, unchanging and highly habituated environment led to no expression of OL memory. Only the dark box group showed nOL memory expression. This demonstrates that the black box effect is evident even when compared to a control group with minimal interference levels, a factor not yet tested in humans. This also suggests that interference not only stems from new learning or mental exertion but can simply occur due to either a highly habituated visual stimulus, or light itself. This goes against the currently held view of possible sources for interference.

2.4.5 Experiment 4: Home cage in the light (white light) vs. home cage in the dark (red light)

The final experiment highlighted the impact of social interaction on memory consolidation. As expected, animals that were exposed to the home cage in the light condition expressed no nOL memory. Those that were exposed to the home cage in the dark (RB) condition also expressed no nOL memory. These animals had no visual stimuli for the hour after spatial learning. The only stimulus that could have led to the encoding of new information, and therefore RI, was social interaction with cage mates. This suggests that RI produced by social interaction is enough to impair memory consolidation. It also demonstrates that both social
isolation and darkness are required for the black box effect to be seen - something assumed but not previously known.

The fact that both social isolation and darkness are required for the black box effect to emerge suggests that visual information is just as important as social interaction to RI mechanisms. Although no distractor tasks were used, these two experiments show that stimuli of the same primary modality as the nOL task (vision) and of different modality of the nOL task (social interaction) both produce enough interference individually to disrupt memory consolidation.

This finding is unexpected as it has been shown in previous human studies that the more similar the learning and distractor task, the less participants can recall (McGeoch and McDonald, 1931; Dey, 1969). Similar tasks and modalities are more likely to encode into the same neuronal networks, increasing overlap and the potential for interference mechanisms (Martínez et al., 2014). It would therefore be hypothesised that a learning task and distractor task of the same modality would produce maximum levels of RI; whereas tasks of different modalities could still produce RI, but on much lower levels. It could be suggested that a floor effect is present in our task. If the difficulty of the task was decreased, visual stimuli could have more of an impact than that of social interaction. On the other hand, it could be argued that visual input of the lab environment is not the same as visually encoding a spatial map. Both Dewar et al. (2007) and Robinson et al. (1920) found that unless highly similar, all material appeared to have a comparable detrimental effect. For example, participants had to learn 15 verbally presented nouns followed by various filled delay conditions. Listening to a radio recording with subsequent follow up questions produced the same amount of interference as spot-the-difference problem, even though verbally presented nouns and a radio show would be predicted to be more similar and therefore cause a larger detrimental effect. It could also be argued that nOL may not be just a visual task. Although the spatial aspect of the task should be visual as the cues used were not tactile, the rats still explored the objects by sniffing and whisking. Other modalities could therefore have contributed to the spatial memory.
A further experiment could be carried out using two different modalities, odour and vision, to investigate these interactions. Rats would be trained on an odour discrimination task, with four post-learning conditions: a dark box with no odour; a light box with no odour; a dark box with a strong but non-aversive and highly habituated odour; and a light box with the same odour as dark box. If interference is entirely modality-dependent, both the dark and light boxes without odour would show significant memory; those with odour would express no memory. If interference is entirely visual or light dependent, only the dark boxes would have memory. If interference occurs through an interaction of modalities, the dark, non-odour box would express the strongest memory; the light, odour box wouldn’t express memory; and the order of the two other conditions would depend on the hierarchy of vision and odour. It could be suggested that an interaction is the most likely outcome. Even within the same modality, there can be varying levels of interference, depending on either absolute task similarities or required mental effort (McGeoch and McDonald, 1931). On the other hand, it could be that modality is not important, and it is darkness that is required to produce the enhancement effect.

Another interesting finding was that a highly habituated visual stimulus, or light itself, appeared to lead to RI mechanisms. RI is postulated to occur when encoding of new information disrupts the consolidation of previously encoded material. This process therefore requires new learning to disrupt the encoding of object location spatial memory. Most of the post-learning conditions support this definition, as change (and therefore learning) was possible between different exposures. The home cage conditions could have led to new learning, as social interactions were always occurring, some of potentially high valence. The holding cage condition could also theoretically have led to new learning, as the experimenter could be seen in the lab environment, providing a potential distraction. As the home cage group had no memory, even when in the dark, it is highly likely that this need for social isolation stems from the high levels of interference that social interactions can produce. The need for darkness however, is more challenging to explain. The WB should have already been encoded during previous habituation exposures. The animals were by themselves in a controlled environment, with nothing changing between exposures. Although one could argue that the gentle handing procedure qualifies as a novel stimulus, this occurs in both the dark and light boxes equally, so would create the same amount of encoding, and therefore interference, in both groups. This effect also persists if the animals
are not naïve to the experimental procedure, where gentle handling would not be novel. This leads to two questions: is there encoding in the WB; and if there is no new learning, how is memory consolidation disrupted in this group? For the former question further experiments need to be conducted. As there is no memory expression in the WB one would assume that there would be no synaptic consolidation. Therefore, if animals were sacrificed directly after the post-sampling condition and hippocampal immediate early gene levels analysed, one would expect to find increased levels in both conditions if there was encoding in the WB. If no encoding occurred, only the RB would have increased levels. However, only the latter would lead to conclusive results.

If these experiments do suggest that there is no new learning during the post sampling phase, it could be that an alternative interpretation is required. Importantly, the results show that even when the post sampling period conditions have very minimal interference, memory is expressed in the dark box group but not the control group. The OL memory learned is therefore too weak to normally be consolidated. This WB group does not need an explanation of increased interference mechanisms. Instead, the baseline threshold for memory consolidation could be too high, preventing the completion of either cellular or systems consolidation in the white box. This suggests that exposure to the black box could lower this threshold, allowing cellular and systems consolidation mechanisms to occur. It is possible that if the task were made easier, both groups would express memory (summarised in Figure 2.7).

This has been shown previously in human interference studies, where varying levels of difficulty of spatial memory tasks led to both ceiling and floor effects within the same virtual route-learning experiment (Craig et al., 2015). It could be hypothesised that pathological
problems with memory encoding or retention, such as those seen in patients with mild cognitive impairment or focal brain injury, could lead to increases in consolidation thresholds. This would manifest as a benefit from wakeful rest in patients, even when healthy controls show a ceiling effect. This is in fact the case, having been shown previously on more than one occasion (Cowan et al., 2004; Della Sala et al., 2005). Results from Cowan’s research also suggested that amnesiac patients needed an intact temporal lobe, including the hippocampus, to obtain any benefit from wakeful rest. This indicates that hippocampal consolidation mechanisms are somehow required for this benefit to occur. The question should therefore be: what mechanisms are occurring in the black box to enhance memory over the control baseline? The requirement for social isolation can be explained via traditional RI mechanisms, as new learning is possible with social interaction. The need for reduced visual input cannot be explained via traditional RI mechanisms, as a highly familiar visual input should not lead to new learning. Therefore this need for darkness is an attractive candidate for mechanisms underlying memory enhancement.

An important factor in consolidation mechanisms is the exact time-period after learning. Previous studies of RI have highlighted a temporal gradient, where memories are less susceptible to interference as time goes on (Britt, 1935; Dewar et al., 2007). It could therefore be hypothesised that the requirement for social isolation would be time-dependent, becoming less effective as time passed. Studies have shown that in humans, exposure to interference after 10 minutes of wakeful rest does not impair memory enhancement (Dewar et al., 2012). This could be exposing a temporal gradient on the order of minutes, in contrast to the temporal gradient of consolidation, which is thought to be on the order of hours. A time-dependence of 10 minutes would therefore imply that traditional RI mechanisms could underlie the memory enhancement seen. Alternatively, if memory enhancement persisted even if 10 minutes of wakeful rest was preceded by 30 minutes of exposure to interference it could suggest that wakeful rest is simply required at some point during the proposed consolidation window. This would imply that other non-traditional RI mechanisms were contributing to the memory enhancement. Future studies could repeat the black box experiments, but delay the post-learning conditions by 30 minutes. This would ensure that the wakeful rest condition still occurred within the consolidation window, but effects of rescue from retroactive interference would be minimised.
As previously mentioned, the post-sampling delay window after the nOL task is on the order of minutes to hours, so should encompass the labile period for synaptic consolidation mechanisms. This means that the enhanced consolidation potentially produced by the black box could be due to synapse-related proteins and pathways. One hypothesis could be that the black box enhances these mechanisms over baseline levels. However, it seems more plausible that the black box stops new synaptic consolidation, in line with the current retroactive interference dogma. Lower levels of acetylcholine (ACh) are produced in wakeful rest conditions (Marrosu et al., 1995). The opportunistic theory of consolidation outlines the role that these low levels of ACh could play in reducing interfering synaptic consolidation. Low levels of ACh are hypothesised to switch the brain into ‘consolidation mode’, stopping new incoming information being encoded at the synapse (Rasch et al., 2006). This consolidation mode is seen during slow wave sleep, but also during wakeful rest (i.e. in the black box). This explains how wakeful rest could protect synaptic consolidation mechanisms from RI caused by new learning. It does not however explain how the black box could enhance consolidation mechanisms over baseline levels when no new learning was apparent during the consolidation window.

Both the present experimental results and previous human studies suggest that wakeful rest leads to enhancement of the formation of a cognitive map and the integration of spatial memories into this map (Craig et al., 2016). This associative memory consolidation is thought to benefit greatly from the reactivation of hippocampal memory traces during systems consolidation (Carr et al., 2011). The reactivation of these encoded associations occurs without external input, appearing to be driven by the hippocampus itself (Alvarez and Squire, 1994). This reactivation serves to progressively strengthen the memory trace and distribute or transfer it throughout the cortex (Sutherland and McNaughton, 2000). In rodents this phenomenon has been termed place field replay. Place cells fire in a spatially specific manner, forming firing fields as the animal explores the environment. It is these fields that are thought to underlie the spatial map, which is used as an anchor for spatial memory. Studies have shown that the sequential replay of these place fields occurs on a compressed timescale during 200Hz oscillations in the CA1 pyramidal layer (Ylinen et al., 1995). These transient patterns of oscillatory neuronal firing, termed sharp wave ripples, allow for the coordination of firing between the hippocampus and cortical structures, such as the prefrontal cortex (Sirota et al., 2003). This coordination is thought to link these sparsely related structures,
leading to a memory trace that becomes less dependent on the hippocampus over time. Many studies have now shown that the magnitude of these neuronal reactivations can predict subsequent memory strength in both humans (Deuker et al., 2013; Oudiette et al., 2013; Staresina et al., 2013) and rodents (Dupret et al., 2010b; Ramadan et al., 2009). Selectively blocking these sharp wave ripples directly after learning can also impair or inhibit memory consolidation (Girardeau et al., 2009; Ego-Stengel and Wilson, 2010; Jadhav et al., 2012). These studies suggest a highly important role of neuronal reactivation during sharp wave ripples in spatial memory consolidation. Although originally associated only with slow wave sleep (Wilson and McNaughton, 1994), sharp wave ripples are now known to occur during the awake state in both rodents and humans (Kudrimoti et al., 1999; Tambini et al., 2010; Deuker et al., 2013). Notably, these occur most prominently during quiescence, i.e. during wakeful rest. As previously mentioned, wakeful rest is associated with low cholinergic activation. As well as reducing hippocampal synaptic plasticity, this decrease in ACh levels is characterised by the presence of sharp wave ripples (Buzsáki, 1989) and communication between the hippocampus and the cortex (Hasselmo, 1999). This implies that wakeful rest leads to an increase in systems consolidation mechanisms through the heightened presence of sharp wave ripples in the hippocampus. This in turn would enhance communication between the hippocampus and cortical areas, strengthening memory traces and enhancing the expression of nOL memory. Results from the WB versus RB conditions suggest that both social isolation and darkness are required for the enhancement of hippocampal memory systems consolidation. This implies that both social interaction and non-novel visual stimuli could impair this offline reactivation of newly learnt hippocampal memory traces.

2.6 Conclusions
The 'Black Box effect' is a phenomenon conserved between humans and rodents. Reduction of interference directly after spatial learning consistently enhances long-term hippocampal memories, but requires both social isolation and lack of visual stimulation. It is hypothesised that social interaction or a familiar visual stimulus alone is enough to retroactively interfere with systems consolidation processes by impairing sharp wave ripples and hippocampal place field replay.
Chapter 3: Reducing Sensory Stimulation after Spatial Learning Promotes Place Field Stability


3.1 Introduction

Whilst the novel object location (nOL) behavioural task is known to be hippocampal dependent, the exact role of the hippocampus in this task and in spatial memory in general is still unresolved (Lisman et al., 2017). Place cells have been proposed to be the best neural correlate for spatial memory since their discovery almost half a century ago (O'Keefe, 1976). It has been suggested that these cells provide the neuronal framework required for the consolidation and recall of memories associated with spatial locations, such as nOL memory. As the levels of interference after spatial learning have been shown to modulate the strength of such memories it is important to investigate whether interfering mechanisms can also modulate the properties of place cells. For example, it is possible that visual interference could affect the underlying stability of the so-called spatial map through changes in place field stability. Investigating how place cell properties change over time would indicate how the spatial memory of a new environment consolidates in the long-term. This would then allow the exploration into how reducing retroactive interference could affect spatial memory consolidation processes.

Place cells fire in a specific location within an environment, known as the cells place field. In the absence of any changes in the environment, or changes in task demands, a given cell typically fires in the same field across different sessions. These fields are often linked to cues within the environment and have been shown to consistently rotate with the cue if it is moved to a different wall within the environment. Place cells fire in a context-dependent manner, expressing fields in different locations when exposed to different environments. The formation of these fields occurs through the direct exploration of the environment (Rowland et al, 2011). When an animal is first introduced to a novel environment these cells slowly increase their firing rates as the animal repeatedly travels through the firing field of the cell (Mehta et al., 2000). It appears that whilst firing rates increase over the first novel exposure, over time average firing rates decrease as the environment becomes more familiar. When place cells were recorded as rats foraged in two different environments, one familiar and one novel, it appeared that average firing rates in the familiar environment were much lower than that of the novel environment (Nitz and McNaughton, 2004). Another study comparing place cell firing rates in a ‘W track’ spatial task showed that whilst the average firing rate of the overall population was less in familiar environments, as shown before, the in-field firing rate of certain place cells actually increased with familiarity. These place cells
initially had high levels of spatial tuning during the first exposure to the novel environment, meaning place cells with high levels of spatial information were selectively amplified and those with low levels of spatial information were selectively silenced (Karlsson and Frank, 2008). Therefore, after repeated exposures to the same novel environment the active population of place cells had enhanced in-field firing rates and spatial tuning which correlated with an increase in task performance. However not all studies appear to show this pattern associated with a familiar environment, where average place cell firing rates decrease and in-field firing rates and spatial information increase.

One such study involving random foraging during repeated exposures to an initially novel open-field showed that neither place cell firing rate or spatial information changed over six repeated 10 minute exposures within one day (Bett et al., 2013). Another similar study showed that three repeated 10 minute exposures to a novel environment also did not lead to changes in average firing rate or spatial information (Brandon et al., 2014). Whilst these inconsistencies between studies could be due to the shape of the environment or the nature of the rats experience (i.e. a task or spontaneous exploration) it is likely that the number of exposures used in these studies was not enough to express the low firing rates and high levels of spatial information associated with familiar environments. This is supported by further findings from the study by Brandon. Average place cell firing rates and spatial information were compared between the three exposures to the novel environment and one exposure to a very familiar environment. Even the last of the three exposures to the novel environment had significantly different firing rates and spatial information compared to that of the very familiar environment. This in line with the differences found between novel and familiar environments by Nitz and McNaughton and Karlsson and Frank. Overall this suggests that novel environments are associated with high average firing rates, low peak in-field firing rates and low levels of spatial information, whereas familiar environments are associated with low average firing rates, high peak in-field firing rates and high levels of spatial information.

It is well known that place fields gradually stabilise over time and with repeated exposures to a novel environment. When an animal enters a new environment a unique population of place cells fire, each with a field representing an area of the environment (Muller and Kubie, 1987). Whilst initially these cells do not consistently fire when the rat moves through the place field, the expression of most of these fields stabilises over the first few minutes of the
exposure to this novel environment (Frank et al., 2004; Wilson and McNaughton, 1994). There is a small population that appears to be stabilised instantly, consistently firing when the rat traverses through the place field from the very start of the animals exploration of the environment (Frank et al., 2004; Ven et al., 2016). This within-session stabilization process is not dependent on NMDA-Rs or new protein synthesis, as blocking these processes does not affect the creation of new place fields (Kentros et al., 1998; Agnihotri et al., 2004). However, stabilisation of place fields over a longer time course appears to require both NMDA-R activation and protein synthesis. Specifically, if NMDA-Rs are blocked or protein synthesis inhibited during an animal’s first exposure to a novel environment, when animals return to the same environment within an hour of the first exposure, cells typically fire in the same locations as before (i.e. they appear to be stabilised). This is suggested to be akin to early-LTP mechanisms and will not persist over long periods of time. However, if the same animals are returned to the same environment 6 h or 24 h later, the place fields remap, indicating that the long term stabilisation of place field does require the activation of NMDA-R and new protein synthesis (Kentros et al., 1998; Agnihotri et al., 2004). This is consistent with suggestions that long-term place field stabilisation is analogous to late-LTP and long-term spatial memory (Dragoi et al., 2003). In line with these suggestions, it has been found that the success of a spatial task can be associated with the long-term stability of place fields (Barnes et al., 1997; Kentros et al., 2004) in an NMDA-R dependent manner (Dupret et al., 2010a). Kentros trained mice to seek a particular location within an environment when an aversive loud noise sounded. This location was not marked out or obvious to the mice, so the surrounding spatial cues had to be used to perform the task correctly. It was found that the stability of the animal’s place fields correlated directly to the animal’s performance of the task. Mice had to express stable place fields to perform the task correctly. Dupret used a cheeseboard task where rats had to learn and recall three hidden food-rewarded locations. Over the process of learning the task place fields tended to stabilise more at goal locations, with place field stability directly predicting the animal’s performance during a probe trial 2h later and during another probe trial the subsequent day. Both the stabilisation of place fields and the animal’s performance were inhibited when NMDA-Rs were blocked, suggesting that the ability of the animal to learn this spatial task was dependent on both place field stability and NMDA-Rs.
These studies show large differences between place field stability in novel and familiar environments. Novel environments are associated with the gradual stabilisation of place fields within the exposure. However the expression of these fields is not stable between exposures to the environment over long-term periods. Familiar environments on the other hand are associated with stable place fields both within the exposure and between exposures over long-term periods. These familiar attributes have been associated with the success of performance in spatial tasks.

Although the population of cells expressing place fields within a given environment can remain very stable over long periods of time (Thomson and Best, 1990), the variability of individual place field firing within this can be extreme. Even when almost identical in speed and path, the number of action potentials fired in a single trajectory of the rat through a place field can vary from robust firing to completely silent (Fenton and Muller, 1998). This suggests that individual place fields signalling an absolute coordinate would be very prone to errors. It is much more likely that the entire population of place cells that fires within a given environment is used together to decode which environment and where in this environment an animal is. Therefore, whilst a spatial ‘map’ per se is contentious, the idea that place cells can signal where an animal is located within an environment, and that this is built into a temporal framework, is advocated in many studies and reviews on the subject (Eichenbaum, 2017; Kentros, 2006; Schiller et al., 2015). The firing of place cells with fields expressed near each other in an environment allows populations of cells (assemblies) to fire in quick succession, even though they are physically far apart in the CA1. This co-activation of the same patterns of neurons (assembly patterns) within specific time frames is thought to convey where the animal is with the greater precision needed for the internal representation of space (Wilson and McNaughton, 1993). These time frames can represent oscillatory activity, especially at the frequencies of theta and gamma due to their input in the coordination of place cell firing (Harris et al., 2003; Buzsáki, 2010), or the movement of the animal through space in real-time (Fenton and Muller, 1998). As with place field stability, this coordinated firing is suggested to be dependent upon NMDA-R mediated synaptic plasticity (McHugh et al., 1996b). A novel environment is therefore associated with less synchronous and coordinated firing of cell assemblies than a familiar environment.
The first aim of the experiment described in this Chapter was therefore to investigate the properties of place cells in rats during the spontaneous exploration of a novel open-field environment, and then during the following re-exposures at time-points associated with long-term spatial memory (6h and 24h). It is hypothesised that average place cell firing rates will be highest, and peak in-field firing rates and spatial information will be lowest during the first novel exposure. As found previously it could be predicted that average place cell firing rates would decrease and peak in-field firing rates and spatial information would increase over the three exposures as the environment becomes more familiar. However, as the protocol contains only three exposures spaced out over 24 hours it is more likely that the environment would not yet be familiar to the animal, and therefore firing rates and spatial information would not change between these three exposures.

As has been shown before in numerous studies, it would be expected that place field stability would be lowest between the 0h and 6h sessions as the environment is novel. The gradual stability of place field firing would increase within the first exposure and more so with repeated exposures to the same environment. As the 24 h exposure is the third time the animal will have explored the same environment, it is more likely that place cells will express stable firing fields between the 6 h and the 24 h time points. As the long-term stability of place fields is known to depend on NMDA-R activation and new protein synthesis, this stability at 6 h and 24 h should depend upon the length of the initial exposure. Therefore, whilst place field stability should increase over sessions, it is unclear whether 10 minutes of exploration is enough to produce a place field map that is stable 6h later. Given that nOL memory was not expressed at 6h unless interference was greatly reduced, it could be hypothesised that the population of place cells would also not express stable fields between the initial and the 6h exposures.

The second aim of this experiment was to investigate how the black box effect shown in the previous experiment could change these place cell dynamics. To this end, animals were placed into either the light (white) box (WB) or the dark (red) box (RB) after the initial exposure to a novel environment. This sought to replicate the post-sampling condition in Experiment 3 of the previous chapter, which showed that social isolation and lack of stimulation were required to enhance the expression of spatial memory, and that a familiar visual stimulus appeared to retroactively interfere with memory consolidation.
As the novel object location task required the animal to have familiarity towards the old object location compared to the novel object location, and the reduction of interference after learning enhanced this level of familiarity, it could be predicted that at the 6h exposure animals in the red box condition will treat the exposure as familiar, whereas animals in the white box condition will treat the exposure as novel. This leads to the hypothesis that average place cell firing rates will be lower whilst peak in-field firing rates and spatial information will be higher in the red box condition compared to the white box condition during the 6h exposure. It has also been shown that spatial coherence can predict performance on a spatial memory task (Kentros et al., 2004), suggesting that coherence will also be enhanced in the red box condition. As it is predicted that 3 exposures will not be enough to familiarise the animal with the environment, these predictions could also be hypothesised at the 24h time-point.

As the reduction of social and visual interference appeared to enhance spatial memory at both the 6h and 24h time-point, and it is predicted that the 6h exposure will act as a familiar environment only in the red box condition, it could be hypothesised that long-term place field stability would also be enhanced in the red box condition, compared to that of the white box. As stated previously, although individual place fields might not always be stable within and between sessions of exploration, when stability of all cells is averaged together you would still expect to see higher place field stability overall. In relation to place field stability it could also be hypothesised that the co-activation of cell assemblies would be increased between sessions in the RB condition.

The following experiment will therefore elucidate how place field properties change as a novel environment becomes more familiar. It will also explore whether reducing interference after the first exposure to this novel environment can modulate these properties, in the same way that reducing interference enhanced the expression of nOL memory previously.
3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Animals
Eight male Lister Hooded rats were obtained from Charles River laboratories. At the time of surgery these animals weighed between 300-380g, and during the experimental procedures these animals were aged between 3-11 months. Before surgery all animals were housed in groups of four. After surgery, animals were individually housed to prevent damage to the implanted drives. All cages had tubes and chew blocks for enrichment. Animals were kept on a 12-hour light/dark cycle, with recording always performed in the light phase of the cycle. Before surgery animals were granted ad lib food and water. Post-surgery, once animals had recovered to pre-surgery weights and a minimum of 7 days after surgery, animals were put on food-maintenance and kept at 90-95% free-feeding body weight. Animals were therefore given 25-30g standard lab chow each per day, and free access to water. All procedures complied with the UK Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act (1986) and the European Communities Council Directive of November 24, 1986 (86/609/EEC). All animal experiments were carried out in compliance with protocols approved by the University of Edinburgh Animal Welfare and Ethical Review Board (AWERB), and under a UK Home Office Project License.

3.2.2 Pre-surgery habituation
Before surgery, animals underwent a minimum of 5 days of handling procedures. This served to reduce anxiety levels in animals, and to habituate them to human contact and gentle handling procedures used for sleep deprivation. Handling involved gently picking up and holding the animals, allowing them to be carried without any need for restraint. During this time, in groups, animals were put into large arenas containing many different novel objects. This served to reducing freezing and enhance exploration in the upcoming recording experiments. Animals were also transported to the recording room for a minimum of 3 days before surgery. Here, they were habituated to the holding room environment, and to eating whilst sat on the experimenter’s lap - a necessity for plugging the animals into the recording equipment post-surgery.
3.2.3 Recording Device

Microdrives, based on a moveable tripod design (Kubie, 1984), were made and implanted unilaterally into the CA1 of the hippocampus. Each drive contained a bundle of 8 tetrodes, which could be advanced further into the brain using supporting screws. These tetrodes were used for recording both single unit activity and local field potentials, simultaneously, from 32 possible channels. As shown in Figure 3.1, the main drive components consisted of mill-max connectors to attach the rat to the recording equipment; drive ‘feet’ to attach the drive to the animal’s skull; three supporting screws in a tri-pod arrangement; and a 3D-printed plastic Microdrive base.

To create the Microdrive base, two strips of mill-max (Mill-max Mfg. Corp, NY), each 9x2 pins in length, were inserted into the 3D-printed plastic and superglued in place. Three pins were removed from the mill-max for the tetrode bundle and two ground-wires. The three supporting screws (Precision Technology Supplies, UK) were inserted firmly into pre-printed holes. These acted as the drive mechanism, each turn lowering the whole base, and therefore the tetrode bundles, further into the brain. One full turn equates to an advancement of 310µm, although in practice drives were lowered on average 1/8th of a turn at a time, equating to 38µm advancement.

Each tetrode was made of four lengths of HLM coated 17µm 90% platinum 10% iridium wire (California Fine Wire, CA), tightly twisted together into a bundle and gently heated to affix the lengths together. Eight of these tetrodes were then threaded through a stainless steel inner cannula (21 Gauge Hypodermic Tube, Small Parts Inc., FL) for added support and protection. This cannula was attached to the Microdrive base via a mill-max pin soldered onto the base of the cannula. Each end of tetrode wire was stripped of Teflon insulation and wrapped around an individual mill-max pin, producing high levels of conductance between the tetrodes and the mill-max connector. These wire-to-pin connections were secured using highly conductive sliver paint (Electrolube, UK), and bubble-tested to confirm conductivity. Two 10cm lengths of wire (Vishay Precision Group, Germany), each attached at one end to a mill-max pin, were inserted into the base. These acted as ground wires, reducing interference from non-neuronal electromagnetic sources during recording. To prevent any loss of wire-to-pin connections, the entire base was coated with a thin layer of spray acrylic (Electrolube, UK), followed by a thicker layer of nail varnish. A stainless-steel outer-cannula (17 Gauge
Hypodermic Tube, Small Parts Inc., FL) was threaded over the inner cannula to protect the electrode bundle both during and post-surgery. Once implanted, this outer-cannula rested on the surface of the brain. Three feet, made from Amphenol (Amphenol Ltd, UK) coated in a thin layer of dental cement (Simplex Rapid acrylic denture polymer, Associated Dental Products Ltd. UK), were threaded onto the end of the supporting screws. The layer of dental cement helped to affix the feet to the animal’s skull during surgery.

Either on the day of, or the night before, surgery, the end of the tetrode bundle was cut. This left 3mm of clean tetrode protruding from the end of the cannula. The tip of every electrode in the tetrode bundle was then cleaned and gold-plated (Non-Cyanide Gold Plating Solution, Neurlynx, MT) to reduce and normalise the impedance of each wire. The goal impedance was 120-150kΩ. Impedances were tested using an analogue impedance metre.

Figure 3.1: Left: Schematic diagram of implanted Microdrive resting on the animal’s skull with key components labelled. Both top and side views are shown. Once the electrode was lowered into the brain and ground wires were connected, dental cement was layered around the drive feet and skull screws. This attached the drive to the skull and protected the outer cannula and ground wires. Right: Coordinates of electrode placement during surgery. Dark grey line represents the electrode. The top dashed grey line represents the depth of implantation during surgery. After the animal has fully recovered from surgery the electrode is slowly lowered (via the drive screws) in incremental steps until the electrode is within the CA1 pyramidal cell layer (marked with an x).

### 3.2.4 Surgery
Rats were anaesthetised with isofluorane gas (Abbott Laboratories, IL) for both induction and maintenance of anaesthesia throughout the surgery. The animal’s head was shaved and disinfected before surgery began. At the start of surgery rats were subcutaneously injected with 0.08ml/kg bodyweight small animal Rimadyl (Pfitzer, UK), which acted as a long-lasting
anti-inflammatory pain analgesic. Rats were also subcutaneously injected with 2.5ml of an isotonic saline and glucose solution at the start of surgery and at any point during the surgery where hydration needed to be actively maintained. The animal’s body temperature was maintained throughout surgery using a thermostatic heat blanket and their eyes were protected using hydrating eye-gel (Viscotears, TX). The animal’s head was fixed into position using a stereotaxic frame (Kopf, CA) with non-traumatic ear bars. A nose cone was fitted to ensure optimal delivery of the anaesthetic and breathing was constantly monitored throughout. Drapes were used to ensure a sterile area for surgery was maintained. A first incision was made down the midline to expose the skull. Once enough of the skull was visible and bregma and lambda were clear and parallel, CA1 coordinates were calculated from bregma (AP -3.5mm, ML -2.4mm) and marked on the skull. Six holes were drilled, skull screws (Fine Science Tools, Germany) were inserted, and a thin layer of dental cement was spread over the exposed skull. This provided a strong connection to the skull for the drive to be attached to. A bigger hole of about 1mm was drilled at the CA1 coordinate and the electrodes were lowered in 1.7mm below the dura, once it had been pierced. The final coordinates of the implanted drive are shown in Figure 3.1. The outer cannula was lowered so it rested on the skull or dura and sterile Vaseline was used to fill the hole containing the electrodes to create a seal. The two ground wires were connected to skull screws using silver paint and dental cement was used to connect the feet of the drive to the skull screws and base of the skull. Once the drive was securely attached to the skull it was surrounded with electrical tape to protect the exposed ground wires. Animals were then removed from the stereotaxic frame and placed into a recovery cage kept at 30°C and monitored for at least an hour, until fully conscious. Animals were given free access to food for at least a week after surgery. Pre-surgery body weight had to be reached before screening and recording commenced.

3.2.5 Equipment
Single-unit activity and local field potentials were recorded using a 32-channel Axona USB system (Axona Ltd., St. Albans, UK). The animal was connected to this system via millmax connectors on a headstage, where the signal recorded was also amplified. This headstage amplifier connected to a commutator and a pre-amplifier. After amplification, the signal was bandpass filtered between 300-7000Hz before being processed and recorded by specialist software (DACQ software: Axona Ltd., St. Albans, UK). A boom arm was attached to the
commutator. This was both for the comfort of the rat, as it reduced the overall weight on the head of the animal, and to improve the signal, as it prevented wires from becoming tangled. The dark (red) and light (white) boxes from the previous experiment were used (Chapter 2). The plastic cages from within these were used for rest sessions. Each cage contained bedding specific for an individual rat. This allowed animals to become highly habituated to their specific cage, enhancing the time spent asleep.

3.2.6 Recording environments
Six different recording environments were used. They were of similar sizes ranging from 63 cm to 76 cm, and on average 69 cm in diameter. Each environment represented a different context, and had different coloured walls, and different coloured and textured floors. Two environmental contexts were square and four were cylindrical. Each context also had different distal cues, including curtains to change the size and colour of the surrounding environment, and many different 3D cues hung on these curtains and on furniture throughout the room. These differences were in place to ensure animals could easily discriminate between the different environmental contexts, enhancing place field remapping between them. As the contexts were always in the same room, animals were transported to each context in an opaque and covered bucket. This served to decrease visual cues of the environment surrounding the context, giving the illusion of separate rooms.

3.2.7 Recording Procedure
Microdrives were connected to the recording system via two amplifiers at the end of a flexible recording cable. To do this, animals were placed on the experimenter’s lap and given chocolate cereal to eat. This served as a distraction, allowing the experimenter to plug the amplifiers into the mill-max connector of the drive. This connection was bound with electrical tape to prevent disconnection during the experiment. Animals were then placed into a bucket with high walls whilst the reference channels and gains were selected and optimised via DACQ recording software (Axona systems Ltd). The gains equated to a user-defined threshold, where any single unit activity spike crossing this threshold was captured in a 1ms waveform-window, 0.2ms before and 0.8ms after the spike peak, and digitally time stamped. A channel was also chosen for the recording of local field potentials. This optimisation process was only carried out at the start of each experiment – gains were not changed during a two or three day protocol. This allowed for different sessions to be analysed together. Each of the two amplifiers had an infra-red LED attached. These allowed the animal’s position to
be continuously tracked through an infra-red sensitive CCTV camera mounted above the open-field. This position information was combined with the time-stamped 1ms waveform-windows, allowing the recording and analysis of spatially modulated cells. Animals were then removed from the bucket and placed into the open field, and the recording was initiated. Chocolate cereal was thrown into the open field when animals ceased exploration, and to help guide the animal to explore the entirety of the environment. Rats were removed from the open field and placed into the bucket in-between recording sessions. The open field was cleaned using soapy water before every session.

3.2.8 Screening
To ascertain if and how much a drive needed to be advanced, each rat was ‘screened’ in an open box whilst foraging for chocolate cereal. This open box (50cm in diameter) was surrounded by a black curtain, shielding the animals from any cues that were available from the recording environments described above. Screening sessions lasted as long as was required to obtain full coverage of the open field. This was typically around 10 minutes. Both single unit activity and local field potentials were recorded and used to identify how close the electrode tips were to the pyramidal cell layer. Typical pyramidal cell waveforms and theta oscillations indicated that the electrodes were in the correct location. Absence of these signals, and the presence of many characteristic interneuron waveforms, indicated that the electrode tips were above the pyramidal cell layer. In this case the drive would be advanced. Once the majority of electrodes were thought to be in the correct location in the cell layer, rats would begin the experimental protocol. Screening protocols typically lasted a week, therefore serving as habituation to the recording procedure, minimising any animal stress during the experiment. After at least four of each animal’s screening sessions, animals were also habituated to both the light (white) and dark (red) boxes for an hour.

3.2.9 Experimental Design and Protocol
Three different experimental designs were used, as the task evolved and improved. For each task animals were brought down from the animal house to the lab before recording each day. Animals were kept in an adjacent room to the recording room before and after recording protocols in their own cages. At the end of the recording day animals were transferred back to the animal house.
The first design (n=1), outlined in Figure 3.2 (top), involved recording neuronal activity during three 10 min exposures to two different novel contexts, over a period of three days. At the start of each protocol animals were transferred to the recording room in a black bucket containing bedding. This prevented them using the route into the room as a cue. This was especially important as each context was visually very different, but physically was within the same room. Animals were also held in this bucket whilst the gains were set, as had happened in screening. Debris was removed and soapy water was used to clean the environment before every exposure to remove possible odour cues. When placed gently in the context animals randomly foraged for cereal for the 10 min duration of the exposure.

Directly after the first (C1 0h) novel exposure to the first context animals were unplugged from the recording equipment and transferred to either the white or red box in the black bucket. Here they spent 3 h being kept awake via gentle handing (as used previously and described in Chapter 1). After the 3 h animals were transferred back to their home cage (animals were housed individually to prevent damage to the head stages). After 3 h in the home cage, where they were allowed to sleep, animals were carried back into the recording room in the bucket, plugged in and gently placed into the same environment as before (C1 6h exposure). After 10 minutes of random foraging animals were unplugged and transferred back to their home cage in the black bucket.

24 h after the initial exposure to the novel environment animals were transported into the recording room in the black bucket, plugged into the recording equipment and allowed to randomly forage for 10 min in the same environment as before (C1 24h). After this animals were held in the black bucket while the context was changed. This included the recording box that animal explored as well as the curtains and surrounding cues. Once the second environment and surrounding context were set up, animals were gently placed into this second novel environment for 10 min (C2 0h). The same procedure that was used for the first novel context was repeated, although if animals had been in the white box during the first run of the protocol they would be put in the red box during the second run and vice versa.
Figure 3.2: The three different protocols used throughout the experiment. The larger different colour circles represent different novel environments. The smaller black circle represents the black holding bucket. Unless specified above, every exposure was 10 minutes long.
The second design \((n=2)\), shown in Figure 3.2 (middle), was exactly the same protocol as above, however rest-recording sessions were added before the initial novel exposures \((C1 \ 0h\ \text{and} \ C2 \ 0h)\) and after the final exposure \((C2 \ 24h)\) to the environments. Whilst the environment and surrounding context were switched animals were held in the bucket as before. The rest session was therefore recorded after the switch occurred (but before the animals had experienced the switch). Recording cells in a sleep or rest state allowed for detection of neuronal replay. If a cell fired in one session, it was likely to fire during this rest state, albeit at a much lower firing rate. Over recording sessions cells could cease firing for two reasons: instability and remapping of the place fields; or electrodes drifting away from previously recorded cells. If the former was true, cells should still be detectable during this rest state, allowing the cells to be included in the analysis. On the other hand, if the latter were true, cells would not be detected and therefore removed from further analysis.

The final design \((n=5)\), summarised in Figure 3.2 (bottom), aimed to enhance the remapping between the two novel contexts to allow animals to be run through the protocol more than once, increasing the number of cells included in analysis. To ensure the highest levels of remapping possible, radically different environments were used with very different surrounding cues. This included using different shaped environments (cylindrical and square) and using different parts of the recording room, closed off with different coloured curtains. Another aim of the final design was to reduce possible interaction effects from one session to the next. To do this, the gap between exposures to the two different contexts \((C1 \ 24h\ \text{and} \ C2 \ 0h)\) was increased from 3-5 minutes (plus 10 minutes of rest-recording in the second protocol) to at least 5 days, increasing the time between the light (white) and dark (red) box conditions. An extra exposure was added before the 0 hour, novel exposure to the second context. This allowed the comparison of place fields between the two different contexts, to ensure that there was adequate place field remapping. An extra rest-recording was also added after 6h exposures to increase the number of cells that could be included. Animals were exposed to four contexts in this protocol, rather than the two contexts used in the previous protocols (i.e. the sequence shown in protocol 3 was repeated 4 times, with an interval of 1 week between sessions).
3.2.10 Analysis

3.2.10.1 Signal clustering and output
Following recording by DACQ software (Axona Ltd., St. Albans, UK) the signals were semi-automatically sorted into clusters using the KlusterKwik clustering algorithm (Kadir et al., 2014). This algorithm used various features such as waveform energy, amplitude, width, principle component, and time of peak. These clusters were visualised using Klusters (Hazan et al., 2006) to allow for the manual detection and deletion of noise clusters. Incorrect clustering could also be amended at this stage. A further MATLAB script then calculated properties of these individual clusters, producing a number of output parameters on a cell-by-cell, session-by-session basis. Cell waveform and theta modulation, via an autocorrelogram, were also visualised.

3.2.10.2 Rate Map Analysis
The MATLAB script also created rate maps for individual sessions. Rate maps are effectively heat maps of the spatial firing rate distributions of a cell. They take into account where the animal has been and how much each cell fired in each location of this environment. The following rate map analysis was based on previous methods (Leutgeb et al., 2007). The environment explored by the animal was divided into 2.5cm x 2.5cm bins. To ensure all bins were this size, irrespective of the actual environment size or distance from the camera, a pixel ratio was calculated for each environment and used to convert camera pixels into centimetres. The total number of spikes that fired in a given bin was divided by the length of time the animal spent in that location, therefore assigning a firing rate to each bin. This was then smoothed with a Gaussian filter (sigma 15) centred on each bin, giving more weight to the spikes closest to the centre of the bin ($x$). The equation for this smoothing is as follows:

$$g(x) = \exp\left(-\frac{x^2}{2}\right)$$

The animal had to be within 5cm of a given bin for a minimum of 100ms for that bin location to be included in the analysis (a minimum dwell time). These bin-specific firing rates were plotted in a heat map, showing where the preferred firing location of a cell was in a given environment.
A number of parameters required place fields to be identified from these rate maps. Place fields were defined as ‘islands’ containing 10 contiguous bins. Any bins with a firing rate less than 2.5 times the average bottom 50% firing rate (the median firing rate was calculated for the entire rate map, and any bins with a firing rate under this value were averaged to produce this average bottom 50% value) or less than 1Hz were excluded. This was to remove sub-field firing. Inbuilt MATLAB features for ‘island’ properties, such as area, max firing rate, mean firing rate and the weighted centroid, were then calculated for the top four firing place fields per rate map. The weighted centroid of the place field was used, as supposed to the actual centroid, because pixel intensities within the ‘island’ were included as weights in the calculation of the centre. The overall place field properties analysed were the number of fields and the average area of all the fields.

3.2.10.3 Firing Rate
Firing rate (FR) of place cells was measured in two different ways. Firstly, the average FR for the entire session was calculated by dividing the total number of spikes in a session by the length of the session. This measure did not take into account whether the firing was place field specific. The next measure of FR used a measure from the identified place fields – the peak firing rate of the highest firing place field in a rate map.

3.2.10.4 Spatial parameters:
Spatial information (SI) is a measure of the information content (in bits) conveyed by a single spike (Skaggs et al., 1992), and how well this information can predict the animal’s location. It was calculated using the following equation, where $i$ identifies the bin in the rate map, $P_i$ is the probability that this bin is occupied by the animal (dwell time of the animal in this bin/total recording time), $R_i$ is the mean firing rate of this bin and $R$ is the mean firing rate of the entire rate map:

$$\Sigma iP_i \left( \frac{R_i}{R} \right) \ln \left( \frac{R_i}{R} \right)$$

Spatial sparsity equates to the percentage of the environment in which a cell fires. A very high percentage indicates that cell fires indiscriminately in a large proportion of the context, whereas a lower percentage indicates the cell fires preferably in one location of the
environment. This was calculated using the following equation, which uses the same values as described previously for SI:

$$\frac{(R)^2}{(R^2)} = \frac{(\sum Pi Ri)^2}{(\sum Pi R^2)^2}$$

Spatial selectivity also measures the selectivity of cell firing, but as a function of firing rate rather than the location within the environment. This used the peak firing rate of the rate map ($FR_{peak}$) and the firing rate for entire session ($FR_{session}$). A high level of spatial selectivity indicates that the peak cell firing rate is much higher than the sub-field firing rates.

$$\frac{FR_{peak}}{FR_{session}}$$

Spatial coherence measures how firing rates in one bin can predict the firing rates in neighbouring bins, calculated as a percentage. Coherence is calculated by returning the z transform of the correlation of the firing rates within a bin with the firing rates of the nearest 8 neighbouring bins. A high level of spatial coherence represents a more consistent pattern of place field firing.

3.2.10.5 Rate map Stability

The Pearson's correlation coefficient was calculated on a cell-by-cell basis for pairs of sessions. Two rate maps, one for each compared session, were centred using the smaller of the maps and scaled to equal sizes. This was to ensure either that the two different contexts were comparable in size and properly aligned, or that the two exposures to the same context were properly aligned to correct for any small movements in context position that could occur. Once these were reshaped to one-dimensional rate maps, all bins where both datasets had sufficient coverage were compared via a Pearson correlation. This therefore produced a correlation coefficient of the two rate-maps on a bin-by-bin basis.

Rate map stability was analysed on a rat-by-rat basis. The median rate map correlation across cells for a given rat was taken as the absolute value of stability and compared across conditions. A percentage stability value was also calculated by dividing all these absolute correlation values in two conditions, stable or unstable, and dividing the number of ‘stable’
cells by the total number of cells and multiplying by 100. The higher this percentage was the more stable the cells were for a given rat.

A type of bootstrap analysis was used to calculate this cut-off value of stability. All cells from all rats for a specific session were loaded into a matrix and numbered, and those from another specific session were loaded into a different matrix and numbered. A random number generator selected one rate map from the first matrix and another from the second matrix, and the Pearson correlation was then calculated as described above. Overall, this compared 10,000 random rate map pairs, producing a shuffled dataset with a normal distribution. Based on a p value of 0.05, the 95% value was taken as a value of significant stability.

Whilst the percentage stability analysed levels of place field remapping, another type of remapping looked at more subtle changes in cell firing between two sessions. Instead of the place field remapping to a different preferred firing place, the place field changes the intensity of its firing for two different contexts (Leutgeb et al., 2005b). This means that place fields can be spatially stable over sessions (i.e. fire in the same location), whilst information about the environment or task is still encoded by changes in firing rate (Allen et al., 2012). Rate remapping was calculated by dividing the mean session firing rate (number of spikes/length of session) from the less active session by the more active session. Multiplied by 100, this gave a percentage of rate overlap – how much the firing rates of a cell changed from one session to the next. Only cells that fired in both sessions and were stable in location, i.e. had a higher rate map correlation than the cut-off value of stability calculated using bootstrap analysis, were included in analysis.

3.2.10.6 Cell Assembly Analysis
Population coordination (PCo) was calculated to analyse the correlation of neuronal cell assembly activity, and how this synchronous firing of cell populations changes with repeated exposures to the same environment (as described in Neymotin et al., 2017). To do so, cell assembly firing was quantified. Raster plots of individual cell firing were split into the 10-minute behaviour sessions and activity vectors were created for each rat, session and cell. Activity vectors counted the frequency of spikes within each time bin for the 10-minute session. Different time bins were used to represent different types of neuronal activity: 25ms
represented gamma oscillations and has been suggested as the optimal timeframe for analysing cell assembly activity (Harris et al., 2003); 125ms represented a band of theta oscillations (Buzsáki, 2010); and 1s represented the time taken for rats to pass through a place field in real-time (Fenton and Muller, 1998). The activity vector of each cell was then correlated with every other simultaneously recorded cell’s activity vector within a session, for that rat, to create a PCorr vector for that session and rat. These values ranged between -1 and 1, with a higher PCorr indicating more coordinated firing of the recorded cells within a session (i.e. cell assemblies). Kendall’s tau non-parametric rank correlation was used as this measure can handle many (0,0) pair correlations produced by sparse activity vectors when cells fire infrequently (Kendall, 1938). The equation is as follows, with pairs being concordantly paired (nc) or discordantly paired (nd):

$$\tau = \frac{n_c - n_d}{(1/2) \cdot n \cdot (n - 1)}$$

PCo was calculated by correlating each PCorr vector from one session with a PCorr vector from another session on a rat-by-rat basis. This shows how the coordinated neuronal assembly firing during one session relates to another, i.e. are the same cell assemblies being activated in different sessions.

3.2.10.7 Cell-inclusion

The cell-inclusion parameters had three steps: is it a pyramidal cell; is it spatially tuned; and is it firing enough to be included in analysis. To ascertain whether it was a pyramidal cell the cell waveform spike width had to be greater than 250μs, as anything under this was deemed to be either noise or an interneuron. A visual step was also included to ensure no noise was included. Anything with a clear refractory period, and no obvious contamination from non-neuronal signals was included.

Correlations compared different sessions within the same cell. Not every session included had to reach criterion for both active and spatial property cut-offs. One of the sessions being compared had to be both spatially tuned (spatial information greater than 0.5b/s) and active (mean firing rate greater than 0.15Hz but less than 6Hz). The other session did not have to meet these criteria, as we wanted to include pyramidal cells that remapped between sessions (in which case they might only have fired sufficiently, or been spatially tuned in one of the
two sessions being compared). Either this other session, or a neighbouring session where the rat continued to be plugged in, needed to be active (FR>0.15Hz <6Hz) but not spatial (SI<0.5b/s). In the experimental designs containing sleep sessions, even if the other session or surround sessions were not active enough, sessions could still be included if the cell fired during a neighbouring sleep session (i.e. where the rat had not been unplugged between sleep sessions and pair sessions). To be seen as firing in a sleep session the FR had to be greater than 0.01Hz. When single sessions were analysed (i.e. to assess FR), cells were included if at any point they had been included in a pair-wise analysis. However, if spatial information was being analysed, cells were only included if they had been active (FR>0.15<6Hz). This was because spatial properties can be distorted when the cell is firing with very low rates.

Two output parameters were based on cluster isolation quality, using the same features to define clusters as before (waveform energy, amplitude, width, principle component, and time of peak). Isolation distance (IsoD) is how well defined each cluster is from every other cluster. If a cluster has a high isolation distance, there is little to no overlap between that cluster and all other clusters recorded. This increases the certainty that this cluster has been accurately defined as a single cell. L ratio is how well defined each cluster is from the cluster containing noise signals. A lower ratio indicates that the cluster is well separated from the noise recorded, increasing the certainty that this cluster does not contain any noise spikes. IsoD and L ratio were used as further cell-inclusion criteria, splitting cells into 5 different categories: excellent (IsoD >20; L ratio <0.1); very good (IsoD >15; L ratio <0.5); good (IsoD >10; L ratio <2); acceptable (IsoD >7; L ratio <4); and unacceptable (IsoD <7; L ratio >4). These parameters were based on curves plotting the relationship between the IsoD and L ratio. Unacceptable cells were excluded from all analysis. When significant differences between the WB and RB conditions were obtained the analysis was repeated using the four different categories of cell quality. This ensured poorly isolated cells did not drive results.

3.2.11 Statistics
Before all statistical analysis, normality was tested using a Shapiro-Wilk normality test. If the data was not normally distributed non-parametric versions of tests were used. This included a Kruskal-Wallis test in place of a one-way ANOVA, and a Mann-Whitney U test in place of an unpaired t-test. Two-way repeated measures ANOVAs were initially used to ascertain
whether there was any difference over the different exposures to the novel environment for the entire dataset, and whether there was an interaction between the time-point and condition. Further post hoc comparisons using Bonferroni corrections were used to test for significance between the different time-points, between the conditions, or between time-points for each condition depending on the type of significant found. When comparing conditions at the level of the cell unpaired t-tests, or Mann-Whitney U tests, were used. Analysis was performed at the cell level for shuffle data analysis, as well as comparing IsoD and L ratio between the two conditions.

If the data showed trends towards significance an a priori power analysis test was performed to calculate the required number of animals with a given power of 0.5 and 0.8.

Whilst many studies have grouped together data from all animals used and analysed data at the cell level, this can lead to type I errors due to high statistical power. Therefore, all statistics were carried out at the rat level. Due to the within-subject design of the study, analysing data at the rat level also allowed me to directly compare individual rats in both conditions.

3.2.12 Perfusion and Histology
At the end of the experiment animals were anaesthetised with isofluorane gas (Abbott Laboratories, IL) until unresponsive and injected intraperitoneally with a lethal dose of a Euthatal, a sodium pentobarbital agent (0.7ml, Merial Animal Health Ltd., UK). Once blink and tail-pinoc reflexes ceased, animals were perfused with 0.9% saline followed by 4% formalin. This acted to fix the tissues for further histology. Brains were removed and stored in 4% formalin for at least a week, and then flash-frozen and sliced using a cryostat-microtome to give 40µm sections. These sections were mounted onto polysine slides (Thermo Scientific, UK), stained with 0.1% Cresyl Violet to label Nissl substance in the cytoplasm of neurons and coverslipped in DPX (Sigma-Aldrich, UK). Once dry, sections were viewed under 2.5x magnification with a light microscope to identify where the electrode track had been located, and imaged using Image-Pro Plus (Media Cybernetics, USA).
3.3 Results

3.3.1 Histology
Electrode tracks were identified in all animals in the dorsal CA1 of the hippocampus. The coordinates of the electrode tracks ranged between AP: -3.36mm to -3.0mm and ML -3mm to -1.8mm, with average coordinates of AP: -3.24 ML: 2.54. Images of these tracks in each animal can be seen in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Histology showing electrode track positions for all animals used.
3.3.2 Place Cell Properties

A primary aim of this experiment was to investigate various place cell properties across the three exposures to the novel environment. The first exposure was completely novel, whilst the second and third were re-exposures to the same context. The effect of manipulating interference levels after the first exposure was explored by investigating the difference in various place cell properties between the two experimental conditions, WB vs RB. These experimental conditions refer to whether the animal was exposed to the white box (WB) or red box (RB) after the 0h recording sessions. As this was a within subjects design, all animals were tested in both conditions.

3.3.3 Place Cell Firing Properties

Given the evidence that average place cell firing is lower in a familiar environment compared to a novel environment, whereas peak in-field firing appears to be higher (Brandon et al., 2014; Karlsson and Frank, 2008) two different aspects of firing rate (FR) were analysed: average place cell firing rate and peak in-field firing rate. The average place cell firing rate was approximately 1Hz and the peak in-field firing rate of place cells was around 9Hz (Figure 3.4).

Average place cell firing rates significantly changed over the repeated exposures [main effect of time-point: F(2,14)=8.476, p=0.0039]. Unexpectedly, the novel 0h exposure did not show the highest place cell firing rates, and instead post hoc comparisons using Bonferroni corrections showed that there was a significant increase between the 0h and 6h exposures (p=0.0043). There was however a significant decrease between the 6h and 24 exposures as expected (p=0.0303). The peak in-field firing rate on the other hand did not significantly change over the three repeated exposures [main effect of time-point: F(2,14)=1.266, p=0.3122], in contrast to previous findings.
Figure 3.4: The average place cell firing rate (top left) changed significantly over repeated exposures to the same novel environment, however firing rate did not decrease over time-points as expected, instead increasing at the 6h time-point before returning to novel exposure (0h) levels at 24h. Peak in-field right rate (bottom left) in-field firing rate of place cells did not change over repeated exposures. There were no significant differences in average place cell or peak in-field firing rates between conditions. White and red dots refer to the Mean of the respective conditions with Error bars represent SEM. Mean Values for individual rats at the 6h time point are shown to the right, with grey lines representing the average firing rate for each condition. Post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: # p>0.05 ## p>0.01

There were no differences in average place cell firing rate [F(1,7)=0.2225, p=0.6515] or peak in-field firing rate [F(1,7)=0.07285, p=0.7950] between the white and red box conditions, and no interactions between time-point or condition [average FR: F(2,14)=0.7744, p=0.4797; peak in-field FR: F(2,14)=0.1248, p=0.8837]. No differences between conditions were expected at the novel exposure (0h) as both had undergone exactly the same conditions by this stage. You would expect to see the most sizeable effect during the exposure directly after the white or red boxes (6h) however again this showed no difference between condition for peak FR (t=0.07467, df=7, p=0.9426) or average in-field FR (t=0.1004, df=7, p=0.9229). The two types of firing rates at 6 hours are highlighted in the two panels to the right of Figure 3.4. These results show that reducing interference between the first and second sessions does not alter the in-field firing rate or overall firing rate of place cells.
3.3.4 Spatial Properties

To determine whether the spatial firing properties of place cells were affected by either repeated exposure to a novel environment or changing interference levels, spatial information, spatial sparsity, spatial selectivity and spatial coherence were analysed.

Spatial Information

Spatial information conveys how well the information content of spikes can predict the location of the animal, with higher values carrying more information per spike. Spatial information appeared to increase by approximately 10% from the first exposure of the novel environment to the last, shown in Figure 3.5. This effect of time-point on spatial information was significant [main effect of time point: F(2,14)=8.262, p=0.0043], indicating that the spatial tuning of place fields does increase over repeated exposures. Further post hoc comparisons using Bonferroni corrections revealed that there were significant differences between the 0h and 6h time-points (p=0.0077) and the 0h and 24h time-points (p=0.0141) but not the 6h to 24h time-points (p>0.9999). This represents an increase in spatial information from the first session to the last two sessions.

![Spatial Information Graph](image)

**Figure 3.5**: Spatial information (bits/spike) increases over repeated exposures to a novel environment, with significant differences between the first exposure and the second and third exposures. There are no differences between white and red box conditions. White and red dots refer to the Mean of the respective conditions with Error bars representing SEM. Grey lines represent mean spatial information at the 6h (right) time-points. Post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: # p<0.05   ## p<0.01
There was no significant difference of spatial information between the white and red box conditions \([F(1,7)=0.2585, p=0.6268]\) and no significant interaction between time-point and condition \([F(2,14)=0.2844, p=0.7567]\). Overall, spatial information increases over time, demonstrating a refinement in spatial representation with repeated exposures to the same environment. However, there was no effect on spatial information of reducing interference after the initial novel exposure.

![Figure 3.6: Every spatial property measured improved over repeated exposures to the novel environment, but these improvements did not differ between conditions. Spatial sparsity decreases (left) between the first exposure and second and third exposures, whereas spatial selectivity (middle) increases between the first and last exposures and coherence (right) increases between the first and second exposures. White and red dots refer to the Mean of the respective conditions with Error bars representing SEM. Post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: # p<0.05    ## p<0.01    ### p<0.001](image)

**Spatial Sparsity**

Spatial sparsity is a measure of how selectively a cell fires within an environment. The lower this measure is, the more sparsely it fires. Spatial sparsity decreased by approximately 10% over the three different exposures to novel environment, shown in Figure 3.6 (left). This change in sparsity over time was significant [main effect of time-point: \(F(2,14)=18.73, p=0.0001\)], suggesting that cells fired more selectively within the environment as the environment became more familiar. Post hoc comparisons using Bonferroni corrections revealed that there were significant differences between 0h to 6h time-points \(p=0.0020\) and 0h to 24h time-points \(p=0.0001\), but not 6h to 24h time-points \(p=0.4202\). This suggests that, as with spatial information, there was a significant improvement in the spatial firing of cells between the first session and last two sessions.

There were no differences between the two conditions \([F(1,7)=0.3575, p=0.5687]\) and no interaction between time-point and condition \([F(2,14)=0.3515, p=0.7097]\). This implies that the apparent improvement in the spatial firing of cells was not modulated by a reduction in interference after the novel exposure to the environment.
Spatial selectivity

Spatial selectivity is a measure of within field versus out-of-field firing rates. A higher level of selectivity would indicate that a place cell had limited place fields with high firing rates and an overall low level of background firing. This measure increased slowly but significantly over the three exposures [main effect of time-point: $F(2,14)=5.245, p=0.0199$], shown in Figure 3.6 (middle). This suggested a higher signal-to-noise ratio of place field firing as the environment became more familiar, a trend seen previously in spatial tasks (Karlsson and Frank, 2008). Post hoc comparisons using Bonferroni corrections showed that there was a significant difference between 0h and 24h time-points ($p=0.0214$). However there were no differences between adjacent time-points (0h to 6h: >0.9999; 6h to 24h: $p=0.1258$), suggesting this increase in spatial selectivity requires more than two exposures to the novel environment.

Again, there was no difference between conditions [$F(1,7)=0.301, p=0.6003$] nor interaction between time-point and condition [$F(2,14)=1.494, p=0.2581$]. This follows the pattern of spatial properties described so far, with both conditions showing an improvement in spatial selectivity from the first, novel exposure, to the last exposure, but with no variation due to reduced interference.

Spatial Coherence

Spatial coherence is a measure of place field “smoothness”. Higher percentages of coherence represent more consistent firing patterns of place fields. This measure increased significantly over the three exposures [main effect of time-point: $F(2,14)=4.492, p=0.0311$], indicating that the consistency of place field firing also improved over repeated exposures to the environment Figure 3.6 (right). Further post hoc comparisons using Bonferroni corrections showed that there was only a significant difference between the 0h and 6h time-points ($p=0.0422$), with 6h to 24h ($p>0.9999$) and 0h to 24h ($p=0.1082$) comparisons showing no significant differences.

Again, there was no difference between conditions [$F(1,7)=0.6861, p=0.4348$] or interaction between time-point and condition [$F(2,14)=1.572, p=0.2421$], indicating that the reduction of interference after the first exposure did not affect the consistency of place field firing patterns.
Overall, the spatial properties of cells and place fields improved from the first novel session to the last two sessions in both conditions. Reducing interference between these sessions did not significantly impact on any spatial properties measured.

### 3.3.5 Place Field Properties

Exposure to environments can affect both the number and size of place fields (Fenton et al., 2008). Repeated exposures to the same environment have also been associated with decreases in place field size (Brandon et al., 2014). The number and size of place fields was therefore calculated for the RB and WB conditions over the three repeated exposures to the novel environment.

#### Number of Place Fields

The mean number of place fields per cell in each session was between 1 and 2 for both conditions, as shown in Figure 3.7 (left). This number did not significantly change between sessions [main effect of time-point: F(2,14)=0.8052, p=0.4667], indicating that cells did not express different numbers of place fields as the environment became more familiar. The majority of place cells expressed only one field, with just over a quarter of cells having two or more place fields, and around half of those having three or more fields (data not shown). As with place field number, the percentage of cells with multiple fields did not change significantly over repeated exposures [>1 PF: F(2,14)=0.774, p=0.4799; >2 PFs: F(2,14)=1.55, p=0.2465].

Figure 3.7: The number (left) and size (right) of place fields did not increase over repeated exposures to the novel environment or differ between conditions. White and red dots refer to the Mean of the respective conditions with Error bars representing SEM.
There were also no differences between the WB and RB conditions for number of fields \([F(1,7)=0.4531, p=0.5225]\) or the percentage of multiple fields \([>1\ PF: F(1,7)=0.7494, p=0.4153; >2\ PFs: F(1,7)=0.1827, p=0.6819]\) and no interactions between time-point and condition \([Number\ of\ PF: F(2,14)=0.1471, p=0.8645; >1\ PF: F(2,14)=0.1456, p=0.8658; >2\ PFs: F(2,14)=0.6141, p=0.5551]\).

**Place Field Size**

The average area of the place fields recorded also did not change between exposures \([main\ effect\ of\ time-point: F(2,14)=1.747, p=0.2101]\) suggesting that the size of place fields does not depend on how familiar the environment is. There was also no difference in place field area between the two conditions \([F(1,7)=0.1735, p=0.6895]\) or interaction between time-point and condition \([F(2,14)=0.1396, p=0.8709]\). This is shown in Figure 3.7 (right). This implies that the level of interference after the first exposure to a novel environment does not alter the number or size of place fields expressed in subsequent exposures. Unlike the spatial properties of place cells, these results also indicate that the number and size of place fields expressed was not affected by repeated exposures to the same environment.

**3.3.6 Place Field Stability**

Another main aim of this experiment was to determine how well place fields remained stable over sessions. For all measures of stability analysed, the 0h to 6h and 6h to 24h and 0h to 24h time-points were compared. It was hypothesised that the RB condition could enhance place field stability between the 0h and 6h time-points, as this condition was shown to enhance spatial memory at 6h. Enhancing stability between the 6h and 24h time-points would depend on how many exposures the animal would need to produce stable place fields. Enhancing stability between 0h and 24h would depend upon the consistency of the stability of place fields over all three sessions, as low levels of remapping between the first and second, and the second and third exposures could appear as much higher levels of remapping between the first and the last exposure. To test the stability of place fields over these exposures three measures were analysed: median correlation of rate-maps; the percentage of stable cells; and rate-remapping.
Figure 3.8: Pearson correlation values for individual cells are plotted for correlations between 0h and 6h (top), 6h and 24h (middle) and 0h and 24h (bottom). Overlaid box and whisker plots represent the median correlation values and interquartile ranges for each rat in each white box or red box condition. Correlations of 1 represent highly similar rate maps with stable place fields. This place field stability is also shown as a percentage of stable cells in pie charts. Every pie chart represents the percentage of stable (dark colours) and unstable (light colours) cells for each rat in each white box or red box condition. This measure of stability was calculated using a bootstrap cut-off, shown as a grey line intersecting the correlation values at 0.55 correlation. All values above this cut-off were ‘stable’ and all values below were ‘unstable’.
Median Correlation

The first measure of stability analysed was the median correlation of place field rate maps. If the two rate maps were similar, this implies that the field-specific spatial firing of the place cell was maintained between the two sessions. This is known to be an NMDA receptor and protein synthesis-dependent phenomenon, suggesting that a higher correlation pertains to the better expression of spatial memory. All of the correlation values for the individual cells recorded are plotted in Figure 3.8, split into rats and conditions with the median correlation values overlaid as box and whisker plots.

![Figure 3.9](image)

Figure 3.9: The median correlation of place cell rate maps was significantly higher in the red box condition compared to the white box condition when comparing the 0h and 6h exposures (left). There are no differences in correlation when comparing the 6h and 24h exposures (middle). The median correlation was also significantly higher in the red box condition when comparing the 0h and 24h exposures (right). Grey lines represent average values. Post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: # p<0.05

As has been shown previously by a number of studies, median correlations changed greatly over the three exposures [main effect of time-point comparison: \(F(2,14)=22.54, p<0.0001\)]. Further tests also revealed a significant interaction between time-point comparison and condition \([F(2,14)=4.512, p=0.0307]\). The WB condition showed a slight gradual increase in correlation over the three exposures, as the correlation from 6h to 24h was minimally higher than the correlation from 0h to 6h, however this was not significant (post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: \(p=0.2602\)). Whilst rate map correlations between adjacent sessions were comparably high in the WB condition, rate map correlations between the first and the last session were significantly lower (0h to 6h and 0h to 24h comparisons: \(p=0.0007\); 6h to 24h and 0h to 24h comparisons: \(p<0.0001\)). Contrastingly the RB condition showed a much higher correlation between 0h and 6h with which then decreased minimally over time to stability levels seen in the WB condition between 6h and 24h. Rate map correlations
between the 0h and the 24h session were significantly lower than correlations of the 0h and 6h sessions (post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: p=0.0058), indicating that correlations decreased over time in both conditions.

As shown in Figure 3.9, the average median correlation of the white box condition between 0h and 6h was 0.55, compared to a much higher correlation of 0.72 for the red box condition. These correlations were significantly higher in the red box condition compared to that of the white (post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: p=0.0256), demonstrating that reducing interference after the initial exposure to a novel environment led to enhanced rate map correlation. In contrast, the correlation values between the 6h and 24h time points were almost identical for the white box (0.65), and red box (0.66) conditions (post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: p>0.9999). This suggests that whilst one 10 minute exposure is not enough to produce place field stability at 6h if the animal is exposed to the WB after the initial exposure, two 10 minute exposures (0h and 6h) are enough to produce place field stability at 24h. Interestingly, when comparing the first and last exposures (0h to 24h) the correlation values were 0.28 for the WB condition and 0.51 for the RB condition. This increase in correlation in the RB condition was also significant (post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: p=0.0028). As the RB condition showed high levels of stability between 6h and 24h and 0h and 24h, this suggests that the place fields fired consistently throughout all three exposures. Higher values of correlation are thought to represent increased place field stability and spatial memory. This suggests that reducing interference after spatial learning enhances spatial memory by increasing place field stability. In contrast, the WB condition showed high levels of stability between 6h and 24h, but not between 0h and 24h. This indicates that whilst place fields were stabilised after the second exposure, this pattern of firing was very different from the initial exposure. This suggests that not only does reducing interference enhance stability between the first and second exposures, the map remains stable over a 24h period. It also implies that if the map is unstable between the first and second exposures at least one more exposure is needed to achieve that stability.
Shuffled Data

As shown in Figure 3.8, the correlation values of individual cells appear to be split into two clusters, within each rat and condition. It would seem that these two clusters represent stable and unstable cells. Bootstrap analysis was used to produce a stable cell median correlation cut-off, statistically splitting the cells into these two “stable” and “unstable”. This value can be seen as the dividing line in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.10 is plotting the correlation data for the 0h to 6h correlations in a different way by grouping all the cells from all the rats in the white box condition together and all the cells from all the rats in the red box condition together to show the distribution of these correlations. This highlights how both the white box and red box conditions have distributions that are shifted drastically to the right compared to the shuffled data set at this time-point. The average correlation of the shuffled data was 0.01 - significantly lower than that of the white box (correlation 0.50, U=117908, p=<0.0001) and red box (correlation 0.61, U=76695, p=<0.0001) condition cells. Consistent with the “rat-level” analysis described above (Figure 3.10), the average correlation was significantly increased in the red box condition compared to that of the white, this time at a cell level (U=18257, p=0.0123). The 95th percentile value of the shuffled data represents the significant bootstrap value (p=0.05), in this case 0.55.

Figure 3.11 shows the difference between shuffled and actual correlations at the 6h to 24h time-point. Again the shuffled data correlation (0.1) was significantly lower than that of the white box (correlation 0.61, U=209828, p<0.0001) and red box (correlation 0.56, U=313010, p<0.0001) condition cells. Mirroring the previous results which analysed correlations on a rat by rat basis, there was no difference between the white box and red box conditions at this time-point (U=22812, p=0.1240). The bootstrap value for this data set was also 0.55.
Figure 3.10: These values represent correlations of the 0h and 6h exposures. Frequency distributions of correlation values from cells from the white box condition and red box condition were shifted to the right, with cells having significantly higher correlation values than those of the shuffled data set. There was also a significant difference between correlations of cells from the white box and red box conditions. Error bars represent the SEM. Mann-Whitney U test: # $p<0.05$  #### $p<0.0001$
Figure 3.11: These values represent correlations of the 6h and 24h exposures. Frequency distributions of correlation values from cells from the white box condition and red box condition were shifted to the right, with cells having significantly higher correlation values than those of the shuffled data set. There was no difference between correlations of cells from the white box and red box conditions. Error bars represent the SEM. Mann-Whitney U test: #### p<0.0001
Figure 3.12: These values represent correlations of the 0h and 24h exposures. Frequency distributions of correlation values from cells from the white box condition and red box condition were shifted to the right, with cells having significantly higher correlation values than those of the shuffled data set. There was also a significant difference between correlations of cells from the white box and red box conditions. Error bars represent the SEM. Mann-Whitney U test: # p<0.05     #### p<0.0001
The distribution of median correlations between the first and last exposures are shown in Figure 3.12, again showing that the shuffled data correlation (0.1) was significantly lower than that of the white box (correlation: 0.34, U=565718, p<0.0001) and red box (correlation: 0.43, U=465940, p<0.0001) condition cells. Consistent with the previous rat-by-rat analysis, the average correlation of rate maps at the cell level was significantly increased in the red box condition compared to the white box condition (U=21874, p=0.0255). The bootstrap value for this data set was slightly lower, at 0.53. As the bootstrap values for each of the three time-point comparisons were minimally different (0h to 6h: 0.55; 6h to 24h: 0.55; 0h to 24h: 0.53) the overall bootstrap value of 0.55 was used for analysis. However it should be noted that using different bootstrap values for the different time-point comparisons did not change the outcome of the results.

**Percentage Stability**

Based on the bootstrap values for stable vs unstable place cells calculated in the analyses described above, the correlation values for all cells were split into stable (>0.55) and unstable (<0.55), producing a percentage of spatially stable cells for each rat and condition. These are shown in Figure 3.8 as pie charts, and summarised in Figure 3.9. Examples of the rate maps of stable and unstable cells are shown in Figure 3.15, highlighting the differences in stability seen between the conditions for the 0h to 6h comparison.

![Graphs showing percentage of stable cells for different conditions](image)

*Figure 3.13: The percentage of stable cells was significantly higher in the red box condition compared to the white box condition when comparing the 0h and 6h exposures (left). There are no differences in stability when comparing the 6h and 24h exposures (middle). Although not significant, there are trends towards increases in percentage stability in the red box condition when comparing the 0h and 24h exposures (right). Grey lines represent average values. Paired t-test: * p<0.05*

The percentage of cells with stable place fields significantly changed over the three exposures to the novel environment [main effect of time-point comparison: F(2,14)=38.57, p<0.0001]. Although there was no main effect of condition [F(1,7)=2.446, p=0.1618] and the interaction
between time-point comparison and condition was not significant \( F(2,14)=2.631, p=0.1071 \), the same trends in stability were seen as with median correlation. Cells were least stable between the 0h and 24h exposures for both conditions (post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: 0h to 6h and 0h to 24h \( p<0.0001 \); 0h to 24h and 6h to 24h \( p<0.0001 \)).

Although there were no interactions between time-point comparison and condition, further t-tests did indicate that some differences might be apparent between the two groups. As shown in Figure 3.9, when the 0h and 6h time-points were compared, the red box condition exhibited a significantly higher percentage of stable cells compared to that of the white box condition (\( t=3.13, df=7, p=0.0166 \)). On average, 52.2% of cells were stable in the white box condition, compared to 68.7% in the red box condition. These results using a different measure of place field stability mirror our previous findings and show that exposure to the red box can increase the proportion of place cells that are stable between the first and second exposures to a novel environment.

As found with the median correlation of cells, the percentage stability between the 6h and 24h time-points was not significantly different between conditions (\( t=0.1433, df=7, p=0.8901 \)), with almost identical averages of stable cells: 58.5% in the white box condition compared to 60.0% in the red box condition. When the 0h and 24h time-points were compared the red box condition had a higher percentage of cells with stable place fields (46.3%) than the white box condition (33.1%), although again this was only a trend and not significant (\( t=2.015, df=7, p=0.0838 \)), with further power analyses indicating 2 more rats (power=0.5, \( n=10 \)) or 10 more rats (power=0.8, \( n=18 \)) being needed to show significance. This pattern of results again suggests that stability of place fields is more consistent over time in the red box condition.
Rate Remapping

The final measure of place field stability analysed was rate remapping. Rate remapping is where the location of place field firing remains stable (i.e. the place field rate maps are well correlated) but the firing rate of place fields changes over different exposures to an environment. This is thought to give the animal information about subtle changes in the environment that would not necessarily lead to global remapping of place fields. Rate remapping was calculated by dividing the mean session firing rate (number of spikes/length of session) from the less active session by the more active session. Multiplied by 100, this gave a percentage of rate overlap – how much the firing rates of a cell changed from one session to the next. This analysis was only completed if the cell fired in both sessions and if the correlation between the two sessions was over 0.55. This ensured the location of the place field remained stable.

![Figure 3.14: There were significantly higher levels of rate remapping between the 0h and 24h exposures (right) in the white box condition compared to the red box condition. Rate remapping between 0h to 6h (left) and 6h to 24h (middle) did not differ between conditions. Grey lines represent the average rate of remapping. Post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: # p<0.05](image)

When conditions were analysed together there was no significant effect of time-point comparison on the levels of rate remapping calculated [main effect of time-point comparison: F(2,14)=1.647, p=0.2278]. This suggests that repeated exposures to a novel environment did not affect this measure of stability. However, although there was no significant effect of condition on rate remapping [F(1,7)=3.042, p=0.1246], there was an almost significant interaction between time-point comparison and condition [F(2,14)=3.475, p=0.0595]. Post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections showed that whilst the red box condition showed no significant differences between any time-point comparisons (p>0.9999), the white box condition showed significant differences between the 0h to 6h and
Oh to 24h time-point comparisons (p=0.0423). As cells expressing fields with stable locations showed on average 68.73% and 67.53% overlap in firing rates between 0h to 6h and 6h to 24h comparisons, respectively, the decrease in overlap seen at 0h to 24h suggests that cells are variably stable in firing rate over the exposures. This is also apparent when comparing the conditions, as only the 0h to 24h time-point comparison was significantly different between the white box and red box conditions (post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: p=0.0188), shown in Figure 3.14. It should be noted that there were no differences in average place cell firing rate between the two groups, implying that these differences are not due to overall changes in place cell firing rate.

Overall these results suggest that the cells recorded in the red box condition express fields that are more stable in location and in firing rate throughout the three exposures to the novel environment. Significantly fewer cells recorded in the white box condition express fields that are stable in location, and those that are stable in this way show significant increases in rate remapping between the first and last exposures to the environment. This indicates that even the “stable” population of cells is more unstable when higher levels of visual interference follow spatial learning.

Figure 3.15: Next page. Representative place cell rate maps showing varying levels of stability between the 0h and 6h exposures. Cells at the top show the highest correlations, whereas cells at the bottom have the lowest correlations. These cells are split into stable and remapped. G number (eg. G9002) represents different rats used. Each rate map shows the area of the environment explored by the animal within a single exposure. This is why some are circular and some are square. The firing rate above each rate map represents the peak in field firing rate of the rate map, i.e. the red part of the rate map. The blue part of the rate map represents no or minimal amounts of place cell firing in those locations in the environment.
3.3.7 Poor cluster quality cannot account for the enhanced place field stability following exposure to the red box

To ensure both the enhanced rate map stability between the 0h and 6h time points and the decrease in rate remapping between the 0h and 24h time points in the red box condition were not being driven by poor isolation of clusters, four different isolation distances and l ratios were used of varying quality: acceptable (IsoD >7; L ratio <4); good (IsoD >10; L ratio <2); very good (IsoD >15; L ratio <0.5); and excellent (IsoD >20; L ratio <0.1). These cluster qualities were chosen by visually dissecting points on a scatter plot of isolation distance and l ratio, shown in Figure 3.16. There were no differences in average isolation distance (U=23484, p=0.2214) or l ratio (U=23287, p=0.1720) between the white and red box conditions, shown in Figure 3.15. There were also no differences in the percentages of cells included in each cluster quality between conditions (t=2.747e-10, df=4, p=>0.9999). The exact number of cells included in each band are shown below in Table 3.1. These four different cluster quality bands were used to include or exclude cells used in the analysis of both median correlation and percentage stability. This was implemented for the 0h to 6h time-points for rate map stability and the 0h to 24h time-points for rate mapping, as this is where significant changes were clearly seen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>White Box Condition</th>
<th>Red Box Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unacceptable (IsoD &lt;7; L ratio &gt;4)</td>
<td>216 (17)</td>
<td>233 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptable (IsoD &gt;7; L ratio &lt;4)</td>
<td>199 (36)</td>
<td>214 (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good (IsoD &gt;10; L ratio &lt;2)</td>
<td>163 (79)</td>
<td>182 (78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Good (IsoD &gt;15; L ratio &lt;0.5)</td>
<td>84 (35)</td>
<td>104 (49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent (IsoD &gt;20; L ratio &lt;0.1)</td>
<td>49 (49)</td>
<td>55 (55)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Number of cells included in each band of cluster quality (exact number in individual band).

![Figure 3.15](image_url): Both of the qualities of cluster quality used (Isolation Distance (left) and L Ratio (right)) showed no significant differences between the white and red box conditions. Error bars represent SEM
Figure 3.16: Scatter plots showing isolation distance plotted against l ratio for both the white box condition (top) and the red box condition (bottom). The blue dissecting lines represent the four different cluster quality cut-offs chosen: average (Iso D>7, l ratio <4), good (Iso D>10, l ratio <2), very good (Iso D>15, l ratio <0.5) and excellent (Iso D>20, l ratio <0.1). Anything that was below the average cut-off was excluded from analysis. The pie charts show the proportion of cell qualities for each condition.
As shown in Figure 3.17, when all cells that were rated as having an acceptable cluster quality or better were included in the analyses, there was a significant increase in median correlation in the red box condition compared to that of the white (t=3.13, df=7, p=0.0166). However, when the cluster quality criteria were more stringent this enhancement disappeared, with minimum good quality (t=2.216, df=7, p=0.0623), minimum very good quality (t=1.812, df=7, p=0.1129), and minimum excellent quality (t=0.5218, df=7, p=0.6179) showing no significant difference between conditions. The inclusion of good quality clusters showed trends towards significance, and a power analysis showed that either 1 more rat (power=0.5 n=9) or 7 more rats (power=0.8, n=15) or would be needed to achieve significance. This suggests that reducing the number of cells used within the analysis reduced the overall power, even though the statistical analyses were performed at the level of individual rats (rather than cells). However, power analysis shows that 4 (power=0.5, n=12) or 14 (power=0.8, n=22) more rats would be needed to achieve significance for the very good cluster and better quality band; and 108 (power=0.5, n=115) or 225 (power=0.8, n=233) more rats would be needed to achieve significance for the excellent cluster quality band. These are very unrealistic numbers of animals, implying that inclusion of cells with lower cluster quality could be driving the significant results shown.

Interestingly, two very different trends emerge when the data are split into two conditions representing the different experimental protocols used. Described fully in the methods section (Figure 3.2), protocols 1 and 2 (n=3) did not leave any time between the first 24h session and the second 0h session. This also meant that minimal time was given between exposure to the white and red boxes. Protocol 3 (n=5), on the other hand, left at least 5 days between the first and second contexts. More time was therefore left between white and red box exposure as well. Protocols 1 and 2 are subsequently referred to as the old protocols, and protocol 3 is referred to as the new protocol. As shown in Figure 3.17, animals from the old protocols showed no significant difference of correlation at any band of cluster quality, including when only acceptable cells were excluded (acceptable: t=0.3357, df=2, p=0.7690; good: t=0.6533, df=2, p=0.5806; very good: t=1.601, df=2, p=0.2505; excellent: t=0.8399, df=2, p=0.4894). In contrast, animals tested using the new protocol exhibited a consistent significant enhancement in correlation in the red box condition compared to the white box condition. This was true for acceptable (t=3.905, df=4, p=0.0175), good (t=3.447, df=4, p=0.0261), very good (t=4.636, df=4, p=0.0098) and excellent (t=3.202, df=4, p=0.0328)
cluster quality bands. This is what would be expected if cluster quality was not driving the enhancement of rate map correlation.

![Graph showing correlation between 0h and 6h exposures for different cluster quality bands](image)

Figure 3.17: The median correlation between 0h and 6h exposures was only significantly different when the lowest band of cluster quality was used (top left). However when animals were split into the two types of protocol used – old and new – animals on the new protocol showed significant differences between red and white box conditions for all bands of cluster quality. Animals on the old protocol showed no differences between conditions regardless of cluster quality band. For each band of cluster quality, the small top graph represents the animals on the old protocol (n=3) and the small bottom graph represents animals on the new protocol (n=5). Grey lines represent the average median correlation for each condition. Paired t-test: * p<0.05 ** p<0.01.

As shown in Figure 3.18, the percentage of stable cells was also significantly increased in the red box condition when compared to the white box condition when taking data from rats tested in all protocols. However this was only true when the acceptable (t=3.13, df=7, p=0.0166) or good (t=2.586, df=7, p=0.0361) bands of cluster quality were used. For very good (t=1.545, df=7, p=0.1662) and excellent (t=1.777, df=7, p=0.1189) bands of quality, there was no significant difference shown between conditions. Power analysis showed that 7 (power=0.5, n=15) or 21 (power=0.8, n=29) more rats would be needed for the very good band of cluster quality; and 4 (power=0.5, n=12) or 14 (power=0.8, n=22) more rats would be needed for the excellent band of cluster quality. Again, this highlights that removing cells could lead to an underpowered analysis. As described for the median correlation analysis, the different protocols also appeared to show different trends in percentages of stability. Animals put through the old protocols exhibited no difference between conditions for any
bands of cluster quality (acceptable: $t=0.8998$, $df=2$, $p=0.4632$; good: $t=0.3205$, $df=2$, $p=0.7790$; very good: $t=1.272$, $df=2$, $p=0.3313$; excellent: $t=0.1388$, $df=2$, $p=0.9023$). On the other hand, animals put through the new protocol showed significant differences between the two conditions for all bands of cluster quality used (acceptable: $t=3.775$, $df=4$, $p=0.0195$; good: $t=3.511$, $df=4$, $p=0.0247$; very good: $t=3.489$, $df=4$, $p=0.0252$; excellent: $t=3.373$, $df=4$, $p=0.0280$). This mirrors the findings for median correlation described above. It appears that cluster quality was not driving the enhancement of median correlation or percentage stability, but protocol design is extremely important for both of these effects to be seen.

![Figure 3.18: The percentage of stable cells between 0h and 6h exposures was only significantly different when the average and good bands of cluster quality were used (top left and top right). However when animals were split into the two types of protocol used – old and new – animals on the new protocol showed significant differences between red and white box conditions for all bands of cluster quality. Animals on the old protocol showed no differences between conditions regardless of cluster quality band. For each band of cluster quality, the small top graph represents the animals on the old protocol ($n=3$) and the small bottom graph represents animals on the new protocol ($n=5$). Grey lines represent the average median correlation for each condition. Paired t-test: * $p<0.05$](image)

Interestingly when a two-way repeated measures ANOVA was run with only the very good cells recorded from only the five rats on the new protocol the main effect of condition on percentage stability was almost significant [$F(1,4)=6.146$, $p=0.0683$] and the interaction between time-point comparison and condition was significant [$F(2,8)=7.673$, $p=0.0138$]. When only the excellent cells recorded from only the five rats on the new protocol were analysed, the main effect of condition on percentage stability was also almost significant.
These results suggest that the non-significance of this measure found previously could have been due to both poorly isolated cells and confounding effects from the old protocol.

Figure 3.19: The levels of rate remapping between 0h and 24h exposures differed significantly between red and white box conditions when both the average (top left) and good (top right) bands of cluster quality were used. There were also trends towards significant differences when the very good (bottom left) band of cluster quality was used, suggesting poor cluster quality was not driving results. Analysis using higher bands of cluster quality was underpowered due to the lower numbers of “stable” cells available for analysis in both conditions. When old and new protocols were separated there were trends towards significant differences between the conditions when using the average and good bands of cluster quality, however reducing the numbers in each group led to analyses too underpowered to draw conclusions. For each band of cluster quality, the small top graph represents the animals on the old protocol (n=3) and the small bottom graph represents animals on the new protocol (n=5). Grey lines represent the average median correlation for each condition. Paired t-test: * p<0.05

As shown in Figure 3.19, the amount of rate remapping evident between the 0h and 24h time-points in the white box condition was significantly higher than in the red box condition when taking data from rats tested in both new and old protocols. This was true when the acceptable (t=2.454, df=7, p=0.0439) and good (t=2.413, df=7, p=0.0466) bands of cluster quality were used. However when the very good (t=1.986, df=5, p=0.1038) and excellent (t=0.8854, df=3, p=0.4432) bands of cluster quality were used there was no significant difference between the two conditions. However it should be noted that as cluster quality increased, less cells were included in the analysis. Whilst this was not a problem for median rate map correlation and percentage stability, rate remapping only analyses the “stable” cells

\[F(1,4)=6.483, \ p=0.0636\]
in the population. Therefore a decrease in the number of cells analysed also decreased the number of rats involved in the analysis, due to insufficient numbers of “stable” cells between the 0h and 24h exposures at each band of quality. Only 6 rats had cells in both conditions that could be analysed in the ‘very good’ band of cluster quality, and only 4 rats had cells in both conditions in the ‘excellent’ band of cluster quality. Therefore analysis became underpowered. This is especially evident in the very good band of cluster quality, as a power analysis using data from the 6 rats that could be analysed in both conditions showed that with one more rat (power: 0.5, n=7) or six more rats (power: 0.8, n=11) the difference in rate remapping would be significant between conditions. Analysis was also split into new and old protocols as before, however due to a decrease in the number of rats analysed, conclusions could not be reached. It does appear that for both the acceptable and good cluster quality bands that animals from the new protocol were trending towards significance (acceptable: t=2.715, df=4, p=0.0532; good: t=2.672, df=4, p=0.0557) whereas animals from the old protocol were not (acceptable: t=1.013, df=2, p=0.4177; good: t=0.84, df=2, p=0.4893). Overall it appears that the increase in rate remapping between the 0h and 24h time-points in the white box condition was not driven by the quality of clusters included in analysis.

3.3.8 Place Field Remapping

To ensure that place fields were remapping between the different environments (which would indicate that the rat considered each different environment to be novel), place field stability was analysed between the switch environment and the following next novel environment exposure (0h). The switch environment was always the environment used in the previous experiment, i.e. either the familiar environment explored before the first exposure to the next novel environment in the new protocols, or the third exposure to the first novel environment (C1 24h) in the old protocols.

As the white or red box condition could be affecting the rate of subsequent remapping which in turn could affect the stability after the next white or red box condition, conditions are labelled as white box to red box or red box to white box to highlight directionality. As the protocol design appeared to significantly affect place field stability the old and new protocol conditions are also compared.
Remapping between environments appeared to happen consistently as both median correlation and percentage stability between the switch and 0h exposures were much lower than that of all other comparisons (0h to 6h, 6h to 24h, 0h to 24h). Unlike these other time-point comparisons there were no differences between white box and red box conditions for the switch to 0h correlation (median correlation: t=0.4472, df=11, p=0.6634; percentage stability: t=0.6523, df=11, p=0.5276). This remained true if white and red box conditions were split further into the two different protocols used. However there were differences in both measures between the old and new protocols, with the old protocol showing significantly higher percentage stability (t=8.588, df=11, p<0.0001) and higher median correlations that were trending towards significance (t=2.118, df=11, p=0.0578), as shown in Figure 3.20. Therefore, although both conditions remapped consistently between environments in both protocols, the levels of remapping were significantly higher in the new protocol. This could suggest reasons behind the overall differences in place field stability seen between the two protocols.

Figure 3.20: Remapping between the switch and 0h exposures did not differ between white and red box conditions. There were almost significant differences between animals on the old and new protocols for median correlation (top right) and significant differences between protocols for the percentage of stable cells (bottom right). This indicates that animals on the new protocol remapped significantly more than those on the old protocol. Error bars represent SEM. Paired t-test: **** p<0.0001.
3.3.9 Place Cell Population Firing – Neuronal Assemblies

The enhancement of place field stability was clear at the level of the place cell. The next step of analysis sought to investigate place cell firing at the population level, exploring whether reduced levels of interference affected the synchronicity of neuronal assembly firing. Only animals from the new protocol (n=5) were included in these analyses. The first step of this analysis calculated the correlation of cell firing between simultaneously recorded cells (PCorr). An activity vector was first calculated for every cell. This contained the number of times this cell had fired during every 25ms of the entire session, indicating high or low frequencies of firing throughout the recording. The activity vector for every cell was then correlated with the activity vector for every other cell to show whether cells in a population were likely to fire, or not to fire, within the same 25ms bins during the whole session, producing PCorr values for every cell pair. High levels of correlation would indicate that these place cells had the same levels of activity, be it variably high (eg. If one cell fired the other was also likely to fire) or low (eg. if one cell was silent the other cell was likely to be silent) levels of activity, throughout the 10 minute exposure. PCorr values for every cell-pair were averaged for every rat and then compared across the three exposures to a given context (0h, 6h and 24h) within conditions and between conditions. This was repeated for two other two time-bins (125ms and 1s).

At the 25ms time-bin there was a decrease in PCorr values over exposures to the environment indicating that the cells became less temporally synchronous across exposures, shown in Figure 3.21 (left). This was trending towards significance [main effect of time-point: F(2,8)=3.591, p=0.0771], with 1 (power=0.5, n=6) or 3 (power=0.8, n=8) more animals needed to reach significance. Although further post hoc comparisons using Bonferroni corrections showed that there were no significant differences between 0h to 6h (p=0.2206), 0h to 24h (p=0.1082), or 6h to 24h (p>0.9999) comparisons, it was apparent that there was a large amount of variance in PCorr values at the 6h time-point. Further tests showed that the decrease in PCorr across time-points was only apparent in the WB condition, with results again trending towards significance [F(1.703, 6.814)=3.823, p=0.0810]. When individual comparisons were explored in the WB condition, there appeared to be a decrease in coordinated firing of neuronal assemblies between the 0h and 6h exposures (0.006714 to 0.002742) that was trending towards significance (t=2.421, df=4, p=0.0727). A power analysis showed that with 1 more rat (power=0.8, n=6) or with 4 more rats (power=0.8, n=9)
significance would be reached. There was no difference in PCorr between the 6 and 24h exposures (t=0.321, df=4, p=0.7643). This mirrors the patterns of both absolute rate map correlation and the proportion of stable cells in the white box condition. This suggests that when the firing locations of place cells are not stable, the underlying synchronicity of place cells also decreases. It is important to note that the timescales for these phenomena are very different, the former being on a timescale of 10 minutes and the latter being on a timescale of 25ms. This implies that the stability of the place field map could be directly linked to the synchronicity of place cell assembly firing within intrinsic gamma oscillations. As found previously with place field stability, the WB condition also showed a significant decrease in correlation of cell assembly firing between the 0h and 24h time-points (t=2.84, df=4, p=0.0468), suggesting a lack of consistency in the coordinated firing of cell assemblies over time. This change in PCorr over exposures was not seen in the RB condition [F(1.543, 6.17)=1.706, p=0.2518], implying that the neuronal assembly synchronicity was more stable between sessions in the gamma frequency band (25ms).

Figure 3.21: Cells became less temporally synchronous over repeated exposures to the novel environment when using the 25ms time-bin for analysis (top left) in both red and white box conditions (the average PCorr value is represented by red and white dots respectively). However only the white box condition showed significant differences between 0h and 24h exposures. Differences between 0h and 6h were also trending towards significance in this condition. Average median PCorr values at the 6h exposure were trending towards being significantly lower in the white box condition compared to the red box condition (bottom left). Neither the 125ms time-bin (middle) nor the 1s time bin (right) showed differences in PCorr values between exposures or conditions.
This difference between conditions is highlighted at the 6h time point (Figure 3.21 – bottom left), where the RB condition appeared to have higher median PCorr value than the WB condition (RB: 0.005495; WB: 0.002742). This trended towards significance (t=2.178, df=4, p=0.0950), with two more rats (power=0.5, n=7) or six more rats (power=0.8, n=11) being needed to reach significance. These results imply that reducing interference after an exposure to a novel environment could increase neuronal assembly synchronicity at the population level as well as place field stability at the individual cell level, however as there was no significant interaction between time-point and condition [F(2,8)=0.4651, p=0.6440] this effect appears to be incredibly underpowered, requiring further testing to draw any conclusions.

The 125ms and 1s time-bins showed no changes in PCorr values over exposures [main effect of time-point: 125ms: F(2,8)=0.9224, p=0.4360; 1s: F(2,8)=1.9111, p=0.2097], differences between conditions [125ms: F(1,4)=0.4538, p=0.5375; 1s: F(1,4)=0.006034, p=0.9418] or interaction between exposures and conditions [125ms: F(2,8)=1.225, p=0.3434; 1s: F(2,8)=1.082, p=0.3837]. This suggests that any slight changes seen are specific to time frames associated with intrinsic gamma oscillations. This is shown in Figure 3.21 (125ms – middle; 1s – right).

These PCorr results could suggest that the synchronicity of cells decreases across sessions in the white box condition but not in the red box condition, implying that differences in place field stability might be able to be seen at the level of the cell assembly. However these slight differences in the temporal relationships between simultaneously recorded cells are only apparent on a time frame associated with intrinsic gamma oscillations.

The next step of these analyses sought to investigate the comparison of these PCorr values between sessions further by correlating every PCorr value with every other PCorr value on a rat-by-rat basis. Instead of showing the average synchronicity of cell assemblies within a session for every rat, and whether this average synchronicity changed over sessions, this analysed how the synchronicity of each individual cell pair differed between sessions. High PCo values would suggest that the synchronous cell assembly firing in one session was very similar to that of another session, low values would suggest that the temporal relationships of cell assemblies were changing between sessions. Figure 3.22 (top) shows the range of
PCorr values, ordered from the lowest to highest values of all of the cells during the 6h exposure. This order of cells is used in the 0 and 24h exposure bars to highlight the differences in PCorr of individual cells over the three sessions. This highlights the similarities or differences of individual cell-pair firing synchronicity between sessions. PCo values are given at the top of each bar (r).

Figure 3.22: The average synchronicity of every individual cell pair decreased between the 0h and 6h exposures and the 0h and 24h exposures. This was true for every time bin used for analysis (25ms – left, 125ms – middle, 1s – right), however changes between time-point comparisons were only significant when using the 125ms and 1s time-bins. There were no significant differences between conditions or interactions between time-point comparison and condition (red dots represent average PCo values for the red box condition, white dots represent average PCo values for the white box condition). For every time-bin used, and each condition there are three bars representing the range of PCorr values at 0h, 6h and 24h. These are down-sampled to 500 values to aid visual representation. These values are ordered from the lowest to highest values of all of the cells during the 6h exposure. This order of cells is used in the 0 and 24h exposure bars to highlight the differences in PCorr of individual cells over the three sessions. The ‘r’ values above the bars represent the pearson correlations between every cell pair PCorr value, i.e. the PCo values between the two exposures. Error bars represent SEM. Post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: # p<0.05    ## p<0.01
Consistent with trends seen in the PCorr values, when individual Pcorr values (representing cell pairs) for the gamma associated time frame (25ms) were correlated across sessions (PCo) the coordination appeared to decrease over time. As before, this was trending towards significance, but underpowered [main effect of time-point comparison: F(2,8)=3.344, p=0.0880]. Further post hoc comparisons using Bonferroni corrections showed that there were no significant differences between any time-point comparisons and, unlike the PCorr values themselves, neither the red box or white box condition showed any changes in PCo over time [WB: F(1.986, 7.943)=0.979, p=0.4162; RB: F(1.722, 6.887)=3.2, p=0.1076]. There was no main effect of condition [F(1.4)=2.845, p=0.1669] nor significant interaction between time-point and condition [F(2,8)=0.06796, p=0.9348] (Figure 3.22 – bottom left). Whilst you might expect PCo values to be higher in the RB condition as PCorr values are increased, this can be explained. If across different exposures certain cells always fire together (high Corr) and at the same time certain cells never fire together (low PCorr) this would produce a high PCo value. However if most cells never fired together (low PCorr) on both exposures this would also produce a high PCo value. The latter could explain why the WB condition does not have lower PCo values.

PCo values associated with the 125ms time-bin significantly decreased over time [main effect of time-point comparison: F(2,8)=10.79, p=0.0054], indicating that assembly firing of neuronal populations become more desynchronised from the first exposure to the last exposure of a novel environment (Figure 3.22 – middle). Further post hoc comparisons using Bonferroni corrections showed that there were significant differences between the 0h to 6h and 0h to 24h time-point comparisons (p=0.0054) and an almost significant difference between the 0h to 24h and 6h to 24h time-point comparisons (p=0.0556). This indicated that the cell assembly synchrony during the final exposure to the environment was very different to the first two exposures. The final exposure was 24h or 18h after these first two exposures, indicating that assembly firing of neuronal populations becomes more desynchronised over longer delays. It should be noted that levels of spatial remapping and rate remapping were also highest at the 24h time-point. There was also no interaction between time-point comparison and condition [F(2,8)=0.9669, p=0.4296].

PCo values associated with the 1s time-bin, shown in Figure 3.22 (right) also significantly decreased over time [main effect of time-point comparison: F(2,8)=11.88, p=0.0040], mirroring the other time-bins used. Further post hoc comparisons using Bonferroni
corrections showed that there were significant differences between the 0h to 6h and 0h to 24h time-point comparisons (p=0.0065) and significant differences between the 0h to 24h and 6h to 24h time-point comparisons (p=0.0124). This is in line with the results above using the 125ms time-bin for analysis. This indicates that the 125ms and 1s time-bins were most sensitive to changes in synchrony of cell assembly firing between sessions occurring on separate days. Again there was no interaction between time-point comparison and condition \[F(2,8)=0.1492, p=0.8713\].

For both conditions and within all time-bins the PCo value is lowest at the 0h to 24h time-point comparison, which mirrors the levels of stability seen at this time-point. This suggests that changes in stability on the cellular level can be seen at the population level. Overall, although the 25ms time-bin weakly suggested an increase in neuronal assembly synchronicity in the RB, there was no obvious effect at the population level.

### 3.3.10 Results Overview

The average firing rate of place cells did change significantly across repeated exposures to a novel environment, however not as expected. Firing rates were higher in the second exposure (6h) in both conditions, decreasing as expected for the third exposure (24h). Peak in-field firing rate did not differ between exposures. All spatial properties measured improved from the first novel exposure to the last two exposures in both the white box and red box conditions. This suggests that over time there is a significant improvement in consistent spatial representation of a novel environment. However, the number and size of the place fields did not change over time with repeated exposures. Surprisingly, reducing interference after the first novel exposure did not significantly impact any of these place field properties during the following two exposures.

The stability of place fields appeared to increase over time between 0h and 6h or 6h and 24h, however there were significant differences between the red and white box conditions. The reduction of interference in the red box condition led to enhancement of median correlation between firing rate maps for each animal, and the proportion of cells for each animal that showed a correlation that significantly exceeded a specific threshold of stability. This enhancement also appeared to be more consistent over time, with rate maps being more similar between the first and last exposures in the red box condition. It was confirmed that
cluster quality was not driving the clear enhancement of stability between the 0h and 6h exposures to the environment. However it was necessary to use a protocol with sufficient time between experimental repeats, suggesting that protocol design is extremely important for the effects of reduced interference to be seen. Interestingly, even when only the “stable” population of cells was analysed, levels of rate remapping significantly increased when comparing the 0h to 24h exposures to the 0h and 6h and the 6h and 24h exposures in the white box condition. It appeared that cluster quality was also not driving these differences in rate remapping seen between the two conditions.

When analysing neuronal assembly firing using a time frame associated with gamma oscillations and hippocampal replay, the RB condition showed slightly more consistency in the synchronous firing of cell assemblies between the different exposures. The WB on the other hand showed decreases in coordinated firing between 0h to 6h and 0h to 24h exposures, again indicating less consistency in cell assembly firing. Although PCo values appeared to decrease over time, indicating much less synchronicity at a population level between the 0h and 24h exposures, there was no obvious difference between WB and RB conditions at this level.

Overall, only properties associated with spatial tuning and stability changed over time, with place fields becoming better spatially tuned and more stable as the environment became more familiar. The reduction of visual interference after exposure to a novel environment significantly enhanced place field stability when measured 6h later. This enhancement also appeared to increase the consistency of place field firing and cell assembly firing between every exposure, with much more similar patterns of firing from the first to last exposures. These results correlate well with our previous behavioural findings, extending the black box effect to the phenomenon of place cell “memory” for a novel environment.
3.4 Discussion

This experiment set out to test the hypothesis that decreased interference following an initial exposure to a novel environment would lead to an enhancement in the firing properties of place cells typically associated with familiar environments, and a decrease in firing properties typically associated with novel environments, when the animal was exposed to the same environment 6h and 24h later.

The first correlates of place cell "memory" assessed were the average place cell and peak in-field firing rates. Previous studies have shown that average place cell firing rates are lower in familiar environments than in novel environments (Brandon et al., 2014; Karlsson and Frank, 2008; Nitz and McNaughton, 2004), whereas peak in-field firing rates appear to be higher in familiar environments than in novel environments (Karlsson and Frank, 2008). However, in our dataset these patterns were not observed. Whilst average place cell firing rate did change significantly over the repeated exposures to the novel environment, it appeared to be highest in the second exposure at 6h. This is surprising, as this exposure wouldn’t be deemed the most novel or the most familiar. It is possible that animals had no memory for the first exposure to the environment, however this is incredibly unlikely as over half of place cells expressed stable fields between the first and second exposures. This increase in firing rate therefore requires further testing. Average place cell firing rate did decrease for the final exposure at 24h, however this was only to levels seen in the initial and most novel exposure. Therefore there was no change in average place cell firing rate when comparing the first and the last novel exposures. This was in line with the peak in-field firing rate results, which showed no change across any repeated exposures. It could be argued that after three 10-minute exposures spaced over 24 hours the environment was not fully familiar to the animal. Studies comparing familiar and novel environments tend to familiarise animals over many exploration sessions for periods spanning multiple weeks (Nitz and McNaughton, 2004). One such study compared a familiar environment, in which the animal had explored daily for a week, to three 10-minute exposures to a novel environment (Brandon et al., 2014). They too found significant differences in average place cell firing rate between the familiar and novel environments, even when comparing the last of the exposures to the novel environment (i.e. the most familiar ‘novel exposure’) to the familiar environment. This suggests that more exposures would be required to see the effects of increasing familiarity on place cell within field firing rates.
Whilst average place cell and peak in-field firing rates remained relatively stable over the three exposures to the novel environment, with no differences seen between the first and last exposures, we found that the fields themselves became more spatially tuned. Spatial information, selectivity and coherence increased, and spatial sparsity decreased between the first and final exposures in both conditions. This indicates that spatial tuning improved rapidly during the initial exposure. These data are consistent with increased spatial tuning with repeated exposures to a novel environment reported previously (Karlsson and Frank, 2008). The fact that all four spatial properties measured increased over the three exposures supports this suggestion. These improvements in spatial information, sparsity, coherence and selectivity relate to more information contained in each neuronal spike, more location specific firing, smoother place fields and a higher signal-to-noise ratio of place field firing respectively. These changes can be thought of as a neural correlate of familiarity with the environment. This indicates that increases in familiarity can be seen over just three exposures to a novel environment.

Although place fields became more spatially tuned over time there did not appear to be any significant changes in place field size. Whilst this is surprising, as other studies have shown decreases in the size of place fields over just three exposures to a novel environment (Brandon et al., 2014), it could be the case that when these exposures are spaced further apart (i.e. 6 or more hours between exposures compared to 5 minutes) more exposures are needed overall to highlight these subtle changes.

In contrast to initial predictions, neither firing rate changes nor spatial properties of place cells were enhanced in the sessions following exposure to the red box compared to exposure to the white box. This is unexpected as both of these place field properties have been suggested to be physiological correlates of familiarity with an environment (Kentros et al., 2004). As the red box is known to enhance spatial nOL memory, you could expect an overall improvement in spatially selective firing of place cells after exposure to this box. However one major difference between the nOL task and the exploration of the novel environment is that the latter only requires foraging and no actual task. The animal could therefore have decreased attention to the novel environment, a factor that has been shown to significantly change the levels of spatial information and firing rate compared to tasks requiring attention of the animal to its surroundings (Kentros et al., 2004). One major question, however, is how
do the spatial properties of place cells improve over repeated exposures spaced 24-hours apart whilst not being enhanced by a condition known to enhance spatial memory? A study where animals were not required to attend to a task or changes in the environment showed that whilst place field stability increased over exposures in the long-term, suggesting that spatial memory had been consolidated, spatial information did not increase (Bett et al., 2013). This implies that the consolidation of spatial memory is not always concomitant with changes in spatial properties of place cells. However, in our study spatial information did increase, even if this didn’t correlate with possible memory enhancement. It is possible that any changes in spatial information correlating with memory enhancement would be so subtle that a larger environment would be needed to increase the range of spatial information possible, especially as the changes in place field stability of the cell population did not range from completely stable to completely unstable and were instead much more subtle.

As hypothesised, place fields became more stable over repeated exposures to the same environment, consistent with many different studies. The white box condition showed slightly higher levels of stability between the 6h and 24h exposures to the environment compared to the 0h and 6h. This is in line with previous studies showing that rate map correlations between the first two exposures are much lower than those between the second and third exposures to a novel environment (Bett et al., 2013). This suggests that high levels of stability are reached only after two 10 min exposures to a novel environment, whereas after just one 10 min exposure, the place field “memory” is not as strong. In contrast, although the red box condition showed similar levels of stability as the white box condition between 6h and 24h, stability levels were higher between the 0h and 6h exposures. This significant difference of 0h to 6h place field stability between the two conditions suggests that reducing interference after an animal explores a novel environment for the first time enhances the long-term stability of place fields.

Interestingly, whilst there was no difference between conditions in stability between the 6h and 24h exposures, the red box condition had significantly higher median correlation values between the first and last exposures. This suggests that the increase in stability between the initial novel exposure and the 6h exposure, caused by a reduction in interference, could have consolidated the initial pattern of place field firing at a much quicker rate. This firing pattern could then be recalled much more consistently at both 6h and 24h exposures, leading to
almost half of the cells recorded remaining stable over a 24h period. In contrast, it suggests that the white box condition did not fully consolidate the spatial memory of the first exposure to the novel environment. Although the same levels of stability were seen between the 6h and 24h exposures, the pattern of firing at this last time point was very different to the initial pattern produced during the first exposure, with less than a third of cells recorded remaining stable. This could be due to how consistently the initial ‘map’ could be recalled over time. This pattern of place field stability was also seen in levels of rate remapping. Animals in the red box condition showed relatively low levels of rate remapping throughout the experiment. Animals in the white box condition also showed low levels of rate remapping between the 0h and 6h exposures and the 6h and 24h exposures, however levels of rate remapping were significantly higher between 0h and 24h exposures compared to the red box condition. This suggests that even cells that are considered “stable” are not being consistently recalled over time. Overall these differences in place field stability suggest that the reduction of interference in the red box could be enhancing the consolidation of the spatial map.

It has been shown previously that neuronal firing patterns associated with a novel environment appear to be preferentially reactivated during subsequent sharp wave ripples (O’Neill et al., 2008; Ven et al., 2016), implying that the stabilisation of place field firing patterns after the exposure to a novel environment requires consolidation via sharp wave ripple activity. An important future experiment would therefore be to record LFP activity of animals whilst in the red and white light boxes to investigate whether animals in the red box have increased levels of sharp wave ripples after the initial novel exposure compared to animals in the white box. It would be hypothesised that increased levels of place field reactivation during ripple activity could lead to the increased stability of place cell firing seen in the red box condition. Another future experiment directly linked to this proposal would involve directly blocking sharp wave ripple activity in the red light box, possibly via optogenetic stimulation, in an attempt to inhibit the increase of place field stability seen in this condition. If stopping ripple activity blocked the enhancement of place field stability it would suggest that enhanced sharp wave ripples and place field replay do indeed underlie the effects of reduced interference after spatial learning. It is important to note that a variation of this experiment has been previously carried out in mice, and that it showed the opposite to this hypothesis (Kovács et al., 2016). Mice explored a novel environment for 24 minutes, followed by three hours of sleep where sharp wave ripple events were
optogenetically disrupted (or a control condition where disruption was offset by 1.32s) and a final 24-minute exposure to the same novel environment. Mice in both the control and ripple disrupted conditions showed rate map correlations between the first and second exposures of approximately 0.5, suggesting place fields remained stable even when sharp wave ripples were disrupted. Whilst this appears to contradict the hypothesis that blocking sharp wave ripples would disrupt place field stability, there is a possible explanation. Whilst the three-hour delay used could be labelled as long-term memory, this is contentious. Place field studies have shown that consolidation mechanisms, including NMDA-R activation and PKA activity, are required for place field stability at 6 and 24 hours, but not 1-2 hours after the initial novel exposure (Agnihotri et al., 2004; Kentros et al., 1998; Rotenberg et al., 2000). It could therefore be suggested the stability of place fields after 3 hours would not require consolidation mechanisms and ergo sharp wave ripples. Studies investigating the difference between early-LTP and late-LTP support this possibility, as early-LTP has been shown to last for 3-5 hours in vitro (Frey et al., 1988). This suggests that late-LTP, a process thought to be akin to the long-term stability of place fields (Dragoi et al., 2003), does not occur until at least the 5 hour time-point. It is also important to note that the study recorded from mice and not rats. Mice have less stable place cell firing than rats and need to pay more attention to their environment, such as in a task, to improve this stability over longer intervals (Kentros et al., 2004). This could suggest that without the requirement of attention, the long-term stabilisation of place fields could take longer in mice. Overall this suggests that repeating this experiment in rats and at longer delays would be needed to reach the conclusion that sharp wave ripples are or are not required for place fields to become stable in the long-term.

Other experiments have shown that sharp wave ripple activity and subsequent stabilisation of place fields can predict an animal’s performance on a spatial task (Dupret et al., 2010a). This therefore supports the possibility that reducing interference after spatial learning actively improves consolidation mechanisms through enhancing sharp wave ripples and place field replay, consistent with the nOL behavioural results discussed previously showing that exposure to the red box after spatial learning enhances memory retention.

Surprisingly, when the quality of clusters was taken into account significant differences emerged between the two different types of protocol used. The old protocol that combined two different contexts into a 3-day experiment appeared to not show any enhancement of
place field stability in the red box condition. In contrast, the new protocol that separated each novel context by at least 5 days showed significant levels of enhanced place field stability in the red box condition, even when only the best quality clusters were used in analysis. One possible reason behind this difference could be that cells recorded during the new protocol were only recorded over a period of 24h for each experiment, whereas cells recorded during the old protocol were recorded over a period of 3 days. As the gains were optimised at the start of every experiment, but weren’t changed for the duration, cells recorded during the old protocol were more likely to become lost or become noisier by the end of each experiment. However if this were true then you would expect to still see the red box effect when only the best clusters were used in the analysis. As the quality of clusters used did not make a difference it suggests that other factors are at play.

All the rats that underwent the old protocol appeared to have very stable cells throughout, which could be an indicator of problems with remapping between the contexts used. When looking at the remapping values between the contexts for these rats, although they were still low enough to be classed as unstable and remapping (i.e. an average median correlation of 0.16 with an average of 20.4% stable cells) these values were much higher than those of the rats from the new protocol (i.e. an average median correlation of -0.07 with an average of 4.13% stable cells). Whilst the new protocol used both cylindrical and square environments the old protocol only used cylindrical environments. Therefore although the cues surrounding the environment were changed and the colour of the environment itself was different, there were only 5 minutes in between exposures of two cylindrical environments of similar sizes. Although previous studies have shown that global remapping can occur between environments of similar shape and size if the colour of the environment (Kentros et al., 1998) or cue card is changed (Bostock et al., 1991), only one or two cells were recorded simultaneously during these experiments with increased numbers of cells coming from many repeats of the same protocol. This means that the overall percentage of remapping might be hard to define as the few cells recorded are used to infer the effects on the whole population. It should be noted that although Bostock et al. reported that global remapping could occur, it did not occur for every animal in every experiment suggesting that the animal’s attention to their environment was an important factor. Other studies have also shown that changing one or two environmental cues does not destabilise the place field map on a global scale (O’Keefe and Conway, 1978). This suggests that the amount of remapping seen could be
dependent on the protocol and environments used. Whilst it seems logical that leaving longer between exposures to two different contexts would increase the levels of remapping, place cells are known to be able to differentiate between a seemingly infinite number of contexts, with firing remaining stable in each individually (Colgin et al., 2008). Therefore you might not expect the previous context to affect how well fields stabilised in the next, even if it was directly after. However, it is likely that the decrease in remapping seen in this sub-group could have masked any subtle differences in place field stability overall as the initial baseline of stability would be changed (20% of cells could already be stable compared to only 4%).

The temporal relationships between simultaneously recorded cells were also assessed. This was to determine how these changed across the three exposures to the novel environment, as well as whether these differed between the red and white box conditions. The first type of analyses explored how synchronous cells were within sessions, and whether this synchronous firing increased or decreased between sessions or between conditions. High PCorr values relate to high levels of synchronicity of cell assembly firing within a specific timeframe, in this case 25ms, 125ms or 1s.

Although the clear changes in place field stability seen previously were not seen when looking into the synchronous firing of cell assemblies at 125ms or 1s time frames, subtle changes in cell assembly firing (PCorr) were seen when using a time frame associated with gamma oscillations and hippocampal replay. As with place field stability, the red box condition showed more consistency in the firing of cell assemblies between the different exposures. The white box condition showed decreases in the coordinated firing of cell assemblies between 0h to 6h and 0h to 24h exposures. This suggests that the simultaneous activation of place cells within this time frame is important for the spatial encoding of a novel environment. This is a logical conclusion, as the activation of multiple place cells to signal an animal’s location is much less prone to error than a single cell firing (Wilson and McNaughton, 1994). The importance of cell assembly activation at this 25ms timeframe has been shown before. One study recorded cell assemblies that were activated during exploration of a novel environment using this 25ms time frame. These assemblies were then subsequently recorded during a rest session followed by another exposure to the same novel environment. It was found that the reinstatement of these cell assemblies directly correlated with their
reactivation during sharp wave ripples, and that blocking sharp wave ripples disrupted this cell assembly stability over sessions. This was only true for a novel environment, as it appeared that reactivation during rest and disruption of sharp wave ripples did not affect the stability of cell assemblies in a familiar environment (Ven et al., 2016). This suggests that the consolidation of a novel environment occurs during the hours of rest following the exposure, and that this consolidation occurs at the level of cell assemblies mediated by sharp wave ripples during gamma oscillations. The 25ms time frame for these cell assemblies is thought to be optimal for the synchronicity of intrinsic gamma oscillations with externally modulated place cell spiking and plasticity mechanisms (Harris et al., 2003). As with the stability of place fields, these results appear to support the idea that the red box is enhancing spatial memory through the reactivation of place cells during sharp wave ripples, however as the effect appeared to be very underpowered further testing is required to draw conclusions.

The next set of analyses assessed whether this synchronous firing of cell assemblies remained stable across the different sessions, i.e. were the same cell assemblies co-active in each session or did this change. High PCo values would suggest high levels of similarity in cell assembly activation between sessions, whereas low values would suggest that the temporal relationships between cell assemblies were changing.

When looking at the coordinated firing of these cell assemblies at the population level (PCo) the similarity of cell assembly firing decreased over repeated exposures. 0h to 24h PCo values were significantly lower than 0h to 6h values, which is consistent with the place field stability results. This suggests that more obvious global changes can be seen at the population level, and that the likelihood of coordinated activity enduring over a long 24h period is less. PCo values also appeared low in both conditions, despite significant differences in place field stability seen between the red or white box conditions at the cell level. Whilst this could be seen as surprising, this result could theoretically be expected if the role of the place cell in spatial memory and the contentious issue of the spatial map theory are reconsidered.

Many arguments have been made against the spatial map theory, with much emphasis put upon the other roles of hippocampal place cells. Since the discovery of these cells it has been shown that they can encode much more than just the animals location. A large number of place cells seem to also be controlled by other modalities such as odour, and can be
modulated by motivation, goals, and the task at hand. This includes firing specifically at goal locations (Gothard et al., 1996) or for specific odours (Wood et al, 1999), during different timing delays used in a delayed-match-to-sample task (Hampson et al., 1993) or when waiting for a reward (Kraus et al., 2013) and during specific behaviours of the animal such as grooming or eating (O’Keefe, 1976; Ranck, 1973). It is therefore suggested that rather than encoding different parts of the environment in a solely spatial manner, they are encoding the regularities between different events, such as exposures of an environment or trials of a task, into a temporal framework. A subset of these many different environmental cues, such as the sound of a buzzer or reward of food, could then be used to recall these memories quickly allowing the animal to flexibly solve new tasks or navigate more efficiently through different environments. Coordination of firing at a population level is therefore thought to give the rat information not only about its location in space but also about the temporal relation of any other salient cues present at the time of encoding, and whether these repeat consistently in different episodes.

It could be argued that the place cells recorded during this spontaneous exploration of a novel environment would be acting as “true place fields” and only encoding the animal’s location within an environment rather than things such as routes, goals or expectations. This idea was suggested by Eichenbaum (Eichenbaum et al., 1999) when commenting on an experiment by Muller and Kubie (Muller and Kubie, 1987) in which rats spontaneously foraged in a completely controlled open field. Spatial cues would be the only available cues that were consistent enough to encode in a meaningful manner, as every other cue would be randomised. Without the need to encode many different types of cues within the same temporal episode, it is plausible that the coordinated firing of cell assemblies at the population level would not be necessary for encoding of the event. Therefore, whilst you might not expect high levels of coordination in the cell population during spontaneous exploration, this synchronicity at a population level could be required for successful memory encoding and consolidation during a spatial memory behavioural task, such as nOL.
3.5 Conclusions

Reducing visual interference after exploration of a novel environment enhances long-term place field stability. This is supports the idea that the enhancement of nOL spatial memory seen previously is due to increases in sharp wave ripples and place cell replay. It is therefore hypothesised that reducing retroactive interference after spatial learning enhances place field stability in such a way that correlates to the strength of nOL memory.
Chapter 4: Investigating Whether Place Cell Properties Associated with Memory for Object Locations are Enhanced by the Black Box Effect
4.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapters of this thesis, I have shown that reducing interference after spatial learning of a novel object location (nOL) task can lead to enhanced long-term memory expression (Chapter 2) and that reducing interference after spatial learning of a novel environment can lead to increased long-term stability of the underlying place fields (Chapter 3). However, it is not known whether place field properties related directly to memory for object locations are similarly enhanced by reducing interference after the initial exposure to the objects. In the nOL task in Chapter 2, the animals were first habituated to the environment for 4 sessions before being exposed to the objects in the environment. Therefore, unlike in Chapter 3 where I assessed stability of place fields between successive exposures to a novel environment, in the object location task the environment is familiar and I am assessing memory for the locations of objects within an already familiar environment. The purpose of this experiment described in this chapter was therefore to assess whether place cell properties associated with memory for object locations are enhanced by reducing interference after an object sampling period. Any place cell properties that correlate to the strength of memory could be likely to contribute to how object locations are encoded into long-term representations in the hippocampus, or even how they are later retrieved during the probe trial to signal object location familiarity. Such properties could include the stability of place fields, firing rate or the association of place fields with the objects.

As seen in the previous chapter you would expect place field expression to be stable after multiple exposures to the same environment, regardless of whether the animal had been exposed to a condition with reduced interference levels after the first exposure. What could be interesting to investigate is whether these fields would be expressed in the same locations, and therefore remain stable, after the addition of objects to the same environment. Some studies have suggested that global remapping might not occur when objects are introduced or moved as the context has not changed to a great enough extent to be considered a different environment altogether. Instead it has been shown that rather than changes in place field locations to signal that something in the environment has changed there could be variations in place cell firing rates (Larkin et al., 2014). Larkin recorded place cells during a novel object location paradigm using a sampling session, with two novel objects in a familiar environment, as the baseline session. This was then compared to the probe session where one of the two now familiar objects had moved to a novel location. Larkin
found that the movement of one of the two identical objects in a familiar open-field did not lead to any obvious changes in the level of place field stability, but instead led to significantly higher levels of average place cell firing rate (the number of spikes/the total session time) indiscriminately throughout the environment. This was suggested to act as a ‘generalised novelty signal’ allowing new information to be incorporated into the pre-existing spatial map, as firing rates decreased within the second half of the probe session as the new object location became more familiar. Although not tested, it would be plausible that if the baseline was a session without objects, and this was compared to the sampling session where two novel objects were introduced, this novelty signal would be even more pronounced.

On the other hand, rather than indiscriminate increases in firing rate signalling novelty, it is possible that the place fields will undergo rate remapping. This is where locations of fields remain stable but their firing rate changes as if they were in a different environment. Therefore one rate would be associated with the environment without objects, and one would be associated with the environment with objects, although these rates would not change within sessions. Rate remapping has been implicated in studies where the local context changed but the surrounding environment remained the same (Leutgeb et al., 2005b). Animals were either recorded in the same room but in different open fields (square and circular, or black walls and white walls) or in the same open field in different rooms. Place cells of animals recorded in the latter exhibited global remapping as expected, with correlations between the two rate maps being low. In contrast, place cells of animals in the former exhibited very minor shifts in place field location, but very big differences in the ratios of place cell firing rates. This suggests that the animal knows it is in the same room so global remapping does not occur, but that there are local cues that have changed and therefore need to be updated. As the same context and surrounding environment were used in the novel object location experiment, with the objects serving as changing local landmarks, it could be suggested that rate remapping would occur rather than remapping on a global scale. However, it should be noted that there were no objects in the study by Leutgeb, and also the highest levels of rate remapping were recorded from CA3 cells, whereas in the study by Larkin et al and in Chapter 2 of this thesis, cells were recorded in CA1.

Another study using a conditional discrimination task, where rats had to discriminate between two odours and respond to one or the other depending on which of two contexts
they were in, found increases in firing rate correlating with learning of the task in CA1 and CA3 neurons equally (Komorowski et al., 2009b). Rats were exposed to two identical pots with two different odours and allowed to dig in one for a food reward. In one context one of the odours was rewarded and in a different context the other odour was rewarded, requiring animals to make an association between an odour and a context. Unlike the study by Larkin, Komorowski found that this increase in place cell firing rate was specific to fields in significant locations, i.e. the rewarded odour in a particular context. This suggests that rather than a generalised novelty signal, firing rates near objects could signal learning of the new object locations. Although this study used two different contexts within the same behavioural protocol, unlike the nOL task, it could be suggested that firing rates of place fields could increase near the objects, leading to overrepresentation of these object locations.

On the other hand, other studies have shown that stable place fields can become disrupted upon the addition of novel objects to the environment. One such study trained rats to run around a circular track for a food reward to familiarize themselves with the environment, after which eight unique novel objects were placed at different locations within the track. The location of CA1 place fields significantly changed after this introduction of novel objects, which could suggest that these objects were acting as local landmarks or cues signifying a new environment and therefore leading to remapping on a global scale. The overall number of place fields also increased. After the rats ran twenty laps of the track interacting with the objects, all eight of them were randomly shuffled. Therefore all familiar object locations now had a different but familiar object location. This caused place cells to remap further, indicating that place field expression could be modulated by both the introduction and movement of objects (Burke et al., 2011). In contrast to the previous studies, neither of these novel conditions led to a significant change in place cell firing rates. One of the differences between these studies is the number of objects used. The studies that indicated changes in firing rate only had two different objects present at one time, whereas the study that indicated global remapping had eight different objects appearing or moving simultaneously. It could be suggested that for global remapping to occur high levels of change or novelty are required.

The level of novelty needed for changes in place cell properties to become apparent has been explored in a recent study by Zheng et al., (2016). Three different object tasks were used:
novel object location, novel object, and a combination of the two where both the location and object were novel in the probe session. Zheng found that the in-field firing rates of place cells were significantly increased when the animal was exploring the novel object location specifically during fast gamma oscillations. This was true for both the novel object location task and the novel object-novel object location task, indicating that place field firing increased during location novelty only near the novel object locations. Although it should be noted that these increases in firing rate were much more apparent when both the object and object location were novel, suggesting that if analysis is unable to separate firing rates during fast gamma from firing rates during slow gamma, then these differences might be too small to see.

The first aim of this experiment was therefore to investigate how place cell properties, including the stability of place field expression and place cell firing rate, related to the addition of objects and subsequent changes in object location within a familiar environment. It was hypothesized that place fields would have the highest levels of stability between the two baseline sessions before the introduction of objects in the sampling session, and remain stable when objects were introduced or moved, as the addition of only two objects should not be enough to signal global remapping when the overall context and surrounding environment did not change. However it could be predicted that the average place cell firing rate would increase when objects were added and moved to act as a generalized novelty signal, as seen by Larkin. The peak in-field firing rate of fields might also increase when objects were added and moved, however there might not be sufficient levels of novelty to see such changes.

Interestingly it appears that although a large proportion of cells can remain stable when objects are introduced to the environment, some studies have found that another smaller population of cells are directly modulated by objects, a phenomenon termed partial remapping (Skaggs and McNaughton, 1999). More specifically, fields that are expressed in close proximity to objects appear to be more directly modulated by object movement even though place fields themselves are not more likely to be expressed close to objects in an open field environment (Deshmukh and Knierim, 2013). One such study by Lenck-Santini found that CA1 place fields located in close proximity to objects underwent much higher levels of remapping when objects were rotated than those of more distantly located fields (Lenck-
Santini et al., 2005). Two novel but distinct objects were added to a familiar cylindrical environment which had a large cue card attached to the internal wall. Rats were allowed to explore these objects freely whilst CA1 place cells were recorded for two sessions, acting as baseline recordings. Objects were then moved to positions rotated 90 degrees relative to the cue card. Place cells reacted in two different ways depending on the proximity of their fields to the objects. Fields expressed more than 10 cm away from objects remained relatively stable relative to the spatial location of the cue card (mean correlation 0.60). However, although the mean firing rate of these cells did not change, the in-field firing rate significantly decreased over sessions, showing that whilst these fields were stable in location, their coherence decreased when objects were moved. In contrast fields expressed within 10 cm of the objects were unstable (mean correlation 0.36), either changing location within the environment or becoming silent. From this finding, it could be predicted that place cells would be more likely to be unstable during the nOL experiment if they were in close proximity to the objects, indicating that even if global remapping does not occur, partial remapping could be prevalent in certain areas of the open field.

Another study by Deshmukh and Knierim highlighted how these unstable fields located close to the objects could actually be tracking the objects, suggesting that place cells not only encode the overall context through stable place field representations, but also encode specific object locations through moveable place field representations (Deshmukh and Knierim, 2013). Rats were trained to randomly forage for cereal in an open field without objects and once the environment was familiar two different types of object location manipulation were used. First, four objects were added, and after these object locations became familiar one object was moved to a novel location. In another experiment only one object was used, changing location three times over three different sessions. This study highlighted many different types of place field movement in direct relation to object movement, albeit in a very small number of the overall place cell population. A number of fields in close proximity to the objects were shown to track the object location when the object moved to a different location within the same environment. Some cells even appeared in the old object location, either after the object moved or after the object was removed from the environment entirely, suggesting that a subset of place cells expressed fields that tracked previous object locations.
The second aim of this experiment was therefore to investigate the movement of place fields in relation to the objects present. It was predicted that place fields would undergo the most change between the sample and probe session if in close proximity to the object that moved between these two sessions. For example place fields could be object bound, firing near the object location in the sampling session, as well as near the objects new location in the probe session. It is also possible that place fields would appear near objects when they were introduced during the sampling phase of the protocol and then remain in these locations once one object moved to a novel location, serving to ‘trace’ the old object location, or appear only in the probe session near the old object location, serving to signal that an object had moved.

Deshmukh and Knierim showed one such place field that traced the old object location and whose activity persisted for more than a day, a pattern seen previously in object location responses in both the lateral entorhinal cortex (Tsao et al, 2011) and the anterior cingulate cortex (Weible et al, 2012). This suggests some indication of long-term object location memory expressed at the level of the individual place cell in the CA1. Other studies have shown that object location memory can also be seen at the level of cell assembly coordination (Manns and Eichenbaum, 2009). Similar to the study by Burke et al (2011) described earlier, rats were trained to run around a circular track for food. Once the track was familiar, objects were added one at a time, with the rat running three laps of the track between every addition. Every time an object was added the objects already on the track were moved to novel locations. The exploration time by rats of each object decreased over the three repeated track runs, only increasing again when the object was moved to a new location for the next set of three track runs. Manns and Eichenbaum showed that the firing of cell assemblies was coordinated to both object location and identity simultaneously. A decrease in the coordination of cell assembly firing coincided with increased exploration of the object, when the object was moved to a new location. This increase in exploration indicated that the animal remembered where the object had been and therefore that the object was now in a novel location. The decrease in cell assembly coordination suggested that the underlying place field population activity also reflected this change.
Although these experiments suggest that changes in place field firing or firing locations could be acting as a neural correlate for long-term object location memory, only two studies linked these changes in place cell properties with an nOL behavioural read out of memory strength. Larkin correlated the increase in place cell firing during the probe trial with an increase in nOL memory expression, and Manns and Eichenbaum correlated the decrease in cell assembly coordination with the increase in object exploration when the object was moved. However neither of these studies had a condition that expressed no nOL memory to act as a control. Therefore it was only assumed that any findings were related to memory strength, but the memory and the changes in neuronal firing were not directly correlated. The third aim of this experiment was therefore to compare any such neural correlates with the novelty preference scores calculated from implanted animals that were recorded during the nOL behavioural task. This would also allow me to directly test the hypothesis that reducing visual interference after spatial learning enhanced nOL memory through underlying place field mechanisms. It could be predicted that animals in the red box condition would detect novelty in the probe trial to a greater extent than animals in the white box condition, and therefore would exhibit higher levels of remapping between the sampling and probe sessions. However previous studies suggest that the movement of only one object might not lead to global remapping of place fields. Therefore I predicted that animals in the red box condition would show higher levels of place field stability in areas not containing objects, which would lead to an overall increase in place field stability compared with the white box condition during the probe trial. I also predicted that a higher proportion of place cells would express fields that ‘traced’ the object location in the sampling session, remaining near the location of the object during the sampling sessions, even after the object was moved to a new location during the probe trial. This is because ‘trace’ cells have been previously associated with place cell “memory” (Deshmukh and Knierim, 2013).

The overall aims were therefore to investigate how the addition, movement and removal of novel objects within a familiar environment modulated place cell properties, such as stability or tracing of the object location, and whether any of these properties were altered by the reduction of visual interference after spatial learning, therefore acting as a neural correlate for nOL memory.
4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Animals
Of the eight animals used in the recording experiment described in Chapter 3, four carried onto this experiment. Eight additional male Lister Hooded rats were obtained from Charles River laboratories, weighing between 300-350g before surgery. During the experimental protocol the twelve animals were aged between 3-12 months. Before surgery all animals were housed in groups of four. After surgery, animals were individually housed to prevent damage to the implanted drives. All cages had tubes and chew blocks for enrichment. Animals were kept on a 12-hour light/dark cycle, with testing and recording always performed in the light phase of the cycle. Before surgery animals were granted ad lib food and water. Post-surgery, once animals had recovered to pre-surgery weights and a minimum of 7 days after surgery, animals were put on food-maintenance and kept at 90-95% free-feeding body weight. Animals were therefore given 25-30g standard lab chow each per day, and free access to water. All procedures complied with the UK Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act (1986) and the European Communities Council Directive of November 24, 1986 (86/609/EEC). All animal experiments were carried out in compliance with protocols approved by the University of Edinburgh Animal Welfare and Ethical Review Board (AWERB), and under a UK Home Office Project License.

4.2.2 Surgery
Pre-surgery habituation was implemented as described previously (Chapter 3). This included habituation to random objects in a large arena and habituation to aspects of the recording protocol (such as eating cereal whilst sitting on the experimenter’s lap). The same type of Kubie moveable microdrives with 8 tetrodes were implanted into the CA1 of the hippocampus (AP: -3.5mm, ML: -2.4mm, DV: -1.7mm) using the same surgery protocol as described in Chapter 3. Animals were left to recover for at least a week until pre-surgery body weight had been reached before recording procedures commenced.

4.2.3 Environmental Contexts
Two different square contexts were used. These had the same width (65cm) but different heights (60 cm and 40 cm). Contexts used had different coloured walls, and different coloured and textured floors. Each context had different cues surrounding the context, including curtains to change the size and colour of the surrounding environment, and many different 3D cues hung from these curtains or attached to the walls of the context.
included a black and white striped cue card on the north wall of one context and a purely white cue card of bigger dimensions on the north wall of the other context. As the contexts were always in the same room, animals were transported to each context in a bucket. This served to decrease visual cues of the environment surrounding the context, giving the illusion of separate rooms.

4.2.4 Equipment

A 32-channel Axona USB system (Axona Ltd., St. Albans, UK) connected to a head stage amplifier, commutator and pre-amplifier were used to record single unit activity and local field potentials, and track the animal’s location, as previously described in Chapter 3. After amplification, the signal was bandpass filtered between 300-7000Hz before being processed and recorded by specialist software (DACQ software: Axona Ltd., St. Albans, UK).

Objects were selected of similar height or width (approximately 10 x 10cm), but varying textures, colours and shapes. It was ensured that no objects had faces or pictures of animals that could have elicited an innate preference or anxiety response. The reflectiveness of objects was also taken into consideration so the tracking software only recorded the LED lights on the animal’s headstage. Objects were affixed to clear glass bases (7 x 9cm), which could be screwed into the floor of the open field for stability during exploration. Before each sampling and probe trial, objects were cleaned thoroughly with alcohol disinfectant spray to remove dirt and any residual scents. The animal’s behaviour was recorded using an overhead camera that fed into a DVD recorder. The same dark (red) and light (white) boxes used in the previous experiments were used for the post-sampling period. The plastic cages within these boxes were used as the rest boxes. Animals were recorded in these rest boxes before and after the behavioural trials.

4.2.5 Recording Procedure

The recording procedure was carried out as described previously (Chapter 3). In short, animals were plugged into the head stage amplifier via a millmax connection strengthened with tape, and placed into a holding bucket, while recording parameters were optimised (gains, reference channels etc) in the DACQ software (Axona Ltd., UK). Animals were then gently placed in the open field and allowed to explore. Chocolate cereal was thrown into the open field only when objects were not present. This was to ensure food placement did not bias exploration of the objects, affecting the behavioural memory read-out. This meant that
exploration of the environment did not always reach 100% in the object-containing trials; trials were removed from analysis if any session had less than 85% coverage. This led to one animal being removed from analysis for all four repeats of the protocol, and one rat removed from analysis for one repeat of the protocol.

### 4.2.6 Habituation

Prior to surgery, the animals were allowed to explore large arenas containing objects, 10 minutes per day for 3 days. This served to acclimatise animals to exploring novel objects by themselves, and to enhance exploration in the upcoming behavioural experiments. These objects were not used in the behavioural sessions. Animals were also habituated to aspects of the recording protocol (such as eating cereal whilst sitting on the experimenter’s lap). Following surgery, they received further exposure to the same large arena as before to ensure full habituation to novel objects. Animals were then habituated to the context used in the behavioural sessions for at least 4 days, 10 minutes per day in each context. As two different contexts were used, animals were habituated to each context directly prior to its use, i.e. they were habituated to the first context just before the first two repeats of the experiment, and then the second context just before the second two repeats of the experiment. During these context habituation sessions, the animals were plugged into the recording equipment, so that these sessions also acted as screening sessions for cells. Cell screening procedures were carried out as described in Chapter 3, ensuring that all animals had electrode tips in the CA1 pyramidal cell layer, and that pyramidal cell activity could be detected prior to the onset of testing. After at least four of each animal’s context habituation/screening sessions, animals were habituated to both the light (white) and dark (red) boxes for an hour. The animal was unplugged from the recording cable and recordings were not made during the white and red box sessions.

### 4.2.7 Behavioural testing: Experimental Design

On test days, animals followed a protocol depicted in Figure 4.1. First, the animal was plugged into the recording headstage and cable, and placed into a bucket so that the gains could be optimised. Then they were gently placed in the rest box, and recorded for 10-minutes whilst in quiescence. The recording from this session was used to identify the population of pyramidal cells that were being recorded that day (as not all cells would necessarily be active or express place fields in all 5 behavioural sessions). After this rest session the animal was placed into the holding bucket for 3-5 minutes, after which they were gently placed into a
corner of the open field (one of the two environmental contexts to which they had been habituated) with their snout facing the corner. During this initial 10 min baseline session (B1), there were no objects present, and the rat was allowed to foraging for cereal. Next, they were placed into the holding bucket for 3-5 minutes, allowing time to clean the context. The animal was then placed in the same corner of the same open field as before for a second 10 min baseline session (B2), followed by the holding bucket for another 3-5 minutes. While the animal was in the holding bucket, the context was cleaned and two identical objects were secured in two locations of the context - both were 15 cm from the corner of the box, and located at adjacent corners. The animal was placed back into the context in the same corner as before for a 10 min sampling session (S) and allowed to explore the novel objects, this time without foraging for cereal. After the sampling session the animal was unplugged from the recoding system, and transferred, in the bucket, to either a light (white) or dark (red) box, where they were kept awake via gentle handling for an hour (described in Chapter 2). After an hour, the animal was transferred back to their home cage situated in the holding room of the lab for 5 hours, where they were allowed to sleep. 6 h after the initial sampling session, once the animal’s microdrive was plugged back into the headstage amplifier, the animal was placed into the same context and corner with the same two objects as before for a 10 min probe session (P). This time one of the objects had moved to a novel location (one of the previously un-occupied corners of the box, so that the two objects now occupied diagonal corners). If an animal expressed novel object location memory, they would be expected to explore the novel object location significantly more than the old object location during the first three minutes of this probe session. After the probe session the animal was transferred back to the holding bucket for 3-5 minutes whilst the objects were removed and the context was cleaned, followed by being placed back into the same context and corner as before, this time without objects, for a final baseline session (B3). This was followed by one last recording session in the rest box, to check that the same population of cells was being recorded.
This protocol was repeated four times for each animal using two different contexts. The first and second repeats were conducted in the same context, and used the same sampling object locations, but different objects and a different novel location in the probe session. The third and fourth repeats were conducted in the second context. These used the same sampling object locations (different to the sampling locations used the first and second repeats), but different objects and a different novel location in the probe session. This ensured that the novel probe trial object locations were always completely novel within a context. There was a minimum of three days between repeats using the same context, to decrease the possibility that animals would remember the objects locations used in the previous repeat. When animals moved onto the third and fourth repeats in a different context they underwent at least 4 days of 10-minutes of habituation to the new context before the protocol commenced. This ensured that the context and surrounding environment was familiar and that place fields were stable for the two baseline sessions (B1 and B2) within the protocol. All object locations, post-sampling conditions, and objects were counterbalanced between animals.

This protocol sought to investigate place cell properties, such as stability or firing rates, during the first two baseline sessions without objects, and how this was impacted by the addition, movement and removal of novel objects. This could then be correlated to the discrimination index of probe trial exploration – a behavioural readout of 6h nOL memory.

4.2.8 Analysis and Statistics

4.2.8.1 Behaviour Analysis

Videos of the sampling and probe sessions were manually scored using specially written software (zScore), as described in Chapter 2. Only the first 3 minutes of the probe session were scored. zChop was used to calculate the discrimination index at each 10 second
cumulative bin for the probe session. The discrimination index is a ratio that indicates the animal’s preference for either the familiar or novel object location, with the total exploration time factored into the following equation:

\[
\text{discrimination index} = \frac{\text{exploration time of novel object location} - \text{exploration time of familiar object location}}{\text{total object exploration time}}
\]

Again, all 10 minutes of the sampling session were scored to ensure animals had no innate location preference, and that neither condition explored significantly more or less than the other. All scoring was completed blind to object novelty and condition.

Data analysis was performed in Microsoft Excel, and further statistical testing and graphing of data was carried out in GraphPad Prism (version 7.0, Graphpad, USA). The final discrimination index bin encompassing the whole three-minute probe trial was analysed, as before, with both one-sample tests within conditions (comparing to chance performance) and paired t-tests between conditions (non-parametric tests were used if appropriate). Two-way ANOVAs were used to test for effects of object position or condition on sampling exploration time. Differences in sampling and probe exploration time between conditions were also analysed.

4.2.8.2 Place Cell Analysis

Place cell analysis was carried out exactly as described in Chapter 3. Once spike sorting was completed, rate maps were produced and various levels of analyses were undertaken for every session. As before, this included firing rate properties (average place cell firing rate over the session and peak in-field firing); spatial properties (spatial information, spatial sparsity, spatial selectivity and spatial coherence); general place field properties (number and area); and stability of place cells (median correlation; shuffle analysis; percentage stability and rate remapping). The same cell-inclusion parameters were used as before. Cells with unacceptable cluster isolation quality (IsoD <7; L ratio >4) were excluded throughout all analysis. Cell assembly analysis was also conducted as described in Chapter 3 to calculate both the PCorr and PCo values for every session, adjacent session and condition. PCorr analysed the synchronicity of cell assembly firing within a session, the average of which could be compared between conditions (red vs white box) as well as between sessions to explore
to the extent of synchronised cell assembly activity in each adjacent session. PCo analysed the correlation of the synchronicity of individual cell assemblies between sessions to explore whether the same cell assemblies were active and synchronous between sessions.

4.2.8.3 Object and place field movement analysis

Various methods were implemented to analyse how place fields move in reaction to object movement. For all of these analyses, the open field was split either into quadrants or into two areas: near an object or not near an object. To do this, the position data for the open field was split into an 8x8 64-bin array, as shown in Figure 4.2. Each quadrant was therefore 32.5 cm x 32.5 cm (sixteen 8.125 x 8.125 cm bins), and the object bases measured 15 cm in diameter, meaning that place fields were at maximum 15.5 cm away from the object within each quadrant. The four central bins of each quadrant were taken as being near an object (highlighted in blue in Figure) with the object centered within these areas. Each ‘object-containing area’ measured 16.25 x 16.25 cm the place fields had to be situated within 4cm of an object location to be included. The twelve outside bins of each quadrant were not near an object.

Figure 4.2: The open field split into an 8 x 8 64-bin array, and then grouped into quadrants (left) or near an object (right, highlighted in blue) and not near an object (right, shown in white).

Percentage of Place Fields Near Objects

The simplest analysis split the quadrants into two conditions: containing, or not containing, an object. Each place field was assigned to a bin defined by their weighted centre of mass. The number of place fields in bins within object containing quadrants, and the number in bins within quadrants not containing objects was counted for each rat in each session (sample and probe). A percentage was calculated by dividing the number of place fields in object containing bins by the total number of place fields for each rat and session. This was repeated for the bins in the area near an object compared to bins in the area not near an object. These analyses disregarded any object movement.
Percentage of Place Fields in Relation to Object Movement

The next analysis was very similar, but took into account object movement. Quadrants were labelled depending on object presence during sampling and probe trials: quadrants with no objects, with a stationary object, with a moving object, or with an appearing object. From this a percentage of place fields in bins within each quadrant was calculated for each session, as had been done for the last type of analysis. This was repeated for bins within the areas near or not near objects, with the same labels as the quadrants: no object (not near object area), stationary object, moving object or appearing object. The different conditions are summarised in Figure 4.2. These were calculated for all sessions, as the type of quadrant or object area was consistent throughout all object-containing sessions. This meant that a baseline of place field locations before the introduction of objects (B1 and B2 sessions) could be compared to sessions when objects were introduced. Any changes between baseline sessions and object containing sessions would suggest that place field locations were modulated by object movement.

![Diagram of object movement analysis](image)

Figure 4.2: How the open field was divided for analyzing the percentage of place fields near object quadrants or near objects (top) or the percentage of place fields in relation to object movement (bottom).
Types of Place Field Movement

The next type of analysis sought to calculate in exactly what way the place fields for each cell were changing in regards to object movement. Place cells were again assigned bins within the 64-bin array, acting as coordinates, with a maximum of four fields per cell. These field-containing bins were assigned to a quadrant (no object, stationary object, moving object, appearing object). The number of place fields in each of these quadrants was then compared between sessions where object movement was apparent (B2 to sampling, sampling to probe, and probe to B3). This was repeated for object areas (area without an object, area with a stationary object, area with a moving object and area with an appearing object).

Figure 4.3: Different types of place field movement possible between baseline and sampling sessions. The green dot represents a single place field. The column on the left represents the open field during baseline and the column on the right represents the open field during sampling. ‘A’ represents novel objects.
These comparisons showed the overall change in place field locations between two sessions as before, but this time these changes were classified as fields appearing (an overall net gain in fields in that quadrant or object area), fields disappearing (an overall net loss of fields in that quadrant or object area) or the number of fields remaining stable (no net change in fields in that quadrant or object area). This avoided tracking an individual place field, an impossibility with this data set. These types of change were compared between quadrants and object areas in the same session and in adjacent sessions, producing a number of possible types of overall place field movement in response to different types of object movement (summarised in Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5).

**Baseline to Sampling Place Field Movement**
When comparing the second baseline session and sampling session (B2 to S) four types of place field movements of interest were classified (shown in Figure 4.3). Fields could either appear where objects appeared (a net gain in the stationary and moving object quadrants or areas), disappear when objects appeared near them (a net loss in the stationary and moving object quadrants or areas), appear in a location that wasn’t near an object (a net gain in the no object and appearing object quadrants or areas) or disappear from a location that wasn’t near an object (a net loss in the no object and appearing object quadrants or areas).

**Sampling to Probe Place Field Movement**
When comparing the sampling and probe sessions, where one object was moved, nine types of place field movements were classified, summarised in Figure 4.4. Fields could be object-bound and follow the moving object (an overall net loss of place fields from the moving object quadrant or area, and an overall net gain of place fields in the appearing object quadrant or area), trace the object that moved (at least one field in the moving object quadrant or area in both sampling and probe trials), appear in the novel object location (a net gain of fields in the appearing object quadrant or area without a net loss in the appearing object quadrant or area), misplace the moved object (a net gain in the moving object quadrant or area), be disrupted by the object moving (a net loss in the moving object quadrant or area without a net gain in the appearing object quadrant or area), be disrupted by the object appearing (a net loss in the appearing object quadrant or area), disappear from a quadrant not containing an object in either sampling or probe trials (a net loss in the no object quadrant or area), appear in a quadrant not containing an object in either sampling or probe trials (a net gain in
the no object quadrant or area), or remain stable within the quadrant or area that did not contain an object (at least one place field with no net gain or loss in the no object quadrant or area).

**Figure 4.4:** Different types of place field movement possible between sampling and probe sessions. The green dot represents a single place field. The column on the left represents the open field during sampling and the column on the right represents the open field during the probe session. ‘A’ represents novel objects.

**Probe to Baseline Place Field Movement**

When comparing the probe and final baseline session (P to B3) where both objects disappeared, six types of place field movements were classified, summarised in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Different types of place field movement possible between probe and baseline sessions. The green dot represents a single place field. The column on the left represents the open field during the probe session and the column on the right represents the open field during baseline (B3). ‘A’ represents novel objects.
Fields could either trace where the objects had been (at least one field in the appearing object quadrant or area in both probe and B3 trials, or at least one field in the stationary object quadrant or area in both probe and B3 trials), trace where the object was during sampling (at least one field in the moving object quadrant or area in both probe and B3 trials), appear where the objects were during the probe trial (a net gain in either the appearing or stationary object quadrants or areas), appear away from where the objects were during the probe trial (a net gain in either the no object or moving object quadrants or areas), be disrupted by the removal of objects (a net loss in either the appearing or stationary object quadrants or areas) or disappear from quadrants or areas that didn’t contain objects during the probe trial (a net loss in either the no object or moving object quadrants or areas).

These analyses could highlight whether place fields were more likely to appear or disappear in relation to object movement, and whether there were any types of place field movement that appeared more in the red box condition than the white box condition suggesting that the movement of place fields could underlie the strength of nOL memory expression.

4.2.8.4 Statistical Analysis
Statistics were carried out as described in Chapter 2 for behavioural analysis, and Chapter 3 for place cell analysis. Data analysis was performed in Microsoft Excel, and further statistical testing and graphing of data was carried out in GraphPad Prism (version 7.0, Graphpad, USA) and SPSS Statistics (version 22.0, IBM, USA). Where appropriate, two-way repeated measures ANOVAs were used, followed by post hoc multiple comparison tests with Bonferroni corrections to assess significance between time-points or conditions. One-way ANOVAs, as well as two-tailed paired and unpaired t-tests, were also also. Normality was calculated using a Shapiro-Wilk normality test to ensure parametric and non-parametric tests were used correctly. Pearson’s correlations were used to correlate nOL memory discrimination indices with place cell measures, on a rat-by-rat, trial-by-trial, and discrimination index vs place cell measure basis.
4.2.9 Perfusion and Histology

Animals were perfused with formalin as described in Chapter 3, and their brains were collected and stored in 4% formalin for at least a week before sectioning. Brains were sliced into 40µm sections using a cryostat-microtome, mounted onto polysine slides and stained with cresyl violet. Once dry, sections were viewed with a light microscope under 2.5x magnification to identify the electrode tracks.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Novel object location behavioural results

I first examined the behavioural performance of the rats to determine whether the behavioural effect shown previously, where reducing visual stimulation after spatial learning (the red box condition) led to memory enhancement in the nOL task, was replicated in this cohort of animals. This was compared to a condition with higher levels of non-novel visual stimulation (the white box condition). In both cases animals were socially isolated during exposure to the red or white box. There were several changes between the procedure used in the behavioural experiments reported in Chapter 2, and those used in the current cohort. First, the current cohort of animals was implanted with microdrives, and had been single housed since the time of surgery. Second, while the initial difference in memory between the white box and red box conditions was observed with a 24h retention test (reported in Chapter 2), in the current cohort I used a 6h retention interval. A shorter retention interval was used to reduce the risk of losing cells between the sample and probe trials, as electrode drift is more likely to occur over longer periods. A between subjects protocol was also used, whereby every rat was tested in both the red box and white box conditions, so cells from the same animal were recorded under both conditions.
Figure 4.6: Reducing interference from social interaction and light after learning promotes retention of 6h long-term object location memory in implanted rats. Reducing interference from social interaction and familiar visual stimulation does not. A) Accumulative novelty preference over the entire 3 minute probe trial B) The 3 minute mark is highlighted, showing significant 6h memory in the red box condition, but not the white box condition (top) and a significant difference between the top conditions (bottom). C) No location preference shown in sampling for either condition. D and E) Total exploration time for sampling and probe trials not different between conditions. Error bars represent SEM. **** one-sample t-test $p<0.0001$; ## paired t-test $p<0.01$. 
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Panels A and B of Figure 4.6 show the discrimination index for all animals. Animals underwent two trials in each condition. Therefore every data point for one animal is the average of both trials. Panel A is an overview of the entire 3 min probe trial in 10 s cumulative bins. This indicates that when animals were exposed to the red box condition for 1h directly after learning they explored the novel object location more than the old location for the entire duration of the probe trial. In contrast, when the animals were exposed to the white box they showed no preference for the novel object at any time point. This difference is highlighted in panel B (top), showing that across the whole 3 min probe time point animals in the red box condition had significant preference for the novel object location (comparison between discrimination index and chance: t=6.240, df=11, p<0.0001) with a discrimination index value of 0.27. In contrast, the animals in the white box condition showed no preference for the novel object at any time point, with a discrimination index value of 0.07 at three min (comparison between discrimination index and chance: t=1.448, df=11, p=0.1755). This difference between conditions is highlighted in panel B (bottom), where the same animals expressed significantly enhanced memory when in the red box condition compared to when in the white box condition (t=2.701, df=11, p=0.0206). This effect was not driven by differences in total exploration time for sampling (t=1.001, df=11, p=0.3382) or probe trials (t=1.020, df=11, p=0.3296). There were also no preferences for object location for either condition during sampling [no main effect of location: F(3,86)=1.558, p=0.2054; no interaction between location and condition: [F(3,86)=0.1914, p=0.1333], shown in Figure 4.6 (panels D + E). Overall this shows that reducing visual stimulation after spatial learning can enhance 6 h nOL memory. This replicates our previous findings at 24 h, and indicates that implanted animals also benefit from reduced interference.
4.3.2 Place Cell Analysis
Given these results showing that when tested in the red box condition animals expressed nOL memory, while when tested in the white box condition they did not, the next step of this experiment was to analyse firing properties of the place cells recorded during this nOL behavioural protocol. These analyses aimed to investigate how place cells fired in a more familiar environment, how this firing changed with the introduction and movement of objects, and if any of these properties correlated with the expression of nOL memory. Unless otherwise stated, measures did not significantly correlate to the expression of nOL memory.

4.3.3 Histology
Electrode tracks were identified in all of the animals analysed in the dorsal CA1 of the hippocampus. The coordinates of the electrode tracks ranged between AP: -3.6mm to -3.2mm and ML -3mm to -2.4mm, with average coordinates of AP: -3.34 ML: 2.63. Images of these tracks in each animal can be seen in Figure 4.7 below.

Figure 4.7: Histology showing electrode track positions for all of the eleven animals included in place cell analysis.
4.3.4 Cell inclusion: Isolation Distance and L Ratio

Overall, 1073 cells were included for analysis (WB=523; RB=550), with an average number of 48 (WB= 47; RB=49) and median number of 42 (WB=43, RB=39) per animal. There were no differences in cluster quality as measured by the isolation distance (U=152660, p=0.1744) or L ratio (U=153954, p=0.2616) between conditions. There were also no differences in the percentage of cells included in each cluster quality (t=2.98e-10, df=8, p>0.9999), shown in Figure 4.8. The exact numbers of cells included in each band are shown in Table 4.2.

Figure 4.8: Scatter plots showing isolation distance plotted against L ratio for both the white box condition (top) and the red box condition (bottom). The blue dissecting lines represent the four different cluster quality cut-offs chosen: average (Iso D>7, L ratio <4), good (Iso D>10, L ratio <2), very good (Iso D>15, L ratio <0.5) and excellent (Iso D>20, L ratio <0.1). Anything that was below the average cut-off was excluded from analysis. The pie charts show the proportion of cell qualities for each condition.
Unacceptable (IsoD <7; L ratio >4) & 556 (33) & 576 (26) \\
Acceptable (IsoD >7; L ratio <4) & 523 (60) & 550 (64) \\
Good (IsoD >10; L ratio <2) & 463 (175) & 486 (179) \\
Very Good (IsoD >15; L ratio <0.5) & 288 (114) & 307 (135) \\
Excellent (IsoD >20; L ratio <0.1) & 174 (174) & 172 (172) \\

Table 4.2: Number of cells included in each band of cluster quality (exact number in individual band).

4.3.5 Firing Properties

Previous studies have shown that place cell firing rate indiscriminately increases when novelty, such as the addition of objects to a known environment, is detected (Larkin et al., 2014) or increases specifically in fields at learnt locations (Komorowski et al., 2009b). To this end, we investigated both the average place cell firing rates and peak in-field firing rates of cells over all nOL behavioural sessions to analyse how firing rate changes in response to novel objects in a familiar environment, and whether any changes are correlated to the enhancement of memory expression seen only in the red box condition.

Average Place Cell Firing Rate

The mean place cell firing rate changed significantly over the five sessions \[F(4,40)=4.108, p=0.0070\], as shown in Figure 4.9 (left), which could indicate that firing rate increases over time in a familiar environment or that it increases in response to changes in the environment. Sampling, probe and the final baseline session all included manipulations of objects in some way, so this increase over time could be seen as the generalised novelty signal suggested in Larkin et al (2014). However further analysis showed that there were no significant increases in firing rate between adjacent sessions, with only B1 to probe (post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: \(p=0.0123\)) and B1 to B3 (post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: \(p=0.0421\) changing significantly, suggesting that this increase in firing was minimal. There were also no differences between the conditions \(F(1,10)=2.719, p=0.1302\) or interactions between session and condition \(F(4,40)=1.954, p=0.1203\). This suggests that whilst the increased mean firing rate of cells could be in relation to changes of object location within the environment as hypothesised, this difference is not correlated to the strength of nOL memory expression.
Peak In-Field Firing Rate

Unlike the mean place cell firing rate, the peak in-field firing rate did not change significantly over the five different sessions \([F(4,10)=0.2179, p=0.9269]\), as shown in Figure 4.9 (right). This indicates that the peak firing rate was not modulated by the presence or the movement of objects in a familiar environment. This could suggest that in relation to overall firing rate, the peak in field firing rate actually decreases over sessions. This is in direct contrast to the study by Komorowski et al (2009) which reported increases in peak in field firing rates at important locations. There were also no differences between the red and white box conditions \([F(1,10)=0.243, p=0.6327]\) and no interaction between the sessions and the conditions \([F(4,40)=0.597, p=0.6669]\), suggesting that the overrepresentation of object locations by increased place field firing was not underlying the enhancement of nOL memory as hypothesised.

![Figure 4.9](image)

Figure 4.9: As expected, the average place cell firing rate (left) increased over sessions, possibly in relation to object movement occurring in sampling (S), probe (P) and baseline (B3) sessions. Peak in-field firing rate (right) did not change over sessions as had been expected. There were no differences between the red box (red dots) and white box (white dots) conditions, suggesting that firing rate does not correlate to spatial memory as has been shown previously. Error bars represent SEM. Post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: # p<0.05.

These results show that although overall firing rates increased as predicted, suggesting that some form of novelty response could be occurring, these were not affected by reducing visual interference after learning and therefore not correlated to the strength of nOL memory. This is in direct contrast to the findings by Larkin, however possibly emphasises the need for a comparative condition with no memory expression to reach accurate conclusions. Interestingly, both mean firing rates and peak in-field firing rates were much lower than those recorded in a completely novel environment during the experiment described in Chapter 3. This highlights that novelty of the environment can lead to much higher levels of place cell firing than the novelty of objects within a familiar environment.
4.3.6 Spatial Properties

It has been shown that whilst spatial properties of place cells are likely to be improved in a familiar environment compared to a novel environment (Brandon et al., 2014), the introduction of objects to a familiar environment, or movement of objects within a familiar environment, does not often lead to changes in spatial information or sparsity (Kyd and Bilkey, 2005), although some studies have reported decreases in spatial coherence upon the movement of objects within a familiar environment (Lenck-Santini et al., 2005). To investigate this further, and determine whether the introduction and movement of objects could alter the spatial firing properties of place cells, various spatial properties were analysed across sessions of the nOL protocol.

Spatial information
Spatial information, a measure of the spatial content carried by place cell firing, showed a significant interaction between session and condition [F(4,40)=3.987, p=0.0082]. Further post hoc comparisons revealed that although neither group showed any differences in spatial information between adjacent sessions, the red box condition showed significantly lower spatial information carried by place cell firing in the probe session (WB vs RB post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: p=0.0149), shown in Figure 4.10 (top left). This suggests that if an animal expresses object location memory during the probe trial then their place cell firing will carry less spatial information. However when nOL memory scores were compared with the average spatial information carried by place cell firing in a given session and for a given rat there was no significant correlation between the two. Overall these results suggest that objects and object location memory can modulate spatial information of place cells, however it is not clear in what way spatial information changes throughout the sessions. It would be interesting to investigate whether spatial information changes differently in different parts of the environment. Although not tested, it is plausible that variations in spatial information could be a result of place cell firing near objects carrying different levels of spatial information than place cell firing away from objects.

Spatial sparsity
Spatial sparsity, a measure of how confined the firing field of a place field is compared to the rest of the environment, changed significantly over sessions for both conditions [main effect of session: F(4,40)=7.384, p=0.0001]. As shown in Figure 4.10 (bottom left), spatial sparsity
appeared to increase when objects were introduced, decrease when one object was moved, and increase again when they were both removed. This increase in sparsity between baseline and sampling sessions implies that place field firing became more indiscriminate throughout the environment when objects were introduced, a pattern that was nearing significance (B2 to S post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: p=0.0551). Further analysis showed the increase between the probe last baseline sessions was significant (P to B3 post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: p=0.0230). There were no differences between conditions [F(1,10)=0.297, p=0.5977] and no interaction between session and condition [F(4,40)=1.413, p=0.2473] indicating that spatial sparsity did not relate to nOL memory strength.

Spatial Selectivity
Unlike spatial sparsity, spatial selectivity did not change between sessions [main effect of session: F(4,40)=0.6509, p=0.6296]. This is shown in Figure 4.10 (top right). These results suggest that the confinement of spikes to the firing within a place field is not affected by the presence of objects. There was again no difference between conditions [F(1,10)=0.001379, p=0.9711], and although the interaction between session and condition was trending towards significance [F(4,40)=2.181, p=0.0886] no further paired t-tests between conditions were significant for any session comparison. These results indicate that spatial selectivity is not modulated by the strength of nOL memory.

Spatial coherence
Spatial coherence showed clear differences between session for both conditions [main effect of session: F(4,80)=14.29, p=<0.0001]. This suggests that object manipulation can change the consistency of place field firing. Coherence very clearly decreased when objects were introduced and increased when they were moved and when they were removed, shown in Figure 4.10 (bottom right). This change was most evident between baseline and sampling sessions (B2 to S post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: p<0.0001). The difference between sampling and probe sessions was also significant (S to P post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: p=0.0162) indicating that moving objects actually increased the spatial coherence of place field firing. The further increase in coherence between the probe and final baseline sessions was significant (P to B3 post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: p=0.0479). Whilst results suggest that the presence and
movement of objects can affect place field coherence there were no differences between conditions \( [F(1,20)=0.9213, p=0.3486] \) or interactions between session and condition \( [F(4,80)=0.3627, p=0.8345] \). As with all the spatial properties analysed, this indicates that the levels of interference post-learning and the strength of nOL memory produced did not modulate the spatial coherence of place field firing.

As predicted, the spatial property that showed the most consistent changes over sessions was spatial coherence. Coherence decreased with the addition of objects, as expected. However coherence actually increased when objects were moved, in direct contrast to the Lenck-Santini (2005) study showing that coherence decreased with object movement. In the latter study both objects were moved simultaneously. As only one object was moved in the present experiment it could be suggested that coherence only decreases when all landmarks within the environment change location at once.
4.3.7 Place Field Stability

Median Correlation

The next set of analyses sought to investigate how place field stability was modulated by the introduction, movement or removal of objects. It was hypothesised that stability would be highest in the first two baseline sessions, as animals were familiar to the environment, and that the presence of objects would signal a change in this environment, leading to the destabilisation of the spatial map. Burke et al. (2011) found that the introduction and subsequent movement of objects led to global remapping of the place cell population, however this experiment used 8 different objects rather than the 2 used in the present experiment. Therefore it could be predicted that there would not be enough change in the environment to lead to global remapping.

Figure 4.11: Median correlations of rate maps showed significant differences between adjacent sessions. The correlation between rate maps was highest between the two baseline sessions (B1 to B2) as expected. Correlations decreased when objects were added (B2 to S) and when one object was moved (S to P), increasing when both objects were removed (P to B3). This suggests that the addition and movement of objects can lead to partial remapping of place fields, as seen previously. Unexpectedly, there were no differences in correlations between the white box (white dots) and red box (red dots) conditions. This is highlighted for the sampling to probe comparison (right), with grey lines representing the average percentage for each condition. Error bars represent SEM. Post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: ### p<0.001

As expected, the two initial baseline sessions, B1 and B2, had very high correlation values of around 0.85. This dropped significantly to about 0.6 when objects were introduced, and further still when one of these objects was moved. When objects were removed, correlation values increased again to around 0.65, but did not reach previous baseline levels. These clear patterns are shown in Figure 4.11. There was a significant effect of session on correlation values [main effect of session: F(3,30)=17.17, p=<0.0001]. Further analysis revealed that
correlation values decreased significantly between the two baseline sessions and the second baseline and sampling session (B1 to B2 and B2 to S post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: \( p=0.0002 \)) and increased between probe and the last baseline session to levels trending towards significance (S to P and P to B3 post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: \( p=0.0994 \)). These results show that the addition of objects to a familiar environment can destabilise the spatial map. Interestingly removing objects appeared to increase the stability of the place fields again, but not to the high levels of stability seen at the start of the experiment.

Given our previous findings indicating that reducing visual stimulation after spatial learning promotes place field stability in a novel environment, another important aim of this experiment was to investigate whether place field stability correlated with the strength of nOL memory. It was hypothesised that there would be differences between the red and white box conditions correlating with memory strength. As the red box condition expressed stronger memory for the locations of objects in the sampling trial it was possible that the subsequent movement of one of these objects would destabilise the map to a greater extent. Therefore the red box condition would show less stability between sampling and probe trials. However it was also possible that the red box condition would show greater stability between sampling and probe trials, making encoding object locations onto the underlying spatial map more reliable.

These results show that there was no difference in correlation between the white box and red box conditions for any session comparisons \([F(1,10)=0.08733, p=0.7736]\) and no interaction between session and condition \([F(3,30)=0.2099, p=0.8887]\). The absolute correlation values between the sampling and probe sessions are shown in Figure 4 for every cell, and the similarity of the correlation values of the red and the white box conditions between sampling and probe sessions are highlighted as they represent exposures to the environment before and after the animals experienced the white and red box conditions. These results imply that whilst the addition of objects can destabilise the spatial map, this instability is not related to the strength of memory expression. This also suggests that although a decrease in visual stimulation after a nOL sampling trial enhances spatial memory, it does not enhance the correlation between place field rate maps. It is surprising there was no difference between the two conditions given the two possible hypotheses. However it is
possible that whilst overall stability levels were not different, there could be differences in stability depending on the proximity of the field to objects within the environment.

Figure 4.12: Pearson correlation values for individual cells are plotted for correlations between sampling and probe sessions. Overlaid box and whisker plots represent the median correlation values and interquartile ranges for each rat in each white box (white dots) or red box (red dots) condition. Correlations of 1 represent highly similar rate maps with stable place fields. This place field stability is also shown as a percentage of stable cells in pie charts. Every pie chart represents the percentage of stable (dark colours) and unstable (light colours) cells for each rat in each white box or red box condition. This measure of stability was calculated using a bootstrap cut-off, shown as a grey line intersecting the correlation values at 0.50 correlation. All values above this cut-off were ‘stable’ and all values below were ‘unstable’.

Shuffle Analysis

As carried out in the previous chapter, bootstrap analysis was used to produce a stable cell median correlation cut-off, statistically splitting the cells into “stable” or “unstable”. The value can be seen as the dividing line in Figure 4.12. This was another way to analyse the median correlation values.

Figure 4.13 is plotting correlation data for every adjacent session comparison (B1 to B2, B2 to S, S to P, P to B3) in a different way by grouping all the cells from all the rats in the white box condition together and all the cells from all the rats in the red box condition together to show the distribution of these correlations. This highlights how both the white box and red box conditions have distributions that are shifted drastically to the right compared to the shuffled data set for all session comparisons. These correlation values were significantly higher in white box condition (B1 to B2: U=163279, p<0.0001; B2 to S: U=478692, p<0.0001; S to P: U=615275, p<0.0001; P to B3: U=307975, p<0.0001) and red box condition (B1 to B2: U=163279, p<0.0001; B2 to S: U=478692, p<0.0001; S to P: U=615275, p<0.0001; P to B3: U=307975, p<0.0001).
U=158170, p<0.0001; B2 to S: U=613700, p<0.0001; S to P: U=798937, p<0.0001; P to B3: U=322390, p<0.0001) compared to the shuffled data set. Consistent with the “rat-level” analysis described above (Figure 4.11), there were no differences between conditions at the cell level for any pairs of sessions (B1 to B2: U=74791, p=0.0817; B2 to S: U=92459, p=0.4071; S to P: U=107531, p=0.5423; P to B3: U=70873, p=0.5709).

Figure 4.13: These values represent correlations of the first two baseline sessions (B1 to B2 – top), the second baseline session and the sampling session (B2 to S – second to top), the sampling and probe sessions (S to P – second to bottom) and the probe and final baseline sessions (P to B3 – bottom). Frequency distributions of correlation values from cells from the white box condition and red box condition were shifted to the right, with cells having significantly higher correlation values than those of the shuffled data set. There was no significant difference between correlations of cells from the white box and red box conditions. Error bars represent the SEM. Mann-Whitney U: #### p<0.0001
The 95th percentile values of the shuffled data were as follows: B1 to B2 = 0.53; B2 to S = 0.50; S to P = 0.47; P to B3 = 0.50. As the bootstrap values for the adjacent session comparisons were minimally different the average bootstrap value of 0.50 was used for analysis. However it should be noted that using the corresponding different bootstrap values for the different session comparisons did not change the outcome of the results (data not shown).

**Percentage of Stable Cells**

Based on the bootstrap values for stable vs unstable place cells calculated in the analyses described above, the correlation values for all cells were split into stable (>0.5) and unstable (<0.5), producing a percentage of spatially stable cells for each rat and condition. These are shown in Figure 4.12 as pie charts for sampling to probe session comparisons, and summarised for all adjacent session comparisons in Figure 4.14.

**Figure 4.14:** The percentage of cells with median rate map correlations over 0.5 showed significant differences between adjacent sessions. This percentage of stable cells was highest between the two baseline sessions (B1 to B2) as expected. Stability decreased when objects were added (B2 to S) and when one object was moved (S to P), increasing when both objects were removed (P to B3). This suggests that the addition and movement of objects can lead to partial remapping of place fields, as seen previously. Unexpectedly, there were no differences in correlations between the white box (white dots) and red box (red dots) conditions. This is highlighted for the sampling to probe comparison (right), with grey lines representing the average percentage for each condition. Error bars represent SEM. Post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: ## p<0.01, #### p<0.0001.

The percentage of stable cells compared to unstable cells was calculated for every adjacent session. As shown in Figure 4.14, this data almost perfectly mirrored the changes in median correlation shown above. Again, there were high levels of stable cells when comparing initial baseline sessions. This stability decreased with both the addition and movement of objects, and increased again when objects were removed. There was a significant change in
percentage stability over sessions [main effect of session: F(3,30)=20.84, p<0.0001], with further analysis revealing significant decreases in stability between the two baseline sessions and baseline and sampling sessions (B1 to B2 and B2 to S post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: p<0.0001) and significant increases between probe and the last baseline (S to P and P to H3 post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: p=0.0035). This indicates that these changes can be seen using various measures of stability. These results also indicate that whilst the spatial map was destabilised when objects were added, this was not global remapping as almost 60% of cells still expressed stable place fields. Therefore partial remapping was occurring.

As with median correlation, there was no difference between the conditions [F(1,10)=0.4341, p=0.5249] or interaction between session and condition [F(3,30)=0.03345, p=0.9916]. The similarity in percentage stability between the conditions for the sampling to probe comparison is highlighted in Figure 4.14. Although a clear enhancement of nOL memory expression was seen in animals in the red box condition, the underlying stability of the cells did not appear to mediate this effect.

**Rate remapping**

A final measure of stability across sessions was used to investigate more subtle changes. Rate remapping is a measure of the ratio of changes in overall firing rates between adjacent sessions. Rate remapping occurs when cells are spatially stable but have different rates associated with different environments (Leutgeb et al., 2005b). Therefore if the ratio of firing rates of “stable” cells significantly changed between sessions it could indicate that the place cells were reacting to the addition of objects to a familiar environment. Only rate maps that had median correlations of over 0.5 (i.e. a “stable” place cell) were used for analysis.

There was a significant change in the levels of rate remapping of “stable” place cells over sessions [main effect of session comparison: F(3,30)=6.141, p=0.0022], as shown in Figure 4.15. Levels of rate remapping were lowest between the two initial baseline sessions, as expected when recording from a familiar environment (cells therefore had the highest overlap of firing rates). Levels of rate remapping increased when objects were added, increasing further when objects were moved, and decreasing when objects were removed. This indicated that the addition of objects modulated the firing rates of individual cells. These were the same patterns of change seen in the correlation analysis, even though rate
remapping analysed only “stable” cells. However further analysis showed there were no significant changes between adjacent session comparisons. Rate remapping between the two baseline sessions was only significantly less (i.e. significantly more overlap) than rate remapping between the sampling and probe sessions (B1 to B2 and S to P post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: p=0.0012). This implies that although 60% of cells remained spatially stable when objects were added, around 35% of these stable cells underwent increased levels of rate remapping.

As with median correlation and percentage stability, it was hypothesised that levels of rate remapping would correlate to nOL memory strength. It was possible that there would be higher levels of rate remapping between sampling and probe sessions in the red box condition due to the change in object location being more noticed in this condition. However there were no differences between conditions [F(1,10)=0.6013, p=0.4560] or interaction between session and condition [F(3,30)=0.7775, p=0.5158]. This again suggests that although place cells reacted to objects there was no correlation with this modification and the expression of memory.
4.3.8 Place Cell Assembly Firing

As there were no obvious differences in place field stability at the single cell level, it is possible that the coordinated firing of groups of cells in a population could be underlying the behavioural changes seen. It has been suggested that the integration of object identity and location requires the coordinated firing of populations of place cell assemblies within a session (Manns and Eichenbaum, 2009). It has been shown that when a familiar object was moved to a novel location, the synchronous firing of these cell pairs decreased, possibly signifying a change in this object identity-object location association previously encoded by the animal. Therefore this suggests that although the synchronous firing of cell assemblies might not change within sessions (PCorr) the correlation of these patterns of synchronous firing between sampling and probe sessions (PCo) may decrease due to the discrepancy between object identity and object location. This would suggest that changes in PCo value would also relate to the strength of nOL memories and be significantly different between the two conditions, with stronger memories correlating to smaller PCo values between the sampling and probe sessions. To investigate this further both the correlation of cell firing within (PCorr) and between (PCo) sessions were calculated using three different time-bins.

Synchronous Firing of Cell Assemblies within Sessions (PCorr)

The changes in coordination of cell assembly firing over the five sessions were most striking when using the 25ms time-bin. There were clear patterns in the coordinated firing of cell assemblies in both conditions, as shown in Figure 4.16 (left). The levels of coordinated cell assembly firing remained low but consistent for the two baseline sessions (B1 and B2). Surprisingly, more cells showed coordinated firing with other cells when objects were introduced in the sampling session compared to the adjacent baseline session, which then decreased when one object was moved to a new location in the probe trial. PCorr values changed significantly over the sessions [main effect of session: F(4,40)=3.702, p=0.0118], and although no adjacent sessions showed significant changes in PCorr values, the difference between the second baseline and sampling session was almost significant (B2 to S post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: p=0.0813) and the difference between the first baseline session and the sampling session was significant (B1 to S post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: p=0.0195). There were no significant differences between the conditions [F(1,10)=0.02601, p=0.8751] or interaction between session and condition [F(4,40)=0.189, p=0.9428].
When looking at results using the 125ms time-bin, these distinctive patterns of cell assembly coordination were also seen, as shown in Figure 4.16 (middle). The correlation of cell assembly firing within a session increased significantly whenever objects were introduced, decreased when they moved and increased again when they were removed. Although there were also significant changes in PCorr values over the sessions [main effect of session: F(4,40)=2.693, p=0.0445], no session comparisons were significant. This indicates that this pattern is seen most strongly when using the 25ms time-bin. There were no significant differences between conditions [F(1,10)=0.01427, p=0.9073] and no interaction between session and condition [F(4,40)=0.7765, p=0.5470].

When calculating PCorr using a 1s time-bin, this variance caused by session disappeared completely for both conditions [main effect of session: F(4,40)=1.249, p=0.3060], as shown in Figure 4.16 (right). This indicated that the levels of cell assembly coordination did not change in relation to object movement when looking at a time-bin associated with the real-time movement of the rat through a place field. There were also no differences between conditions [F(1,10)=0.06035, p=0.8109] and no interaction between condition and session [F(4,40)=1.054, p=0.3918].

These results suggest that when looking at time-bins associated with internally driven oscillations (gamma – 25ms and theta – 125ms) the coordinated firing of cell assemblies were modulated by the addition and movement of objects within a familiar environment.
Interestingly the addition of objects increased synchronicity of cell pair firing, whereas the movement of objects appeared to decrease this coordination. It is possible that the increase seen in sampling could be a ‘novelty’ signal, signalling the presence of novel objects. As the objects should be familiar by the probe session the novelty signal decreases. It is also a possibility that such a novelty signal could be related to the encoding of object identity-object location associations within cell assemblies, as suggested by Manns and Eichenbaum. Rather than signalling a decrease in novelty, the decrease in coordination between sampling and probe sessions could relate instead to ‘mismatch’ signal, i.e. cell assemblies signalling the mismatch between the object identity-object location associations encoded during sampling. Unlike the results from Chapter 3, where recording from a novel environment was analysed, the levels of interference in the hours directly after initial spatial learning did not appear to affect cell assembly firing, and PCorr values were not significantly correlated to nOL memory strength.

**The Correlation of Cell Assembly Firing Between Sessions (PCo)**

The next step of these analyses sought to investigate the comparison of these PCorr values between sessions further by correlating every PCorr value with every other PCorr value on a rat-by-rat basis. Instead of showing the average synchronicity of cell assemblies within a session for every rat, and whether this average synchronicity changed over sessions, this analysed how the synchronicity of each individual cell pair differed between sessions. High PCo values would suggest that the synchronous cell assembly firing in one session was very similar to that of another session, low values would suggest that the temporal relationships of cell assemblies are changing between sessions. Therefore if specific cell assemblies were signalling a ‘mismatch’ signal when objects moved locations, one would expect the sampling to probe PCo value to be low. Figure 4.17 (top) shows the range of PCorr values, ordered from the lowest to highest values of all of the cells during the sampling session. This order of cells is used in the bars relating to the other sessions to highlight the differences in PCorr of individual cells over the three sessions. This highlights the similarities or differences of individual cell-pair firing synchronicity between sessions. PCo values are given at the top of each bar.

There were significant changes in PCo values over the different sessions for all time-bins used [main effect of session comparison: 25ms time-bin – F(3,30)=18.79, p<0.0001; 125ms time-
bin – F(3,30)=18.73, p<0.0001; 1s time-bin – F(3,30)=22.51, p<0.0001], shown in Figure 4.17 (bottom). As predicted the synchronicity of cell assemblies between sessions was highest when there were no objects, and lowest when objects were moved. Coordination of cell assemblies at a population level (PCo) decreased significantly when objects were introduced (B1 to B2 compared to B2 to S: post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: 25ms time-bin: p=0.0001; 125ms time-bin: p=0.0001; 1s time-bin: p<0.0001) and increased when objects were removed (S to P compared to P to B3: post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: 25ms time-bin: p=0.0002; 125ms time-bin: p=0.0016; 1s time-bin: p=0.0081).

These changes could be expected at the 25ms and 125ms time-bins, as any significant differences in PCorr values between sessions would lead to a decrease in the correlation of cell assembly synchronicity (PCo) between the sessions. However, it is unexpected that these changes in PCo values remain when there are no significant changes in PCorr values between sessions, as is seen for the 1s time-bin. As described in Chapter 3 this could be attributed to an increase in variance of PCorr values. The average levels of cell assembly synchronicity (PCorr) would remain stable between sessions, whilst the coordination of individual cell assembly pairs could be very different, i.e. populations of cells could be consistently firing or not firing together depending on the object locations. Therefore it could also be that the populations of cells that are active during the sampling and probe sessions tend to be inactive during the non-object sessions.

Whilst there were clear changes in PCo values between sessions, there were no differences between the red box and white box conditions for any of the time-bins used [25ms time-bin – F(1,10)=0.1567, p=0.7005; 125ms time-bin – F(1,10)=0.0969, p=0.7620; 1s time-bin – F(1,10)=0.03194, p=0.8617] or interactions between session and condition [25ms time-bin – F(3,30)=1.968, p=0.1400; 125ms time-bin – F(3,30)=0.8862, p=0.4594; 1s time-bin – F(3,30)=0.122, p=0.9464]. There were also no significant correlations between PCo values and strength of nOL memory. This is in contention with the predicted results as it was hypothesised that the red box condition would show much lower PCo values between the sampling and probe sessions due to higher levels of ‘mismatch’ signalling. This suggests that although cell assembly population firing is clearly affected by the addition, movement and removal of objects, this is not underlying the enhanced nOL memory seen in the red box condition.
Figure 4.17: The synchronicity of individual cell assembly pairs (PCo) within rats changes significantly over the five sessions, with temporal synchronicity being most correlated between the two baseline sessions (B1 to B2), becoming less correlated when objects were added (B2 to S), when they were moved (S to P), correlation increasing again when they were removed (P to B3). These results mirror the changes in place field stability seen in this experiment. This changes can be seen in the 25ms time frame (bottom left), the 125ms time frame (bottom middle) and 1s time frame (bottom right). There were no differences between rats in the red box (red dots) or white box (white dots) conditions. Error bars represent SEM. The bars at the top represent the range of all the PCorr values from all of the rats, ordered from the lowest to highest values of all of the cells during the sampling session, for all three time frames used. This order of cells is used in the bars relating to the other sessions to highlight the differences in PCorr of individual cells over the three sessions. PCo values are given at the top of the bars. Post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: ### p<0.001 #### p<0.0001.
It should be noted that these trends in PCo values also mirror the trends found in other measures of correlation such as the correlation of rate maps and stability of place fields. These results suggest that these changes in place field stability between sessions can be seen at the cell population level as well as the individual cell level. The fact that there are no differences between the WB and RB conditions also suggests that the enhanced expression of nOL memory seen in the RB condition is not expressed at a detectable level within place cells at the assembly level or the cell population level.

### 4.3.9 Place Field Properties

Whilst the enhanced expression of nOL memory was not detectable at the level of the place cell, it is possible that place field properties, such as size, number or movement in relation to object movement could correlate to the strength of object location memory. It has been previously shown that the size and number of place fields expressed can be modulated by the presence of objects (Burke et al., 2011; Kyd and Bilkey, 2005), with the introduction of objects leading to an increased number of smaller place fields. To investigate whether this occurred during a nOL task, and if this modulation was correlated with memory strength, both the number and the size of place fields were analysed across sessions and between conditions.

**Number of Place Fields**

As shown in Figure 4.18, the average number of place fields was modulated by object presence, varying significantly across sessions for both conditions [main effect of session: F(4,40)=16.74, p=<0.0001]. The number of place fields increased when objects were introduced (B2 to S post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: p<0.0001) and decreased when they were removed (P to H3 post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: p=0.0056). The percentage of place cells with more than one field also varied by about 10% across sessions [main effect of session: >1PF: F(4,40)=18.6, p=<0.0001; >2PF: F(4,40)=6.765, p=0.0003], showing the same patterns of increasing with object introduction (B2 to S post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: >1PF: p<0.0001; >2PF: p=0.0009) and decreasing with object removal (P to H3 post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: >1PF: p=0.0004). Overall this indicates that the presence of objects in a familiar environment increases the number of place fields expressed. Interestingly, during baseline sessions B1, B2 and B3, the average number of place fields per cell was around 1.4 and the
fraction of cells with more than one place field was around 30%. These are both very similar to the numbers seen for all sessions in Chapter 3, where again no objects were present.

Figure 4.18: The average number of place fields increased when objects were introduced during the sampling session (S), only decreasing when objects were removed during the last baseline session (B3) (top left), as expected. This is mirrored by changes in the number of cells expressing more than one (bottom left) and more than two (bottom right) place fields. As the number of place fields increased, the size of the fields decreased (top right, sampling), and when the number of fields decreased during the last baseline session (B3) the size of the fields increased again. This suggests that place cells were reacting to the presence of objects by expressing a larger number of smaller fields, as has been found before. There were no differences between the red box (red dots) and white box (white dots) conditions, however the size of place fields during the probe session did negatively correlate to novel object location memory strength. Error bars represent SEM. Post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: # p<0.05, ## p<0.01, ### p<0.001, #### p<0.0001.

There were no differences between the white box and red box conditions for the average number of place fields [F(1,10)=1.873, p=0.2011] or the percentage of cells with multiple place fields [main effect of condition: >1PF: F(1,10)=1.032, p=0.3336; >2PF: F(1,10)=2.038, p=0.1839], and no interactions between session and condition [number of fields: F(4,40)=0.3626, p=0.8338; multiple fields: >1PF: F(4,40)=0.9759, p=0.4315; >2PF: F(4,40)=0.6076, p=0.6595]. This suggests that whilst place cells were modulated by the presence of objects, this did not relate to the strength of nOL memory expressed.
Place Field Area

The area of place fields also changed significantly over sessions [main effect of session: F(4,40)=4.325, p=0.0053], as shown in Figure 4.18. Whilst the number of place fields increased with the introduction of objects, between B2 and sampling, the area of place fields appeared to significantly decrease (B2 to S post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: p=0.0444). This suggests that whilst more place fields appear with the introduction of objects, overall these fields are smaller. The baseline place field area during the first and second baseline sessions is a lot lower than that shown in the previous chapter, however it must be noted that the animals had received at least 4 habituation sessions to the environment prior to B1, so the environment was familiar.

There were no differences in place field size between conditions [main effect of condition: F(1,10)=3.039, p=0.1119] and no interaction between sessions and conditions F(4,40)=1.25, p=0.3055]. However when the average place field area for every rat for every probe session was correlated with the corresponding nOL memory score there was a significant negative correlation (r= -0.4805, p=0.0011). There were no significant correlations for the other behavioural sessions (B1, B2, S or B3), indicating that the expression of smaller place fields during the probe session was associated with better nOL memory.

4.3.10 Place Field Movement

The movement of place fields in relation to objects has been shown in a variety of studies. It appears that place fields are least stable when in close proximity to objects (Lenck-Santini et al., 2005), and that some place fields even follow objects when they are moved around an environment or trace them once they are removed (Deshmukh and Knierim, 2013). As the stability of a large population of place cells decreased when objects were introduced to the open field this indicates that place fields could be modulated by the addition, movement, and removal of objects. Although there was no overall difference in stability between the white and red box conditions at a single cell or population level, it is possible that the degree of place field-object interactions occurring could reveal differences between the two conditions.
Percentage of Fields Near Objects

To this end, initial analysis sought to calculate the percentage of place fields near an object, or within an object quadrant, compared to the total number of place fields across all of the cells recorded for a given rat in a given session. This was analysed for both sampling and probe sessions for every rat, and then compared between conditions. As shown in Figure 19 (top), the percentage of place fields within an object quadrant did not change between sessions [main effect of session: F(1,10)=0.03384, p=0.8577]. For both sessions place fields were just as likely to be within or out of an object quadrant, with on average 49.41% of fields in an object quadrant in sampling and 53.78% in probe in the white box condition; and 53.55% in sampling and 48.51% in probe in the red box condition. There were also no differences between the white and red box conditions [main effect of condition: F(1,10)=0.0204, p=0.8893] and no interactions between session and conditions [F(1,10)=2.418, p=0.1510].

When comparing the percentage of place fields near an object, rather than in an object quadrant, the percentage was much less, as expected due to comparative area size, as shown in Figure 19 (bottom). Unlike the quadrant analyses, there was an interaction between session and condition [F(1,10)=5.177, p=0.0462], indicating that the levels of interference in the hour after spatial learning might have an impact of the subsequent location of place field expression. Further post hoc comparisons revealed there were trends towards an increase in the number of fields near an object in the probe session for the WB condition (S to P post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: p=0.0529), with an average of 11.33% of place fields near an object during the sampling session, and 19.03% during the probe session. On the other hand the percentages of place fields near an object in red box condition did not change between sessions, with 14.05% of place fields near an object during the sampling session and 12.22% during the probe session (S to P post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: p>0.9999). As expected there were no significant differences between conditions during the sampling session, however post hoc tests revealed an almost significant increase in the percentage of fields near an object in the probe session (WB vs RB post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: p=0.0886). When the percentage of place fields near objects in the probe sessions were correlated with nOL behaviour discrimination indices for every individual rat there was an almost significant negative correlation (r= -0.2892, p=0.0600), suggesting that animals are more likely to express nOL memory if fields are
expressed away from object locations in the probe session. There was no apparent correlation between the percentage of place fields near objects in the sampling session and nOL scores.

Figure 19: The percentages of place fields within object containing quadrants was not significantly different to the percentage of fields within quadrants that did not contain objects, for either the white box (top left, yellow bars) or the red box (top right, red bars) conditions. There were also no differences in these percentages between sampling and probe sessions, or between the two conditions. The percentages of place fields near an object did not appear to be significantly different between sampling and probe sessions for the red box condition (bottom right), however the white box condition showed trends towards significant increases in the percentage of place fields near objects in the probe session (bottom left). There were also trends towards significance between the number of fields expressed near objects in the white box condition compared to the red box condition during the probe trial. Further analysis revealed the number of fields expressed near objects in the probe session to be significantly negatively correlated to novel object location memory strength.
Interestingly in the condition expressing nOL memory the object-containing bins covered 12.5% of the total open field area. This suggests that overall place fields were not preferentially expressed near objects if the animal remembered the previous object locations from the sampling session, as a similar proportion of place fields (14.05%) were expressed near objects in the red box condition during the probe trial.

### Percentage of Place Fields in Relation to Object Movements

Whilst the analyses just described indicate that place fields were preferentially expressed away from objects in the probe trial, the correlation between the percentage of fields and nOL memory scores was not quite significant. However this analysis did not take the actual movement of objects into account. Previous studies have found that place fields are more likely to be affected by the movement of objects when the objects are close to the place field than far away (Lenck-Santini et al., 2005), suggesting that the percentage of place fields in the vicinity of objects might be variable throughout the different sessions. To determine whether place fields were more likely to be expressed near or away from moving objects, object areas were re-labelled as not containing an object (no object); containing a stationary object; containing a moving object; or containing an appearing object, as shown in Figure 4.20. These analyses were repeated for the different object quadrants, but as before there were no differences within or between conditions (data not shown).

Again, the percentage of place fields near each object were calculated for each rat, this time for every session. Differences across sessions could indicate that the expression of fields is more changeable in the vicinity of certain objects. It should be noted that no change in percentage between sessions does not indicate no change in the numbers of place fields, as earlier it was shown that the number of fields increased when objects were introduced. Instead, the number of fields can increase whilst maintaining the same proportions.

A three-way within-subjects ANOVA showed that there was an interaction between session, condition and object [F(2.654), df=12, p=0.003]. Further analysis showed that the percentage of place fields did not change significantly between sessions in the red box condition [main effect of session: F(4,40)=1.054, p=0.3920] and that although there was an effect of object area [F(3,30)=580.4, p<0.0001] there was no interaction between object area and session [F(12,120)=0.8596, p=0.5895]. In the WB condition however, there was an effect of object
area \( \text{F}(3,30)=605.3, \ p<0.0001 \) and an interaction between object area and session \( \text{F}(12,120)=1.945, \ p=0.0354 \). Further tests revealed that this interaction was only apparent between sampling and probe sessions for place fields expressed away from any object locations (S to P area away from object locations: post hoc comparisons with bonferroni corrections: \( p=0.0182 \)). Therefore there were significantly less place fields expressed away from object locations during the probe trial compared to the sampling trial in the white box condition.

Figure 4.20: The proportions of fields in close proximity to each object in the open field over the five different sessions (outlined at the top). The white box (yellow bars) condition showed a significant interaction between session and the percentage of fields expressed in each type of object movement quadrant over the sessions, with significantly less fields expressed in the area not containing objects during the probe session compared to the sampling session. There was a positive correlation between the number of fields expressed away from objects in the probe session and novel object location memory strength.
Interestingly, when the percentage of fields within object areas was compared to individual nOL memory scores, the percentage of fields within vicinity of the objects during the probe session (i.e. the stationary object and the probe object) negatively correlated to nOL memory scores (stationary object: \( r = -0.4698, p = 0.0015 \); probe object: \( r = -0.3458, p = 0.0231 \)), whilst the percentage of fields away from any object locations was positively correlated to nOL memory scores \( (r=0.5196, p=0.0004) \). These correlations were not apparent in the two initial baseline sessions (B1 and B2) or the sampling session (S). During the final baseline session there was also a positive correlation between the percentage of fields expressed away from any previous object locations and the nOL memory scores \( (r=0.3887, p=0.0120) \). These results indicate that the strength of nOL memory is related to the expression of fields away from objects. Although surprising it is possible that the expression of memory requires stable fields that aren’t modulated by being in the immediate vicinity of objects. This is because previous studies have shown that place fields are most likely to be modulated by the introduction or movement of objects when in close proximity to said objects (Lenck-Santini et al., 2005). Stable fields away from objects could produce a stable spatial map on which to encode object locations, whilst fields near objects could form associations with object identity and object location, becoming more disrupted when objects were moved. Therefore the next set of analyses sought to investigate the different types of place field movement that could be associated with objects and object movement.

4.3.11 Types of Place Field Movement

To further elucidate how place fields were changing in relation to objects, the net movement of fields was calculated between sessions on a cell-by-cell, rat-by-rat basis. The fields of a place cell were once again assigned to object areas and the numbers of fields in each area were compared between sessions. As has been found previously by Deshmukh and Knierim (2013), it was suggested that place fields could be object-bound and therefore moving with the object, tracing the old object location when the object moved or was removed, appearing or disappearing with the object, or even appearing where the object used to be. Therefore these different types of movement were analysed for B2 to S; S to P; and P to B3 session comparisons. It was hypothesised that differences between conditions would only be evident in the sampling to probe or probe to final baseline session comparisons, i.e. after exposure to either condition. It should be noted that these analyses were calculated for object quadrant as well as object area, and whilst higher percentages of cells exhibited different types of place field movement within the object quadrants (due to the relative size between
object areas and object quadrants), the proportions remained the same. These quadrant analyses were not shown as no correlations between movement and novel object location (nOL) memory were found, possibly due to covering less specific areas of the environment.

**Baseline to Sampling Sessions**

When objects were introduced in the sampling session (Figure 4.21), place cells that expressed a net increase of fields near objects were categorised as having field(s) that appeared in a novel object location. Place cells that expressed an overall loss of place fields near objects were categorised as having field(s) disrupted by the appearance of objects.
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**Figure 4.21:** Different types of characterized place field movement between the second baseline and sampling sessions (B2 to S). Overall place fields were more likely to appear than disappear when objects were introduced. There were no differences in place field movement between the white and red box conditions. Individual dots represent the percentage of cells exhibiting a type of place field movement for an individual rat. Error bars represent the SEM. % of total cells represents the percentage calculated from all rats combined.
Overall around 12% of place cells expressed fields that appeared in the vicinity of the objects when they were introduced in the sampling session (WB: 11.8%, RB: 11.9%), indicating that a proportion of the place cell population was reacting to the presence of objects. Around 10% of cells expressed fields in the baseline session that then disappeared when objects were introduced near the field in the sampling session (WB: 10.5%, RB: 10.2%). This suggests that fields could also be disrupted by the addition of objects. Over a third of place cells expressed new fields away from object locations (WB: 34.4%, RB: 36.2%), which was significantly more than had fields that disappeared away from object locations (WB: 14.8%, RB: 23.6%) [main effect of field change (gain or loss) on percentage of cells: F(1,10)=22.86, p=0.0007; no effect of condition: F(1,10)=2.852, p=0.1222; or interaction of field change and condition: F(1,10)=0.7086, p=0.4196]. This suggests that place fields were more likely to appear than disappear when objects were introduced, a finding in line with the increase in the number of place fields expressed between baseline and sampling sessions, outlined earlier. As expected there were no correlations between place field movement (the percentage of cells expressing fields that either appeared or disappeared in regards to the introduction of objects into the environment) and nOL memory expression.

**Sampling to Probe Sessions**

There were numerous possibilities for place field movement in relation to objects when one object was moved between the sampling and probe sessions, summarised in Figure 4.22. It was hypothesised that certain types of place field movement between the sampling and probe sessions could correlate to nOL memory strength, such as cells expressing fields that moved with the object (object-bound cells), or cells expressing an increase fields in the location of the old object (misplaced cells), possibly to signify that an object location had changed. The analysis earlier in this chapter showed that the percentage of place fields expressed away from objects in the probe trial positively correlated with the strength of nOL memory, and the percentage of these fields did not change between sampling and probe sessions in the red box condition, but decreased between sampling and probe sessions in the white box condition. Therefore it was also hypothesised that place cells would express a stable number of fields (no net loss or gain of fields) away from object locations if the animal expressed nOL memory. It is possible that stability in the number of fields expressed away from objects could provide a more consistent spatial map for the animal.
The first important place field-object interaction analysed calculated the percentage of object-bound cells, i.e. cells expressing fields that appear to follow the object as it moves. Place cells that expressed an overall loss of fields in vicinity of the moving object area, and an overall gain in fields in the vicinity of the probe object area were categorised as having fields that followed the moving object. Both the white and red box condition exhibited such object-bound fields, however this was only seen in a very small population of cells recorded (WB: 0.4%, RB: 0.9%). A minimally larger population of cells ‘traced’ the old location of the moving object (WB: 1.4%, RB: 1.9%), i.e. they were near the moving object during sampling, and remained in this location during the probe trial, even though the object had moved away. Place cells expressing ‘trace’ fields had at least one field in the vicinity of the moving object area in both sampling and probe trials. Neither the percentage of ‘object-bound’ not ‘trace’ cells showed any differences between the two conditions, and nOL memory scores did not correlate to the percentage of cells expressing such fields, suggesting that although fields were following or tracing the object this was not in any relation to memory strength.
Figure 4.22: Refers to figure from previous page as well as figure above. Different types of characterized place field movement between the sampling and probe sessions. Place fields were just as likely to appear or disappear from the areas near the moving object or appearing object. As has been found previously a small proportion of cells were object-bound, and a slightly larger proportion traced the old object location. There were no differences in place field movement between the white and red box conditions, however the percentage of cells with fields appearing away from object locations significantly correlated to nOL memory strength. Individual dots represent the percentage of cells exhibiting a type of place field movement for an individual rat. Error bars represent the SEM. % of total cells represents the percentage calculated from all rats combined.

As the percentage of place fields away from objects in the probe trial positively correlated with the strength of nOL memory, and the percentage of these fields did not change between sampling and probe sessions in the red box condition, it was suggested that memory could be correlated to a stable number of fields between the sampling and probe sessions. Therefore the percentage of cells with no net loss or gain of fields expressed in the area away from objects was analysed. This area was away from both sampling object locations and probe object locations. Surprisingly, although almost a third of cells expressed a stable number of fields away from objects (WB: 30%, RB: 31%) there were no differences between
the two conditions and no significant correlation with nOL memory. This indicates that whilst the total percentage of fields away from objects can predict nOL memory, this is not in relation to the stability of the number of fields expressed.

If the stability of the number of fields in this area was not correlated with memory strength, it could be possible that memory was instead related to an increase of fields expressed during the probe trial. Therefore the appearance of place fields in relation to object location were analysed. Cells with a net increase in place fields within the area away from any objects between sampling and probe trials were categorised as having new or shifted fields. Similar to the percentage of cells with a stable number of fields, around a third of cells expressed new fields in the probe trial away from any object locations (WB: 29.4%, RB: 28.8%). Although there were no significant differences between conditions (t=0.161, df=10, p=0.8753), when the percentage of cells with new fields was correlated to individual nOL memory scores there was a significant positive correlation (r=0.3148, p=0.0398), indicating that cells were more likely to express new fields away from objects if the animal had nOL memory. This correlation was limited to the fields expressed away from objects. Place cells that had a net increase in fields expressed in the vicinity of the appearing object, but no decrease in fields in the vicinity of the moving object, were categorised as expressing novel object location fields. Place cells with a net increase in fields within the vicinity of the moving object were classified as having misplaced fields. Similar numbers of place cells were categorised as having novel object location fields (WB: 6.6%, RB: 3.6%) and misplaced fields (WB: 6.6%, 6.7%) and no types of place field appearance near old or new object locations showed differences between the white and red box conditions or correlations with nOL memory strength.

The disappearance of place fields was also analysed. Place cells exhibiting a net decrease of fields in the vicinity of the moving object, but no overall increase in the vicinity of the appearing object, were categorised as being disrupted by object displacement. Cells with a net decrease of fields in the vicinity of the appearing object were categorised as being disrupted by object appearance. Cells with a net decrease of fields in the area away from any objects were classified as having lost or shifting field(s). As expected to the relative sizes of the areas, the number of place cells with disappearing fields was largest in the area not containing objects (WB: 26.6%, RB: 27.8%). There were similar proportions of place cells with disappearing fields that had been disrupted by either the object appearing in that location.
These results indicated that place fields can be disrupted by both the appearance and movement of objects, however neither showed significant differences between conditions nor were correlated to the strength of nOL memory.

Overall these results suggests that, although a small proportion of cells had fields that moved with the moving object, a larger proportion of cells had fields that appeared or disappeared in relation to object movement. In addition, place fields were just as likely to appear as disappear when objects were moved. Surprisingly, the only correlate of nOL memory strength was the appearance of new place fields away from object locations during the probe trial. It is possible that any other differences or correlations are masked by the length of the probe trial recording, a suggestion that is explored in greater depth within the discussion.

**Probe to Baseline Sessions**

The final set of analyses looked at place field-object interaction when objects were removed after the probe session. Place cells were classified as expressing fields that traced the old object locations if they had at least one field in the vicinity of the appearing object in both probe and B3 sessions, or at least one field in the vicinity of the stationary object in both probe and B3 sessions. As seen before, when sampling and probe trials were compared, a small proportion of cells had fields that traced the old object location(s) in both conditions (WB: 6.5%, RB: 4.9%). This suggests that a small subset of place cells have fields that aren’t disrupted by the removal of objects, even when in close proximity to said objects during the probe trial. A smaller proportion of cells traced the location of the moving object during sampling in both the probe and B3 sessions (WB: 3.4%, RB: 4.2%). Place cells were classified as tracing the sampling location if at least one field was expressed in the moving object quadrant during both probe and B3 sessions. This suggests a small subset of cells were unaffected by the movement and the subsequent removal of objects. There was no difference between conditions for either type of place field stability (trace: t=0.568, df=10, p=0.5825; sampling position trace: t=0.09803, df=10, p=0.9238), however when values for every rat for every session were correlated with the corresponding nOL discrimination indices, there was a significant negative correlation for the percentage of cells that traced an object location between probe and habituation and the strength of nOL memory (r= -0.4795, p=0.0015). This suggested that if animals expressed memory in the probe trial, place fields...
would not remain in the location of the objects after their removal. Although surprising, this could indicate if fields are stable and unaffected by object movement when in the close vicinity of objects, less detection of novelty is available to the animal. There were no significant correlations between the proportion of cells tracing the sampling location and nOL memory.

In contrast, a number of cells had disappearing fields between P and B3 sessions. Between 10 and 20% of cells (WB: 18.1%, RB: 10.6%) had fields that were near an object during the probe session, which then disappeared when the objects were removed. This suggested that some cells were modulated by the removal of objects when in close proximity. Interestingly, there were trends towards a significant increase in the proportion of disappearing cells near objects in the white box condition (t=1.953, df=10, p=0.0794), and when the proportion of cells in every session for every rat were correlated with the corresponding nOL discrimination indices there was again a significant negative correlation (r= -0.4691, p=0.0020). This indicates that if animals expressed memory for the novel object location in the probe trial, fields expressed near these new object locations were less likely to disappear upon the removal of said objects. However, as fields were also less likely to trace the object location this suggests that it was in fact the proportion of cells expressing fields near objects throughout the entirety of the probe trial that correlated negatively to the strength of nOL memory, rather than how the place fields reacted to the subsequent removal of objects. A larger proportion of cells had fields that disappeared from the areas not containing objects during the probe trial (WB: 37.2%, RG: 38.0 %). Unlike the proportion of disappearing cells near objects, there were no differences between the two conditions or significant correlations between the proportion of cells disappearing away from old object locations and nOL memory strength.

Around 15% of cells expressed at least one new place field during B3 in locations that had previously contained an object during the probe trial. This was true of both the white box and red box conditions (WB: 16.6%, RB: 12.0%), with no differences between them (t=0.6566, df=10, p=0.5262) or significant correlations with nOL memory strength. The percentage of cells with appearing fields in the old object locations was therefore approximately the same as the percentage of cells with disappearing fields from these areas.
Figure 4.23: Different types of characterized place field movement between the probe and final baseline sessions. A proportion of cells expressed fields that traced the object positions, as predicted. The percentage of both these cells and the percentage of cells disrupted by object removal negatively correlated to nOL memory strength. This was possibly due to these cells expressing fields near objects during the probe session. More place fields disappeared than appeared when objects were removed. Individual dots represent the percentage of cells exhibiting a type of place field movement for an individual rat. Error bars represent the SEM. % of total cells represents the percentage calculated from all rats combined.
Interestingly, a proportion of cells actually expressed a new field away from the previous probe object locations after their removal (WB: 21.5%, RB: 17.9%), although this was much lower than the percentage of cells with disappearing fields away from object locations. This suggests that place cells express less fields when objects are removed, something that was mirrored in the number of place fields analysis. Although there were no differences between conditions in the proportion of cells expressing new fields away from objects (t=0.6514, df=10, p=0.5295), there was an almost significant negative correlation between the proportion of cells and nOL memory strength (r=-0.2881, p=0.0687). Although this was not significant, it does indicate that the positive correlation between nOL memory strength and the increase in the proportion of cells expressing new fields away from objects was specific to the sampling and probe trial comparison.

Overall these results suggest that place field expression can be modulated by object movement in many different ways, in line with previous findings. Interestingly, the only positive correlation between the proportion of place cells and nOL memory strength was for place fields appearing away from objects between sampling and probe trials. This indicates that these analyses were unable to identify changes near objects that could be underlying the detection of novel locations or strength of spatial memory. Examples of place field movement between all sessions are shown in Figure 4.24.

Figure 4.24: (Next page) Examples of place field movement between the five different sessions (H1, H2, S, P and H3). White boxes represent the open field, with ‘A’ indicating where objects were during the sampling and probe sessions. Each rate map shows the area of the environment explored by the animal within a single exposure. The firing rate is given below each rate map and can be different for every session (i.e. some sessions have very low firing rates). The red part of the rate map represents the peak in field firing rate. The blue part of the rate map represents no or minimal amounts of place cell firing in those locations in the environment. White pixels indicate the rats did not explore this part of the environment. Top: this cell expressed a spatially stable field throughout the five sessions. Second to top: This cell expressed fields that appeared with both the objects in sampling, and then had one field that was object-bound and followed the moving object. This field then disappeared when the objects were removed. Middle: This cell expressed spatially stable fields until one object was moved in the probe trial, where it expressed fields away from objects. Place field firing returned to the location seen in H1 H2 and S when the objects were removed. Second to bottom: This cell expressed a field that was spatially stable until objects were added near the field, where it was disrupted by object appearance. This field only returned to the previous location when objects were removed. Bottom: This field appeared with one of the objects in sampling, was object-bound and followed this object into the probe session, and then traced the old object location when the object was removed in H3.
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4.3.12 Results Overview

Reducing visual stimulation after spatial learning enhanced 6h nOL memory in implanted rats, replicating our previous findings at 24h. This allowed us to compare all types of analysis between the two conditions and directly correlate findings from each rat with their strength of nOL memory expression.

Place Cell Properties

The average place cell firing rate increased significantly over sessions, suggesting that firing rate increased with novelty, in line with findings from previous studies (Larkin et al., 2014). However, this increase was minimal, suggesting that further experiments or analyses would need to be carried out to draw conclusions. Spatial information carried by place cells in the probe session was significantly lower in the red box condition, indicating that this measure was correlated to the strength of memory. However, when spatial information was compared to individual nOL scores, there was no significant correlation. Spatial selectivity did not change over sessions. Spatial sparsity and coherence both worsened when objects were introduced. Surprisingly, spatial coherence improved when objects were moved, directly contrasting with the worsening of coherence seen by Lenck-Santini (2005). The addition of objects to a familiar environment led to instability of the spatial map and partial remapping of the place cell population. Median correlation, the percentage of stable cells, and rate remapping all showed a decrease upon the introduction of objects to the environment, which decreased further when objects were moved, and increased when objects were removed, indicating that these object manipulations can lead to both spatial and rate remapping of place fields. Unexpectedly, these changes did not correlate with the expression of spatial memory. This suggests that place cell stability is only affected by the reduction of interference when the environment itself is novel.

Place cell population correlation analysis

The next analyses investigated whether cell population firing was influenced by the presence of objects, and whether these changes were underlying the differences in nOL memory strength. Time-bins representing gamma (25ms) oscillations showed significantly more cells exhibiting coordinated firing with other cells in a session when objects were introduced, suggesting that cell assemblies were encoding object identity-object location associations. This then decreased when one object was moved to a new location. As expected, these
significant changes led to a decrease in the correlation (PCo) between the sessions when objects were introduced, and an increase when they were removed. Surprisingly although the time-bin representing the animal’s movement through a place field (1s) showed no differences in PCorr between sessions, the same changes in PCo values shown in the other time-bins were seen. This could suggest that the populations of cells that are active during the sampling and probe sessions tend to be inactive during the non-object sessions. Once again, there were no differences between the WB and RB conditions.

**Place Field Properties**

Peak in-field firing rate did not change, suggesting that in relation to overall firing rate, the peak firing rate actually decreased over sessions, in direct contrast to the study by Komorowski et al. (2009). As found previously by Burke (2011), the number and size of place fields were modulated by object presence. Results suggested that whilst more place fields appeared with the introduction of objects, overall these fields were smaller. The number of fields then decreased when objects were removed. Although there were no significant differences between the WB and RB conditions, place field size during the probe trial negatively correlated with nOL memory strength. This was not apparent for any other sessions suggesting that smaller place fields are associated with stronger nOL memory.

The percentage of place fields expressed away from objects positively correlated to the strength of nOL memory in both the probe and final baseline session, and the percentage of place fields expressed near objects during the probe trial negatively correlated to the strength of nOL memory. These results suggested that stronger memory was associated with place fields being located away from objects during the probe trial. Further analysis investigating the movement of place fields corroborated these findings, showing that the strength of nOL memory was positively correlated to place fields appearing away from objects during the probe trial. Surprisingly, stability of the number of fields away from objects did not relate to memory strength. Place cells did express fields that were object-bound, following the object as it moved, and fields that traced the old object locations. Although previous studies have suggested these types of movement are correlates of spatial memory, the percentage of cells expressing fields that were object-bound or that traced the object locations were not significantly different between red and white box conditions and did not correlate to the strength of nOL memory.
Overall these results suggest that whilst object movement can clearly modulate many different place cell properties, the enhanced expression of nOL memory seen in the RB condition is not expressed as a change in place cell stability or at a place cell population level. A number of place field properties do correlate to the strength of nOL memory, although it appears that these underlying changes occur away from object locations.

4.4 Discussion
This experiment set out to test the hypothesis that decreased interference following the learning trial of a spatial novel object location (nOL) memory task would lead to predicted differences in memory-related properties of place cells between red box (decreased interference) and white box (control) conditions, such as place field stability or the association of place fields with specific object locations, when the animal underwent a probe trial 6h later.

Novel Object Location Behaviour
To ensure that any place field properties analysed could be correlated to behavioural results, the first part of the experiment involved testing the animal’s nOL memory strength during the first three minutes of the probe trial. As seen previously with unimplanted animals, those that underwent the red box condition directly after the sampling session expressed significant nOL memory at 6h, whereas those that underwent the white box condition expressed no memory. This difference was evident throughout the whole of the 3 minutes of probe trial analysed, and significantly different between the two conditions. This confirms that implanted animals can also benefit from reduced visual interference, as predicted. As the difference between the red and white box conditions had only been shown previously (in Chapter 2) using a 24h delay between sampling and probe sessions and a 3h exposure to the red or white box condition, this experiment also confirmed that this effect could be replicated using different delays (6h) and a shorter period of reduced interference after learning (1h). Importantly, these behavioural results allowed the comparison of place field properties in animals tested under two conditions; one that expressed memory and one that did not, which has not been done before. As not every animal expressed memory in the red box condition, due to the natural spread of the data, this also allowed place field properties to be directly correlated to individual novelty preference scores.
Firing Properties of Place Cells

As changes in firing rate have been implicated previously in multiple types of spatial memory task, the next analysis sought to investigate how the average place cell firing rates and peak in-field firing rates changed over sessions and whether these changes correlated to memory strength. Previous studies have shown that the average place cell firing rate indiscriminately increases when objects were moved during a nOL memory task (Larkin et al, 2014). This is in line with our results showing that average firing rate increases over the sessions, as the majority of sessions featured object manipulations of some kind. Although these increases were minimal, and only became apparent when the baseline sessions were compared with the probe session, typically average place cell firing rates decrease as the environment becomes more familiar to the animal (Brandon et al., 2014; Karlsson and Frank, 2008). This suggests that increases in firing rate were due to the movement of objects.

However, unlike the results reported by Larkin et al., where firing rate correlated to object location novelty preference scores, the increase in firing rate seen did not correlate to nOL memory expression, and there was no significant difference between the two conditions. It should be noted that Larkin did not include a condition that had no memory, instead correlating changes in place cell firing with the overall expression of memory shown by all animals used. This appears to highlight the need for studies to include control conditions where memory expression is not expected if properties are hypothesised to correlate to the strength of memory expression. Yet it is unlikely that the increases in firing rate seen by Larkin did not represent the detection of some sort of novelty in the environment, as firing rates decreased as behaviour associated with the novelty of the new object location (i.e. the time spent exploring the new object location vs the old object location) decreased during the probe session.

Although in the present study animals expressed preference for the novel location for the first three minutes of the probe trial, it is unlikely that this preference would remain throughout the entire 10-minute recording session. It could be hypothesised that increases in firing rate would be most evident at the start of the sampling, probe and final baseline sessions, as this is where the addition, movement or removal of objects would be most novel, respectively. Further analysis could aim to calculate average firing rates for the first half of each 10-minute session and compare this to the second half. The discrimination index values
could also be calculated for the entire 10-minute probe trial and correlated to the firing rate minute-by-minute. It would be predicted that as preference for the novel location decreases, so would average firing rate, as had been reported by Larkin. It would also be interesting to analyse these changes in firing rates in respect to location, for example analysing how rates change in the vicinity of objects over the sessions. However as Larkin found that this increase in firing rate was not specific to object locations, it could be hypothesised that no differences would be seen between quadrants or object areas.

Unlike average place cell firing rate, the peak in-field firing rate did not differ significantly between sessions. This is in contrast to the findings of a previous study by Komorowski et al. (2009) which reported increases in peak firing rates at important locations associated with food rewards in specific contexts. These results also appear to be inconsistent with the original hypothesis that peak in-field firing would increase due to object locations specifically becoming overrepresented. However, it is possible that whilst the average peak in-field firing rate did not change, certain place fields would increase in firing rate and certain place fields would decrease, depending on their proximity to the object locations. As with average place cell firing rates, there were no significant differences between the red and white box conditions, however it is possible that if place fields did overrepresent object locations that these could then show differences correlating to the strength of memory expression. Zheng et al. reported this phenomenon of increased place field firing near novel object locations during a nOL behavioural task. The average peak in-field firing rate increased only in fields expressed close to the novel object location, and only during fast gamma oscillations. Firing rate did not increase in fields close to the familiar object location, and did not increase during slow gamma oscillations. These results suggested that these increases in firing rate acted as a novelty detector, aiding to encode novel object locations into the pre-existing spatial map of the familiar environment. It would therefore be interesting to investigate whether the red box condition would increase firing rates of place fields near object locations, and whether these increases would also be specific to gamma oscillations.

**Spatial Properties of Place Cells**

The next possible correlates of nOL memory strength analysed were various spatial properties of place cell activity. Previous studies investigating the modulation of spatial tuning of place cell firing have shown that these properties do not change with the addition
of objects (Kyd and Bilkey, 2005). This suggests that whilst spatial tuning improves as the environment becomes more familiar (Brandon et al., 2014), the increased spatial information carried by place cell firing is not further affected by the addition of objects to the environment.

Although spatial properties of place cells were predicted not to change over sessions, the place cells fired in a more indiscriminate fashion throughout the environment when objects were introduced. As the place cells expressed significantly more fields when objects were introduced, this decrease in spatial sparsity is logical, as the place cell would be firing in more locations throughout the environment. Spatial selectivity, the amount of in-field firing compared to out of field firing, did not significantly change over the sessions and therefore did not appear to be modulated by the presence of objects, as expected.

Although spatial information also appeared not to be consistently modulated by objects, there was a significant interaction between session and condition. This difference in spatial information between the two conditions during the probe session suggests that spatial information can be modulated by the strength of object location memory. This is surprising as previous studies have shown no changes in spatial information when objects were introduced (Kyd and Bilkey, 2005). One possibility is that animals were perceiving the objects as landmarks within the environment rather than non-stationary objects (Scaplen et al., 2014). Animals who had memory for these ‘landmarks’ in the sampling session would notice the change in their location during the probe trial. As high levels of spatial information have been associated with familiarity of an environment (Brandon et al., 2014), this could indicate that cells recorded from animals in the red box condition detect this change in the environment more readily, making the overall environment appear more novel to the animal. However it is interesting that the addition and removal of objects did not also produce such decreases in spatial information. It should also be noted that spatial information of place cells recorded during the probe session was not directly correlated to the individual nOL memory scores. It is possible that whilst an overall interaction of session and condition can be seen, this effect is not robust enough to be seen when individual nOL scores are used.

The modulation of spatial properties in close proximity to objects has been shown previously by Lenck-Santini et al., (2005), who found that changes in spatial coherence were limited to
the population of cells with fields expressed over 10 cm away from objects. It would therefore be interesting to analyse the spatial properties of place cells that express fields in close proximity to objects compared to those expressing fields further away. It could be predicted that coherence would decrease as object proximity decreased, and that spatial information might change, although possibly in unpredictable ways. Overall the spatial properties of place cells did not appear to be consistently different between red and white box conditions, suggesting that these properties do not underlie the expression of nOL memory.

Place Cell Stability
The introduction of objects into a familiar environment has been shown to affect the stability of place cell firing in three different ways. Place cells can undergo global remapping, where the entire population of place cells change their spatial firing patterns, either by starting or stopping firing, or changing the location of place field firing (Burke et al., 2011). Cells can also undergo rate remapping, where place field locations remain stable but the average place cell firing rate changes within the session; or partial remapping where a proportion of the place cell population destabilises whilst the other proportion remains stable (Lenck-Santini et al., 2005). One study even reported no changes in any measures of place cell stability when objects were introduced to the environment (Kyd and Bilkey, 2005). Therefore the next set of analyses sought to investigate which of these changes occurred within the novel object location paradigm used, and whether these measures of place cell stability correlated to the strength of nOL memory expression.

As predicted, both the median correlation of rate maps and the percentage of stable cells was highest between the two baseline sessions (B1 and B2), indicating that the environment was indeed very familiar to the animals. When objects were introduced to this familiar environment, the median correlation and percentage of stable cells between session B2 and S decreased significantly, and there was further decrease when one object was moved to a novel location (S to P). This suggests that the addition and movement of objects to a familiar environment can destabilise the spatial firing of place cells that previously had very stable fields. It had been hypothesised that the introduction of only two objects, and then subsequent movement of only one of these objects, would not be enough to lead to global remapping, as global remapping only appeared to occur in studies that introduced and
moved many objects simultaneously (Burke et al., 2011). As hypothesised, this destabilisation of the spatial map did not occur throughout the entire place cell population, as around 60% of cells remained spatially stable. Therefore the introduction of objects led to partial remapping, as found previously by Lenck-Santini et al. (2005). This level of stability within a place cell population has been reported before by Scalpen et al., where the 90° rotation of an ‘object floor cue’, a pair of small 2D shapes attached to the floor of an open field, led to 57.9% of the place cells spatially remapping. Interestingly the proportion of cells that remapped was less (around 40%) when animals had only been exposed to the environment for less than nine days (Scaplen et al., 2014). This is in line with the amount of habituation to the environment given to animals in the present experiment.

Interestingly, a proportion of cells that were spatially “stable” underwent rate remapping when objects were introduced, moved and removed, suggesting that objects could also disrupt or destabilise the firing ratios of place cells within a familiar environment. However, 60% of these “stable” cells did not undergo rate remapping, indicating that a proportion of the cell population remained stable in both location and firing rate.

Surprisingly there were no significant differences between the red and white box conditions for any measures of stability analysed. This is in contrast to our previous results in Chapter 3, showing that the reduction of interference enhances stability of place cell firing within a novel environment. It was hypothesised that place cell stability would either be higher in the red box condition, due to an increased stability of the underlying spatial map aiding the encoding of novel object locations, or lower in the red box condition, showing that place cells were detecting the change in object location to a greater extent. Although it appeared that neither of these possibilities were correct, it is plausible that place cells in the red box condition could show both of these properties. Lenck-Santini et al., (2005) reported that cells expressing fields close to objects were more likely to undergo spatial remapping, whereas fields away from objects were more likely to show changes in firing rate. Therefore it could be hypothesised that place cells in the red box condition would show enhanced levels of stability away from objects and decreased levels of stability in the vicinity objects. This possibility requires further analysis. An important future experiment would be to repeat this protocol with a sampling session, followed by the red or white box condition, then 6h later by another session with the same objects and object locations. This would allow the analysis
of place field stability across sessions containing objects, without the confounding factor of object movement. It could be predicted that the red box condition would show enhanced stability between these two object containing sessions, compared to the white box condition.

These results also appear to highlight differences in processes between the consolidation of a novel environment and the consolidation of novel object location within a familiar environment. The information derived from the stability of locations might not be enough to encode these complex interactions. It is possible that the object identity-object location associations are actually encoded within the place cells that express “unstable” place fields between baseline and sampling sessions. Although there were obviously no differences between the two conditions in the proportion of “unstable” place cells, it is possible that the properties within this population might have been different between the two conditions.

**Synchronous firing of place cell assemblies**

The next set of analyses sought to investigate whether the synchronous firing of cell assemblies was influenced by the presence of objects, and whether these changes were underlying the differences in nOL memory strength. It has been shown previously that upon the movement of a familiar object to a novel location, the synchronous firing of cell assembly pairs decreased, possibly to signify a mismatch in the learned object identity-object location associations (Manns and Eichenbaum, 2009). On the other hand Larkin et al. found that the synchronous coordinated firing of cell pairs during sharp wave ripples recorded during the nOL task increased when one object was moved to a novel location, suggesting that coordinated firing was acting as a novelty signal.

Our results mirror those found by Manns and Eichenbaum, showing that the synchronicity of cell assembly firing decreased between the sampling and probe trials. This therefore supports the idea that the synchronicity of cell assembly pairs represents object identity-object location associations within the nOL memory task. Interestingly the synchronicity actually increased between the baseline (B2) and sampling sessions, upon the introduction of novel objects. A possibility for this increase could be that cell assembly pairs are encoding these object identity-object location associations during the sampling session, whereas this association encoding is not needed during exploration of the familiar open field in the baseline session (in line with results in Chapter 3). It should also be noted that these changes
in synchronicity were only seen when using the time frames associated with gamma (25ms) and theta (125ms) intrinsic oscillations. As these changes appeared to be more apparent when using the 25ms time frame, it could be suggested that the object location associations could have been encoded during awake sharp wave ripples. The possible encoding of object location associations during gamma oscillations has been proposed previously by both Larkin et al. (2014) and Zheng et al. (2016). Larkin reported an increase in coordinated synchronous cell assembly firing during awake sharp wave ripples in the probe session that persisted into the subsequent rest session, raising the possibility that these cell assemblies were selectively replayed and consolidated (Larkin et al., 2014). Zheng reported an increase in place field firing associated with fast gamma oscillations when animals were close to novel object locations. To test the possibility that the increase in cell assembly coordination seen during sampling is relating to the encoding of object-object place associations I would need to correlate cell assembly firing with the oscillatory activity.

The coordination of cell assembly pairs between sessions was also analysed. As would be expected, the changes seen in PCorr values for the 25ms and 125ms time frames led to a decrease in the correlation (PCo) between the sessions when objects were introduced, and an increase when objects were removed. Surprisingly although the time-bin representing the animal’s movement through a place field (1s) showed no differences in PCorr between sessions, this 1s time-bin showed the same patterns of decreasing PCo values seen in the 25ms and 125ms time-bins. This could suggest that the populations of cells that are active during the sampling and probe sessions tend to be inactive during the non-object sessions. However, the findings could also result from high levels of variance of cell assembly synchronicity in the 1s time-frame. For example, the average PCorr value for the 1s time-bin could remain the same, whilst more populations of cells could be consistently firing or not firing together, leading to changes in 1ms time-frame PCo values.

It was predicted that both conditions would show increased synchronous firing of cell assemblies within the sampling session (PCorr), as this coordinated firing has been associated with the encoding of object identity-object location associations (Manns and Eichenbaum, 2009). However only the red box condition would fully consolidate these cell assembly associations. Therefore during the probe trial this synchronous firing would decrease more in the red box condition, to signify a greater mismatch in the object identity-object location
associations learned in the sampling session. It was then predicted that the correlation of this synchronous firing between the sampling and probe sessions (PCo) would be lower in the red box condition, as this synchronous firing of cell assemblies would be very different between sessions (high synchronicity within the sampling session and low synchronicity within the probe session).

Surprisingly neither PCorr nor PCo values showed any differences between the red and white box conditions. Although initially our results might not seem logical, it could be suggested that ‘mismatch’ cell assemblies would behave in similar ways to the ‘mismatch’ place cells recorded by Fyhn et al. (2002). Fyhn showed that in an annular water maze task, a subset of CA1 place fields fired either when the escape platform was encountered in a novel location, or when the rat was swimming where it thought the escape platform should be during a probe trial. However these ‘mismatch’ cells only fired the first few times this discrepancy was encountered, becoming silent for the rest of the session (Fyhn et al., 2002). If mismatch cell assemblies behaved in the same way, they would be desynchronised for the first few encounters of either the familiar object in the novel location (appearing object area) or the familiar location without the object (moved object area), but very quickly the firing of either this cell assembly pair or other cell assembly pairs would become synchronised to encode the new object location configuration. This would mean that any differences in cell assembly synchronicity within the probe trial would be impossible to see when the whole 10-minute probe trial was analysed. It would be interesting to analyse the PCorr and PCo values for the first minute of the probe trial to establish whether this suggestion could be true, with lower levels of synchronicity predicted in the red box condition, correlating with the strength of nOL memory. It would also be imperative to analyse cell assembly firing and synchronicity based on their firing location within the environment. It could be predicted that cell assemblies in the vicinity of objects would behave very differently to those far away from objects, possibly with greater levels of ‘mismatch’ desynchronised firing either close to locations where objects used to be or close to new object locations.
Place Field Properties

The possible place field correlates of spatial memory analysed were the number and size of fields expressed. Previous studies have shown that whilst the number of fields per cell increases when objects are introduced to a familiar environment by about 10%, the size decreases (Burke et al., 2011; Kyd and Bilkey, 2005), a pattern that was also observed in this data set. This increase in the number of fields when objects were introduced to the environment, and the subsequent decrease in the number of fields on their removal, could indicate that multiple fields are required to encode the presence of multiple objects within an environment. Although more fields might be required to encode different object locations, the number of fields expressed per cell was not correlated with nOL memory strength.

As predicted, the size of place fields decreased when objects were added and increased when they were removed. This suggests that whilst more fields are required to encode multiple object locations, the size of these fields are smaller. This indicates that the incorporation of object locations into memory of a familiar environment is reflected in the properties of place fields. Interestingly, the size of place fields in the probe session was negatively correlated to the strength of nOL memory. This was not seen for any other session. Although the average size of place fields has not previously been correlated to the memory of novel object locations within a familiar environment, it is possible that smaller fields could be associated with better incorporation of object locations into spatial memory. Therefore although a high proportion of cells express multiple fields when objects are introduced, only cells expressing multiple small fields show significant nOL memory. Surprisingly it appeared that the firing of cells recorded in the red box condition carried significantly less spatial information in the probe trial, indicating that these small fields were less spatially tuned. It is possible that place field size could be linked to the association of objects and object location, whereas spatial information could be linked to changes in the overall environment. It would be interesting to investigate spatial information and place field size in an experiment that contained two sampling sessions, i.e. two exposures to the familiar environment containing two identical objects in the same locations during both exposures, meaning the overall environment did not change. It is possible that place cells would express smaller fields whilst carrying higher levels of spatial information in the red box condition if the objects remained in the same locations.
Place field expression and movement in relation to object movement

To investigate whether there were any differences in the expression of place fields in the vicinity of object locations, the percentage of fields near every object as well as the percentage of cells away from any objects were analysed. As Deshmukh and Knierim (2013) had previously reported that fields were not preferentially expressed near objects, it was expected that there would be no differences in the percentage of place fields expressed near objects over the different sessions. Interestingly, this was true for the red box condition but not the white box condition. This could suggest that Deshmukh and Knierim’s finding was only true if animals have memory of previous object locations. Although object location memory was not tested by Deshmukh and Knierim, it is plausible that the animals in this experiment did have memory for the object locations.

The percentage of place fields expressed away from objects positively correlated to the strength of nOL memory in both the probe and final baseline session. The percentage of place fields expressed near objects during the probe trial negatively correlated to the strength of nOL memory. These results suggested that stronger memory was associated with place fields being located away from objects during the probe trial. Therefore although the percentage of place fields located away from objects during the probe trial positively correlated with nOL memory, as the red box condition showed no differences between sampling and probe sessions it appeared to signify stability in the percentages of place fields, not change. This analysis calculated the overall percentage of place fields either near or far away from objects on a rat-by-rat basis. Therefore it is possible that although the proportion of place fields did not change between any sessions (including the initial baseline sessions) when the rat showed nOL memory, individual place cells could have been modulating their place field expression differently depending on whether objects were present or moving. This is also suggested in the results from the cell assembly analysis, where although PCorr values did not change significantly over sessions in the 1s time-bin, PCo values decreased upon the addition and movement of objects. Therefore the next analysis was important to detect changes of individual place cells.

The next type of analyses aimed to determine whether the types of place field movement reported by Deshmukh and Knierim were observed in the context of an nOL task, and to explore whether they correlated to the strength of nOL memory expression. Many different
types of place field movement in relation to object movement were found for all session comparisons, mirroring the movements seen in previous studies. It emerged that a subset of place cells expressed fields that appeared in the location of the novel objects during the sampling session. When one object was moved between sampling and probe sessions a very small percentage of fields followed the object (0.5-1%). This place field firing in response to an object irrespective of its spatial location has been shown previously in similar proportions of recorded place fields (3.3%: Deshmukh and Knierim, 2013). Other types of place field movement, such as appearing where the object had moved to, disappearing when the object moved away, or being displaced when the object moved near, all occurred in similar proportions (5-6%), indicating fields could be modulated by object movement within the environment.

As previous analysis had shown that stronger memory was associated with place fields being located away from objects during the probe trial, it was hypothesised that this higher percentage of fields could relate to a higher proportion of cells expressing a stable number of fields away from objects. These cells could lead to a more consistent spatial map for the encoding of novel object locations. Surprisingly, further analysis into the movement of place fields showed that although around 30% of cells expressed a stable number of fields away from objects, this was not correlated to the strength of nOL memory. It should be noted that this analysis calculated cells expressing a stable number of fields, not cells expressing spatially stable fields. Therefore it could still be predicted that cells expressing fields away from object locations would be more spatially stable in the red box condition, as outlined previously.

Misplace cells (cells with fields appearing where the object had been) were also found in this experiment. These cells were reported in the earliest place cell papers (O’Keefe, 1976; Ranck, 1973), although in much higher proportions, with O’Keefe reporting 23% and Ranck 29% of place cells compared to the 6% seen in this study. A very small number of place fields that fired where the object was in the sampling session also continued firing in the same location even after the object was removed. These fields that “trace” object locations have also been shown previously, however again in much higher proportions (Deshmukh and Knierim reported around 12% of cells, compared to around 1.5% found in this current experiment). When both objects were removed around 4% of cells fired close to where the object had been during sampling in both the probe and last baseline sessions, and around 6% traced one
of the probe object locations, again indicating that place fields could trace the object location. It should be noted that much larger percentages of cells expressed fields that traced the object locations when quadrant analysis was used, which required the centre of place fields to be within 15 cm of the object, a distance in line with the study by Deshmukh and Knierim. However, the percentages of cells remained in the same proportions regardless of whether quadrant or object area analysis was used, indicating that the method did not change the overall results.

Surprisingly, although it has previously been suggested and even assumed that cells expressing fields that either misplace or trace the object location are showing ‘object location memory’ (O’Keefe, 1976; Deshmukh and Knierim, 2013), as the activity of these cells can last overnight, there were no differences in the proportions of these cells between red and white box condition and no correlations with nOL discrimination scores. This was true in both sampling to probe, and probe to baseline session comparisons. This suggests that although these misplace and trace cells exist they are not a direct correlate to nOL memory, as previously thought. To my knowledge this is the only experiment that has correlated this type of place field stability with a simultaneous memory read-out. These so-called memory cells have also been shown in the CA3 (Deshmukh and Knierim, 2013), the lateral entorhinal cortex (Tsao et al., 2013) and the anterior cingulate cortex (Weible et al., 2009, 2012), with the latter two showing firing specific to both the context and old object locations that can last multiple days. Like the studies describing trace and misplace firing in CA1 cells, those describing LEC trace cells did not directly correlate this activity to a behavioural read-out. One ACC study did show that the neuronal differences correlated directly with object recognition memory strength, but not with object location memory strength (Weible et al., 2012), possibly suggesting that larger amounts of novelty are needed to record a neural correlate of memory.

It is also possible that whilst a subset of cells clearly traces the object location throughout the duration of the probe trial in the current study, a different subset of ‘mismatch’ cells could be firing for just the first seconds or minutes needed for the animal to learn the new object location configuration, as reported by Fyhn et al. (2002). It could be this latter subset that directly correlates to object location memory expression. Therefore, repeating the
analyses, but only for the first 30s or 1 min of each trial might yield differences between the red and white box conditions.

In the last baseline trial a small population of cells expressed place fields that traced the location of objects during the probe trial, and another population expressed fields near objects during the probe trial that subsequently disappeared during the baseline session. Both of these types of place field movement negatively correlated to the expression of nOL memory. Although initially surprising, both of these types of place field movement require place fields to be within the vicinity of objects during the probe trial. Analysis comparing sampling to probe sessions showed that the number of cells expressing new fields away from object locations also correlated to nOL memory strength. It was also shown that cells expressing fields near objects during the probe trial are associated with decreased strength of nOL memory. These results suggest that different types of analysis lead to the same conclusions.

It appears that the strength of nOL memory is directly correlated to the location of place fields in the probe trial. The more place fields that appear away from objects, the stronger the expression of memory. This suggests that there are significant changes between the sampling and probe sessions, and that these can correlate to spatial memory. It is possible that these overall changes away from objects actually signify fleeting changes occurring in the vicinity of objects in the first 30s or 1 min of the probe trial. However because the entire 10-minute probe trial was analysed together these ‘mismatch’ cells cannot be measured as they become silent or move within the environment in reaction to the change in object locations. Therefore although it is interesting that areas away from objects appear to be directly associated with nOL memory strength, this could be a secondary effect to changes occurring near objects. For example, if ‘mismatch’ cells expressed fields near object locations for the first 30s of the probe trial, and then subsequently remapped elsewhere in the environment, due to the relative proportions of object and no object areas it is likely that these cells would express fields away from object locations for the remainder of the probe session. Therefore a higher proportion of ‘mismatch’ cells could lead to an increase in place fields appearing away from object locations if the entire 10-minute session is analysed together. As there were no changes in place field movement that directly correlated to the
strength of nOL memory when quadrants were used for analysis, rather than object areas, this is a distinct possibility that requires further testing to investigate conclusively.

4.5 Conclusions
The addition of objects to a familiar environment leads to a partial destabilisation of the spatial map. Object movement can clearly modulate many different place cell properties. As found previously in a number of studies, place fields can trace object locations after object removal, which could be a correlate of object ‘memory’. Surprisingly the enhanced expression of nOL memory seen in the red box condition is only expressed at a detectable level in areas not containing objects. It is possible that any expression of nOL memory at either the cell level or the population level in the activity of hippocampal CA1 place cells is only detectable whilst the object locations remain novel. For example, it is possible that whilst object identity-object location associations are encoded at higher rates in the red box condition, via the enhanced replay of synchronous cell assemblies, this is not detectable during the whole duration of the probe trial. Future experiments exploring this possibility are discussed further in the general discussion.
5. Conclusions and Future Directions

The experiments described in this dissertation were driven by previous studies into the benefits of reduced retroactive interference on human episodic memory (Craig et al., 2016; Dewar et al., 2014). Craig and Dewar investigated how the levels of interference in the post-learning period could affect the retention of the learned material. These studies focused on diversion retroactive interference (diversion-RI), which is interference due to material that is dissimilar to the learned material. Through many experiments it was concluded that an unfilled condition termed wakeful rest, where participants would sit alone in a quiet and dark room, was beneficial to memory consolidation; whereas a filled condition containing a task that required some sort of mental exertion, such as spot-the-difference, would lead to decreased memory retention. We sought to replicate these studies in rats to identify what post-learning conditions are required for benefit from wakeful rest, and whether place cell “memory”, a possible neuronal analogue of spatial memory, was underlying these memory enhancements.

5.1 What post-learning conditions are required for the benefit of wakeful rest on spatial memory?

Interestingly my data indicate that both social isolation and decreased visual input are required to produce the beneficial effects of wakeful rest in rats (i.e. the black box effect). Social interaction or visual input during the first hour of memory consolidation is enough to prevent the retention of long-term spatial memory. Whilst this confirms that diversion-RI exists in non-human species, and that the reduction of such interference improves memory retention in rats, these results suggest that neither new learning nor ‘mental exertion’ are necessary for interference to occur. This is in contrast to both Dewar (2007) and Muller and Pilzecker (1900), who assumed that attending to a task was required to cause diversion-RI. Our results suggest that the task used by Dewar wasn’t promoting unconscious learning of new material per se, and rather was leading to suboptimal consolidation. Therefore being alone in the dark was allowing consolidation processes to work optimally, possibly through increased communication within the hippocampus or between the hippocampus and cortical structures through sharp wave ripple events.
These results also suggest that minimal amounts of normal everyday activities can be detrimental to the consolidation of new information, which could have a large impact on everyday life. This demonstrates just how detrimental interference could be to patients with damage outside of the temporal lobes. If simply being awake and interacting with someone in a well-lit environment can impede memory consolidation processes, then it is no wonder that patients who are more susceptible to these types of retroactive interference cannot consciously acquire new long term declarative memories. It would be fascinating to repeat these types of studies in both amnesiac patients and healthy controls. I would predict that patients left alone in a light room during the delay period between learning and recall would recall significantly less learned material compared to patients left alone in a dark room. This could also be true for patients left in a dark room with other people to interact with, compared to patients left by themselves in a dark room.

Thus, my behavioural results show that the 'Black Box effect' is a phenomenon conserved between humans and rodents, and further our understanding into the exact post-learning conditions required for benefit from wakeful rest.

5.2 Do place cells show enhanced “memory” when interference is reduced via wakeful rest?

Behavioural novel object location (nOL) memory studies indicated that wakeful rest (red box condition) enhanced long-term spatial memory, whereas increased visual input (white box condition) prevented the expression of long-term spatial memory. Wakeful rest therefore enhanced the consolidation of the object locations experienced during the sampling trial, making the old object location more familiar in the probe trial. Whilst nOL memory involved learning the locations of novel objects within a familiar environment, the first place cell experiment assessed changes in neuronal activity that occurred during the first three exposures to a novel environment (Chapter 2). Although my data suggest that the environment was not fully familiar to the animal by the third exposure, as indicated by no changes in place cell firing rate or number of place fields across the three exposures, place cell “memory” of the environment appeared to be enhanced by wakeful rest.

When properties associated with place cell “memory” were analysed it was shown that animals exposed to the red box condition after the first exposure to the environment
expressed fields that were more stable across the three exposures. The location and rate of fields expressed in the initial exposure remained stable between the first, second and third exposures (6h and 24h later) if the animal was exposed to the red box condition directly after the initial exposure. In contrast, if the animal was exposed to the white box condition then there was significantly less stability between the first and second exposures, and only after the second exposure at 6h were the place fields stable (i.e. between the 6h and 24 tests). Therefore wakeful rest can modulate place field stability in the CA1. This suggests that the consolidation of the ‘spatial map’ and the strength of a purely spatial memory, i.e. familiarity of an environment, benefitted from wakeful rest through mechanisms associated with place cell “memory” consolidation.

Surprisingly this enhancement of place field stability was not seen at the cell assembly level. This suggests that a population of individual place cells is sufficient to encode a memory that is purely spatial and with no need to form associations through cell assembly pairs. It has been suggested previously that only in these conditions can place cells act as “true place cells”, as very rarely do populations of place cells appear to encode purely spatial information.

5.3 Do place field properties associated with memory for object locations in the nOL task differ between the wakeful rest and filled delay conditions?

Interestingly when directly investigating how place cell properties changed during a nOL behavioural experiment (Chapter 3), properties previously associated with place cell “memory” did not correlate with the expression of nOL memory. Place field stability decreased upon the introduction of objects into the familiar environment and their subsequent movement, however this occurred in both conditions equally. These results imply that the encoding of novel object locations within a familiar environment is very different to the encoding of a novel environment itself, suggesting that object-place associations are encoded differently to purely spatial information. From further analysis into place field movement it appeared that the destabilisation of the spatial map seen was at least in part due to place fields moving in response to the objects appearing, moving and disappearing throughout the behavioural trials. However the only type of place field movement that correlated with nOL memory strength appeared to be the expression of new fields away from object locations during the probe trials. Place cell movement that has
conventionally been associated with spatial memory, such as cells that trace the old object location when that object has been moved, did not correlate to nOL memory strength. These results suggested that whilst place cell stability and familiarity of an environment are relatively easy to measure, as properties are unlikely to drastically change throughout the recording session, place cells signalling small changes in a familiar environment are much harder to record. As has been shown with “mismatch” cells in previous studies (Fyhn et al., 2002), firing that is related to the detection of these changes in the environment disappears rapidly as the animal learns and assimilates this new information. I propose that the best way to investigate whether the animal has encoded and fully consolidated object locations would be to record place cells representing object-place associations during these consolidation periods rather than during the subsequent probe sessions. It is hypothesised that cell assembly pairs encode such object-place associations, especially as our data showed that the synchronous firing of these cell pairs associated with intrinsic gamma oscillations increased when objects were added to the environment.

Therefore, a future experiment that could be enlightening would be to record the reactivation of cell assembly pairs during sharp wave ripples whilst the rat is in either the white or red box. I would predict that cell assembly pairs that were synchronous during the sampling session would be reactivated more than pairs that weren’t synchronous. This is proposed in Larkin et al. (2014) where an increase in coordinated synchronous cell assembly firing during awake sharp wave ripples in the probe session persisted into the subsequent rest session, implying that these cell assemblies would be selectively replayed and consolidated. The reactivation of these synchronous cell assembly pairs would therefore represent the consolidation of object identity-object location associations encoded during the sampling session. I would further predict that the reactivation of these synchronous pairs would be greater in the red box condition, directly correlating to nOL memory expression. This would suggest that animals in the red condition undergo enhanced consolidation through the reactivation of cell assembly pairs, and that this enhanced consolidation protects the animals from any further interference that might be present once the animals are put back into their home cage.
It is possible, however, that even with further experiments no cellular representation of object location or even object-place associations would be found in the CA1 of the hippocampus. Therefore alternative hypotheses need to be explored. The entorhinal cortex (EC) is the primary source of cortical input into the hippocampus (van Strien et al., 2009; Witter et al., 2017). The parallel processing model dictates that this input is anatomically segregated into spatial and non-spatial functional roles, with the former being processed in the MEC and the latter in the LEC (Burwell, 2000). This information is then thought to be combined in the hippocampus to form a complete episodic memory. Possible cellular correlates of object memory within the EC have been shown previously in various tasks. When single cells were recorded during a contextual odour discrimination task, neurons in both the MEC and LEC were highly selective for both object and spatial dimensions of a task, with the former prioritizing location information and the latter prioritizing object information (Keene et al., 2016). A subset of LEC neurons have also been shown to fire in close proximity to a novel object when the animal explored said object in a familiar open field (Tsao et al., 2013). Interestingly when this object was removed from the environment, a different subset of LEC neurons were shown to become active at locations where objects had previously been in the environment (i.e. trace cells). Unlike the ‘mismatch’ cells recorded in the CA1, which fired only in the first few seconds of novelty detection (Fyhn et al., 2002), LEC ‘trace’ cells fired in a stable fashion for at least the whole recording session. If the object memory was sufficiently strong, stable trace firing could be recorded weeks after the removal of the object was initially detected. Together these neuronal representations of past and present object locations in the LEC could provide two types of input into the hippocampus required for the retrieval of novel object location memory.

Other studies in mice have shown that cells in the ACC can also respond to the “memory” of past object locations, with ‘trace’ cells firing when one of two familiar objects was removed from an open field. Like the ‘trace’ cells in the LEC, these ACC cells fired in the same location weeks after the object was removed (Weible et al., 2012). The ACC has previously been implicated in the retrieval of remote spatial memories (Bontempi et al., 1999; Teixeira et al., 2006; Weible et al., 2012). As the LEC has strong bidirectional connections to the ACC (Jones and Witter, 2007), this suggests that this circuit could be important in underlying the storage and retrieval of long-term object location memories.
The lack of distinct place cell correlates of object location memory found in Chapter 4 could therefore be explained and even predicted by the hypothesis that these correlates exist outside of the hippocampus, possibly within the MEC, LEC or ACC. It would therefore be interesting to repeat the experiments described in Chapter 4 whilst recording from the MEC, LEC and ACC. It could be predicted that animals exposed to the red box would exhibit higher selectivity of cell firing for the locations of objects, or even significantly higher ‘trace’ cell firing at the old object location during the probe trial. This would indicate that the enhancement of object location memory via the ‘Black Box Effect’ could be seen at a cellular level, just not in the CA1 of the hippocampus as previously hypothesized.

It should be noted that even if the cellular ‘trace’ of nOL memory is found to be extra-hippocampal, the nOL task itself remains hippocampal-dependent. This can be explained by the role of the hippocampus in episodic memory, where it is thought to act as part of an associative network, grouping memories together in time and space (Eichenbaum et al., 2012). Therefore even if the ‘trace’ of object location memory is stored outside of the hippocampus, the consolidation and retrieval of such memory would require the spatio-temporal framework created by the hippocampus. The ‘Black Box Effect’ could therefore be enhancing the possible representations of object location memory outside of the hippocampus, or the hippocampal framework that is thought to link these memories within the context of the nOL task.

5.4 Concluding remarks
This thesis emphasises the importance of taking time after learning to reduce incoming sensory information, allowing consolidation processes to work optimally. It also serves to highlight the impact that experimental design can have on the outcome of a study. What an animal experiences directly after learning can impact both the retention of spatial memory, and mechanisms associated with place cell “memory” consolidation. Therefore it is important to take into consideration and control post-learning stimuli, such as visual stimulation and social interaction, to prevent diversion-RI mechanisms affecting experimental outcome.
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